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Since the Area Health Education Center went into business last November, we have
been busy with the planning and organization necessary to implement interesting,
innovative programs to improve the supply, distribution and quality of health man
power. We thought the best way to share news of our activities with our University
and Central Minnesota constituency would be a short, bimonthly report. Thus you
have Volume I, Number 1 of the AHEC Newsletter. We are anxious to receive input
from our readers, so please address suggestions, questions or contributions to:

Margaret A. Keyes
Research Fellow
Area Health Education Center
Box 193, Mayo Memorial Building
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

PLANNING AREA D

For those of you who are not familiar with the area we serve, we have attached
a map which outlines its boundaries and points out its larger cities. Comprehensive
Health Planning Area D was created by the Governor's Regionalization Plan in 1969
and contains 14 counties and 363,000 people. Within the area, a wealth of health
service and educational resources are already operating, including 26 short-term
hospitals, three long-term hospitals, three four-year colleges, one junior college
and four vocational-technical schools. Certain parts of the area, however, are
under-served in terms of health manpower, service facilities and educational
opportunities. The AHEC will unite the University with these existing area
facilities to bring health manpower resources and consumer needs into balance.

BUILDING AN AHEC

The title "Area Health Education Center" is perhaps a misnomer since is suggests
that somewhere a pile of bricks and mortar stands bearing that name. Rather,
the AHEC is an institutional relationship which we are building through organizational
agreements between the Health Sciences Center in the Twin Cities and health service
and educational facilities in Central Minnesota. Our relationship with the Central
Minnesota Area Health Education Consortium, a council of health service and educational
resources centered in the St. Cloud area, will provide coordination of staff work
through Mr. Thomas J. McLaughlin, program director. Working closely with the
University AHEC staff, he is already meeting with community groups to plan for
the provision of regional lab and x-ray services, interdisciplinary health education
programs, and continuing education in nursing and allied health.
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We have also joined with the Central Minnesota Health Planning Council (the area
CHP (b) Agency) through a shared health planner who will assume a major role in
manpower needs determination. This agreement ties in the AHEC objective of long
range health manpower planning with the statutory responsibility of the (b) Agency
in this regard. It also provides a unique link to the health community of Central
Minnesota as the (b) Agency has representation from all 14 counties and is the
major avenue for consumer input to health planning. Hopefully, we are building our
AHEC so that these important relationships will provide lasting links between the
University and the community it serves.

COMPUTER MODEL TO PREDICT I~POWER NEEDS

The Area Health Education Center has contracted with Minnesota Systems Research,
Inc., to design an innovative, computer-based, research model which will forecast
health manpower needs. Minnesota Systems Research, Inc., will be collecting data
regarding health service demands in Area D, and, through a series of statistical
computations, will be able to translate these demands into units of health manpower
needed now and in five and ten years. Even more exciting, the "macroeconometric"
model is able to correct itself when there are major changes in the demand for
health services. For example, if national health insurance were legislated into
existence, the model could accurately determine the increased demands on the
health care system and the way which this would affect the need for health man
power. With the help of the computer, AHEC will be able to assist the health
educators train the right people for the right places at the right time. If you
have questions about the macroeconometric model, contact:

Edith D. Leyasmeyer, Ph.D.
Associate Director
Area Health Education Center
Box 193, Mayo Memorial Building
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

TELELECTURE SERIES FOR NURSING PERSONNEL

A telelecture communication system is being installed in Buffalo, Brainerd and
Cambridge to supplement existing lines in Wadena and St. Cloud. Using this system,
a lecture can be broadcast from the University or one of the five Area D locations
while an on-site coordinator displays audiovisual aids and distributes study
materials. Two-way communication allows questions to be asked from each site during
a presentation.

The Central Minnesota AHEC Nursing Committee is choosing topics for six tele
lectures to be developed by Miss Julia Randall, director of Continuing Education
at the University of Minnesota School of Nursing. The first lecture will be given
on May 31 in the late afternoon or evening and will probably discuss ways in which
graduates of diploma nursing schools can obtain ba.ccalaureate degrees. Questions
regarding the lectures or suggestions for topics may be addressed to:

Miss Marion Murphy
Director of Nursing Education
Veterans Administration Hospital
1406 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
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CONTINUING NURSING EDUCATION WORKSHOPS

Working with Project RAISE coordinator Tina Bowe, Miss Randall is also developing
workshops for nursing personnel on problem-oriented charting and nursing audit.
The discussions will be repeated on two consecutive days so that it will be possible
for all of the nursing community from a hospital to attend. Faculty nurses from
both the Twin Cities and Area D hospitals will present problem-oriented charting
on April 17 and 18 and Nursing Audit on May 1 and 2, both sessions to be held in
Wadena. The same series will be repeated in St. Cloud during the spring and summer.
Tuition will be $7.50 for each seminar.

Interested nurses should plan to attend both workshops since the material will be
interrelated. Both of these exciting new ideas encourage nurses to playa greater
role in quality assurance and achievement, and create a closer link between the
nurse and the physician in delivering total, cooperative patient care. Many
nurses involved in both feel this emphasis has increased awareness of their
function as a member of the interdisciplinary health team and enlivened their
whole concept of nursing care. If you are interested in this program, contact:

Miss Julia Randall
School of Nursing
3313 Powell Hall
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

SUPERVISORY MANAGEMENT COURSE

Recognizing that many employees in health care facilities are promoted to supervisory
positions because of professional or technical competence, rather than knowledge of
management or administration, members of the East Central Health Organization (ECHO)
have asked the Consortium to offer a Supervisory Management Course sponsored by the
AHEC. Using materials developed by the American Management Association, Mr. Edmund
Tschimperle, director of Continuing Education at the St. Cloud Hospital, will present
the program to 10-12 hospital and nursing home supervisors, department heads, and
administrators. The class will use a variety of instructional approaches, including
films, programmed learning, case studies, role-playing and problem-solving. Because
of the small class size and flexible course materials, a good deal of individual
tailoring is possible. Tuition will be approximately $25 per person, and class
spaces not filled by ECHO members will be open to all of Area D. For more information,
write to:

Mr. Thomas J. McLaughlin
Program Director
Central Minnesota Area Health

Education Consortium
St. Cloud Hospital
1406 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301

CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR MEDICAL LAB TECHNOLOGISTS

A series of three workshops are being planned by Area D medical technologists for all
medical laboratory personnel. The first workshop, which will be held at 6:30 p.m. on
April 1 at St. Joseph's Hospital, Brainerd, will discuss microbiology, including basic
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identification, media and biochemical tests; and use of a reference laboratory.
The format is divided into one hour of lecture presentation, one hour of practical
demonstration and one hour of open panel discussion. Students who attend will
later be asked to identify unknowns in their home laboratories. The last two work
shops will be held in mid-July and September in St. Cloud and Little Falls. No
tuition will be charged. For more information write to:

B. James Larson
Chief Medical Technologist
St. Gabriel's Hospital
Eighth Ave. and Second. Street SE
Little Falls, Minnesota 56345

AREA TEACHING CONSULTANTS

Well over half of Area D specialists have agreed to act as "teaching consultants"
to general practitioners in towns without specialty services. They will be joined
by University faculty from certain subspecialties. Hopefully, this will reverse
the trend of sending patients considerable distances for referrals, and provide
a valuable learning experience for the primary care physicians. If you are interested
in participating in this program, write to:

William R. Fifer, M.D.
Area Health Education Center
Box 193, Mayo Memorial Building
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota. 55455

THE ADULT AND GERIATRIC NURSE P~ACTITIONER PROGRAM

The University of Minnesota's School of Public Hea.lth Nursing has designed a program
for adult and geriatric nurse associates which will prepare nurses to function as
colleagues to physicians in delivering primary care. The faculty members, Mrs. Eva
Anderson and Mrs. Elaine Cooley, will select eight-to-ten registered nurses from
Area D to participate in the 2l-week, work-study program. The course will include
110 lecture hours and 480 hours of supervisory clinical experience, generally at
the participating nurse's place of employment.

The training program will expand the nursing role to offer more health care services
in areas where physicians are in short supply. Re:gistered nurses leaving the course
will be prepared to take histories, do physicals, and take a more active part in
preventive and maintenance health care -- really provide an extra pair of hands to
cope with increasing demands on physician time. A.lthough no tuition will be charged,
the employer of a participating nurse must be open. to the concept of extended nursing
roles and agree to act as a supervisor during the clinical experience. The program
will be offered in St. Cloud and one other undetermined site beginning the middle of
May. For more information, write to:

Mrs. Eva Anderson
School of Public Health Nursing
Box 197, Mayo Memorial Building
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
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MEDICAL AUDIT PROGRAM

The Area Health Education Center will assist eleven Area D hospitals to implement
a regional, shared quality assurance program to overcome the difficulty small
hospitals have in performing medical care evaluation. These hospitals will
coordinate criteria setting and review shared data displays. Although hospitals
will be unidentified on the comparison reports, each medical staff will be able to
compare its care with the care given in ten neighboring institutions of similar
size. All eleven will be using PAS and MAP, the computer data retrieval systems of
the Commission on Professional and Hospital Activities, to facilitate the medical
audit.

The eleven participating institutions, listed below, form a "functional hospital"
with 856 beds, 23,000 annual discharges, and 72 members of the medical staff.
Because of the size and regional nature of this quality assurance program, AHEC
will be able to respond to needs identified in the audit process with continuing
education programs presented in Area D locations not only for physicians but for
the entire hospital professional family.

Hospitals participating in Medical Audit Program

I

Chisago Lakes Hospital, Chisago City
Community Hospital, Princeton
Community Mercy Hospital, Onamia
Kanabec County Hospital, Mora
Long Prairie Memorial Hospital,

Long Prairie
Melrose Hospital, Melrose

Memorial Hospital, Cambridge
Milaca Area District Hospital, Milaca
Paynesville Community Hospital,

Paynesville
St. Joseph's Hospital, Brainerd
St. Michael's Hospital, Sauk Centre

If you are interested in more information on the quality assurance program, write:

Margaret A. Keyes
Research Fellow
Area Health Education Center
Box 193, Mayo Memorial Building
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY IN HEALTH CAREERS

Joining Michael Keable at the Central Minnesota Health Planning Council is Mrs.
Patricia Van Cleve, a staff planner who will be concerned with insuring equal access

HEALTH SCIENCES
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to health careers for all residents of Planning Area D. Mrs. Van Cleve, whose
background is rehabilitation counseling, is currently collecting health education
materials and preparing to disseminate them to th,e l4-county area which we serve.
Her special emphasis will be on the Indian population, married women and poverty
groups. For more information contact:

Mrs. Patricia Van Cl,eve
Central Minnesota Health Planning Council
405 First Avenue South
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301

PATIENT EDUCATION

Donnell D. Etzwiler, M.D. will be directing a survey to assess the knowledge and
attitudes of health care consumers in Wadena and Kanabec Counties. Emphasizing
respiratory and coronary diseases, diabetes and nl1trition, the survey will attempt
to determine the health education needs of the population. Doctor Etzwiler and his
staff will then plan and implement programs in response to these documented needs.
Questions about this study may be addressed to:

Donnell D. Etzwiler, M.D.
Director
Diabetes Education Center
4959 Excelsior Boulevard
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55416

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS MEDICAL SKILLS LIBRARY

The American College of Physicians has produced ml excellent series of eight milli
meter movies which are gathered under the title of the "ACP Medical Skills Library."
These movies each run ten minutes, are shown on a small projector for a room-size
group of perhaps eight or ten people, or can be projected on a screen or wall for a
larger group. The topics now available include: arterial puncture, central venous
pressure measurement, endotracheal intubation, lumbar puncture, tracheostomy, and
venous cutdown. Films on abdominal paracentesis, emergency nasal packing, nasal
gastric intubation, and thoracentesis will be added next month.

The Area Health Education Center has purchased thE~ initial six films and a small
Fairchild projector. The package is available at no cost to hospital medical and
nursing staffs in Planning Area D. If you are interested in reviewing these films,
contact:

William R. Fifer, M.D.
Director
Area Health Education Center
Box 193, Mayo Memorial Building
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION FOR EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYMENT

Ms. Lillian Williams, University of Minnesota Dir£lctor of Equal Opportunities, is
consulting with 12 hospitals in Planning Area D which have expressed interest in

,
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internal affirmative action programs. Ms. Williams will answer institutions' specific
questions, and, if the hospital requests, work with administration to set up an
effective affirmative action program. She will place a particular emphasis on
interpreting federal and state guidelines in a manner which will allow smaller insti
tutions to comply with little difficulty. For more information write:

Ms. Lillian Williams
Director
Office of Equal Opportunities
419 Morrill Hall
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR MEDICAL LAB TECHNOLOGISTS

The first AHEC-sponsored seminar for medical lab technologists was attended by 73
technologists, representing 22 Area D hospitals. The workshop, which discussed
microbiology, was held on April 11 at St. Joseph's Hospital, Brainerd. A second
seminar will be presented on Wednesday, July 18, at the St. Cloud Hospital, St. Cloud.
The subject will be blood cell morphology, and the format will include one hour of
lecture presentation, one hour of practical demonstration, and one hour of open panel
discussion. If you have questions concerning these workshops, write:

Mr. B. James Larson
Chief Medical Technologist
St. Gabriel's Hospital
Eighth Avenue and Second Street SE
Little Falls, Minnesota 56345

AREA TEACHING CONSULTANTS

The response to our requests for Area D specialists to act as "teaching consultants"
to family physicians in towns without specialty services has been extremely enthusias
tic. From a group of 108 specialists who were asked if they would be interested in
participating in this program, 70 replied positively. Primary care physicians were
equally anxious to obtain the services of a variety of different specialists. For
example, 23 GP's, representing 10 counties in Area D, indicated that they could use
the services of an orthopedist, and 32 primary care physicians noted the need for
internal medicine consultations. The Area Health Education Center is now in the
process of working out the logistics to bring these people together in what promises
to be a valuable learning experience which will directly affect the quality of medical
care.

GROUP DYNAMI CS

Pearl Rosenberg, Ph.D., associate professor in the University of Minnesota Department
of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, will be leading members of the Allied Health
Committee of the Central Minnesota Area Health Education Consortium through a short
program in the fundamentals of group dynamics. The program is scheduled for July 11,
at the St. Cloud Hospital, St. Cloud. Doctor Rosenberg will be involving the committee
members in group dynamics, small group process and communications through body language.
Tentative plans include a similar program for other Consortium professional committees.
For more information write to:

(see next page)
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Edith D. Leyasmeyer, Ph.D.
Associate Director
Area Health Education Center
Box 193, Mayo Memorial Building
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

TELELECTURE SERIES FOR NURSING PERSONNEL

The first in a series of four telelecture presentations was held on May 31, and
discussed "Baccalaureate Degree for Diploma RN--A Reality?" The program, which
originated in St. Cloud, was transmitted via telelecture lines to five other loca
tions: Alexandria, Brainerd, Buffalo, Cambridge ~md Wadena. Approximately 125
nursing personnel were able to attend at one of the six sites.

The remaining three telelectures will address:

June 13 - The Deprofessionalization of Nursing Practice
June 20 - Principles of Primary Nursing
June 27 - Role of the Clinical Director and the Head Nurse in Primary Nursing

A registration fee of $2 per telelecture will be charged. If you have questions about
the telelecture series, please contact your local coordinator listed below, or Miss
Ju lia Randall:

'.

Alexandria - Jan Opsal
Brainerd - Norma Treska
Buffalo - Leona M. Swanson
Cambridge - Edith Kopiecki
St. Cloud - Sister Mary Jude
Wadena - Tina Bowe

or

Miss Julia Randall
School of Nursing
3313 Powell Hall
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

CONTINUING NURSING EDUCATIC~ WORKSHOPS

Workshops for nursing personnel on problem-oriente:d charting and nursing audit were
held in Wadena on April 17-18 and May 1-2. The same series was repeated in St. Cloud
on May 30-31. Each workshop was attended by approximately 100 registrants, repre
senting all 14 counties in Planning Area D. Becau,se of the broad interest in these
presentations, AHEC is considering sponsoring similar workshops in other Area D
locations.
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AHEC SECOND YEAR PROGRAM

Following two days of contract negotiation, the Bureau of Health Manpower
Education approved the Area Health Education Center second year budget of
$816,379, representing nearly a 60 percent increase over the first year award.
With this increased funding, AHEC will be expanding into several new areas,
including graduate and undergraduate educational programs. Ten medical students
and four primary care residents will be placed in a variety of innovative
learning settings in Area D. In addition, two interdisciplinary courses will
be arranged for health sciences students in team settings. Educational experi
ences for dental students and undergraduate allied health professionals are now
being planned. AHEC will continue to provide continuing education for all
health disciplines, adding coronary care training for nursing staff, and
refresher training for inactive members of the health team.

In the final months of year one, AHEC is sponsoring a number of continuing
education offerings for the health professionals in Planning Area D, described
on the following pages. We're pleased with the enthusiastic response to our
first year's activities and are looking forward to an exciting and rewarding
second program year.

DIRECTOR OF MEDICAL EDUCATION SOUGHT

The Minnesota Area Health Education Center is searching for a half-time physi
cian Director of Medical Education (DME) in Planning Area D. As AHEC begins
to implement programs in undergraduate and graduate medical education in its
second year, we perceive the need for a physician to plan, implement, and coor
dinate these programs in Area D learning settings. Beginning April 1, 1974,
ten medical students and four primary care residents will be involved in these
programs. The DME is being sought for October 1, 1973, six months before
student training programs begin.

The Central Minnesota Area Health Education Consortium (CMAHEC) has appointed
a search committee which will develop the job description and screen candidates.
For further information contact:

I

I
!
f

or
Mr. Thomas McLaughlin
Program Director
Central Minnesota Area

Health Education Consortium
St. Cloud Hospital
1406 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
(612) 251-1007

HEALTH SCIENCES

William R. Fifer, M.D.
Director
Area Health Education Center
Box 193, Health Sciences Center
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
(612) 376-3350
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MEDICAL AUDIT WORKSHOP

The Minnesota Medical Record Association wiLl present a Medical Audit Workshop
at Madden's Lodge, Brainerd on September 11, from 8:30 - 4:30. The workshop
will address those areas essential to the data analyst functions of peer review.
It is designed for allied health personnel who have not had in-depth experience
in retrospective quality assessment and for individuals who are more familiar
wi th this field. The afternoon will be devoted to small group sessions where
participants will actually retrieve, manipulate and display medical audit data.
Registrants will be asked to bring two xeroxl~d medical records from their own
institution. No tuition will be charged. Questions on this program may be
addressed to:

Miss Renae D. Bjork, RRA
Quali ty/Utilization Coordinator
Foundation for Health Care Evaluation
1535 Medical Arts Building
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402
(612) 339-6871

WORKSHOP ON THE CEREBROVASCULAR ACCIDENT PATIENT

A program developed to encourage a variety of health disciplines to function
as members of one team, focusing on the activities of the cerebrovascular
accident patient, will be presented in the St. Cloud Hospital Hoppe Auditorium
on August 24. The morning session will emphasize the pathophysiology of
cerebrovascular accidents, evaluation of the CVA patient, and the functioning
of a medical team. The afternoon will be devoted to specialty group work
sessions, including physical therapists, occupational therapists, speech path
ologists, dietitians, social workers, and public health nurses. Tuition for the
day-long seminar is $5, and all members of the health disciplines are invited
to participate. For more information, write or call:

Mr. Thomas McLaughlin
Program Director
Central Minnesota Area Health Education Consortium
St. Cloud Hospital
1406 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
(612) 251-1007

BUDGET WORKSHOP

The Health Facility Administrators Committee: of the CMAHEC has developed a
workshop on budgeting, designed for hospital and nursing home administrators,
assistant administrators, and key department heads. The maj or part of the
day-long session will be spent in small grol~s working with financial and
statistical data from the participating institutions. Registrants are asked
to bring the audit and Medicare report from the previous year, and a variety
of utilization statistics.

The workshop will be presented in Wadena on September 6, Brainerd on Septem
ber 13, Sauk Centre on September 20, and Cambridge on September 27. The
registration fee is $4. For more information write or call:
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Mr. John Seckinger
Comptroller
St. Cloud Hospital
1406 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
(612) 251-2700

FACULTY INSTRUCTION AND MANAGEMENT TRAINING COURSE

Earlier this year the East Central Health Organization (ECHO) asked that
CMAHEC offer a Supervisory Management Course to their membership with AHEC
sponsorship. Using materials developed by the American Management Association,
Mr. Edmund Tschimperle and Mrs. Sally Grabuski, Directors of Continuing Educa
tion at the St. Cloud Hospital, presented the program to 10-12 hospital and
nursing home supervisors, department heads, and administrators.

Following an enthusiastic response to the course, AHEC received several
requests to repeat the program for additional registrants. For this reason,
AHEC has agreed to sponsor one faculty member's attendance at a seminar
developed by the American Management Association to prepare faculty to conduct
the Supervisory Management Course. Mr. Arnold Feist, Pine City Area Vocational
Technical School, will attend the five-day training session consisting of
intensive instruction in group process and group leadership, principles of
management, and specific techniques of using the AMA's package program. At
the completion of this course, the Pine City AVT will present several manage
ment training programs to hospital personnel in Planning Area D.

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS MEDICAL SKILLS LIBRARY

The American College of Physicians' series of color sound medical skills films
have been enthusiastically received by Area D physicians. During the summer
months the movies have been viewed in Brainerd, Onamia, Mora, Milaca, St. Cloud,
Sauk Centre, Albany, Cass Lake and Little Falls. The Area Health Education
Center has already received a number of requests from groups which would like
to reserve the films for the fall. The topics available include: Arterial
Puncture, Central Venous Pressure Measurement, Endotracheal Intubation, Lumbar
Puncture, Tracheostomy, and Venous Cutdown. AHEC has purchased these six movies
and a small Fairchild projector, and the package is available at no cost to
hospital medical and nursing stdffs in Planning Area D. If you are interested
in showing these films in your hospital, contact:

Mrs. Ruth K. McIntyre
Executive Secretary
Area Health Education Center
Box 193
Mayo Memorial Building
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
(612) 376-3350
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CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR MEDICAL LAB TECHNOLOGISTS

The third educational seminar for medical laboratory technologists will be
presented on Wednesday, September 26, at St ..Joseph' sHall, adj acent to
St. Gabriel's Hospital in Little Falls. The :program, beginning at 6:30 p.m.,
will cover spinal fluid analysis. If you have questions concerning this
workshop, write or call:

Mr. B. James Larson, A.S.C.P.
Chief Medical Technologist
St. Gabriel's Hospital
8th Avenue and Second Street Southeast
Little Falls, Minnesota 56345
(612) 632-5441

REGIONAL LABORATORY EDUCATIONAL SERVICE

The St. Cloud Hospital is instituting an exchange program with six hospitals
in southeastern Planning Area D. Through this program, a medical technologist
from St. Cloud will visit each of the six hospitals for three days, becoming
familiar with laboratory operations in order to design a relevant learning
experience for the smaller institution's personnel. Following this visit, the
technologist from each program hospital will spend three days at the St. Cloud
Hospital, participating in this tailor-made €~ducational program, while the
St. Cloud technologist fills in at the home laboratory. The exchange agree-
ments will be implemented at Milaca Area District Hospital, Milaca; Conummity
Hospital, Princeton; Memorial Hospital, Cambridge; Monticello-Big Lake Community
Hospital, Monticello; Kanabec County Hospital, Mora; and Buffalo Memorial Hospital,
Buffalo.

In a second phase of this agreement, a faculty member from both St. Cloud State
College and St. John's University will spend three weeks at the University of
Minnesota for concentrated clinical experience in chemistry and bacteriology.
At the conclusion of this three-week period, they will spend one week at the
St. Cloud Hospital laboratory reviewing and t~dating procedures and methodology
in these important departments. If you would like more information on this
program, write or call:

Mr. Claude Pryzbilla, A.S.C.P.
Laboratory Supervisor
St. Cloud Hospital
1406 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
(612) 251-2700

REGIONAL X-RAY EDUCATIONAL AND CONSULTATION SERVICES

A series of continuing educational workshops for radiologic technologists are
being provided by the St. Cloud Hospital Radiology Department. The first, held
on June 19, discussed Technique Formulation and Technique Conversion. Future
workshops will deal with positioning review, handling trauma patients, and film
processing. In addition, a consultation service will be available to x-ray

..

..
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personnel in Area D hospitals with specific needs. Consultations have already
been established with the Long Prairie Memorial Hospital. Questions on this
program may be addressed to:

Mr. John Falconer, R.T.
Director, School of X-ray Technology
St. Cloud Hospital
1406 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
(612) 251-2700

MEDICAL STUDENTS IN AREA D

Two University of Minnesota medical students will be spending the month of
August with Planning Area D physicians as part of the Student American Medical
Association's Medical Education-Community Orientation Program. In the MECO
Program, pre-sophomore medical students are matched with participating Minnesota
rural hospitals, clinics and group practices. The program, national in scope,
is designed to expose future physicians to the actual benefits of working and
living in a non-urban situation. The educational and orientational details for
each student are tailored to fit the specific community by the local medical
staff and hospital administration. This summer Ms. Jean M. Porwoll is joining
the Lake Region Clinic, Brainerd, and Mr. Mark Haugland is working with Doctor
Howard O. Mortenson, Menahga.

ADULT AND GERIATRIC NURSE ASSOCIATE PROGRAM

Fourteen students have enrolled in the 2l-week work-study Adult and Geriatric
Nurse Associate Program, developed by the University's Program in Public Health
Nursing. Each student is working with a physician mentor, and clinical experiences
are obtained in a variety of Area D settings. Upon completion of the course
in mid-October, the students will be prepared to take histories, do physical
examinations and take a more active role in preventio~maintenance, and primary
health care. Hopefully, this program will expand the nursing role to offer more
health services where physicians are in short supply. If you have questions,
write:

Mrs. Eva Anderson
Program in Public Health Nursing
School of Public Health
Box 197, Mayo Memorial Building
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
(612) 373-8055

******************************************************************************

The Area Health Education Center staff would like to thank
all those who have contributed to the success of these
programs. AHEC can supply only the financial support and
incentive, and relies on the involvement of Central Minnesota
health professionals, as well as the University's faculty, to
make things happen.

******************************************************************************
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PHYSICIAN'S TEACHING/CONSULTATIONS
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Recognizing that a consultation is a teaching and learning experience for both
physicians, the Area Health Education Center is sponsoring a limited number of
"teaching/consultation" visits to areas in which the primary care physicians have
requested them.

Arrangements have been finalized with four consultants from both the University and
outstate areas. James R. Brown, M.D., Bemidji, has provided semimonthly radiology
consultations to the staff physicians at the Public Health Service Hospitals in
Cass Lake and Red Lake. John Bergstrom, M.D., Cokato, has, with the assistance of
members of the primary care section of the University Department of Medicine,
provided a series of teaching/consultation sessions for the primary care physicians
in the vicinity of Litchfield, Minnesota. In addition, both the University Depart
ment of Neurology and the Division of Urology have agreed to provide teaching/
consultants to several Planning Area D hospitals on a monthly basis. If you have
questions concerning this program, or are interested in participating, write:

Edith D. Leyasmeyer, Ph.D.
Director
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
(612) 376-3350

INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAM

This fall, a team of University of Minnesota students, starting with a psychiatric
nurse and an alcohol and chemical dependency counselor, will spend one quarter
working with the staff of the Five County Human Development Program, Inc., Braham,
Minnesota. The students, supervised by both the Braham staff and University faculty,
will gain knowledge and experience in their own discipline as well as learn to
function as members of a viable health care team. This learning experience at the
community learning center will continue through the year, with different teams of
students, and with additional disciplines. Questions regarding this program may
be addressed to:

Edith D. Leyasmeyer, Ph.D.
Director, Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
(612) 376-3350

HEALTH SCIENCES
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AMERICAN COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS'MEDICAL SKILLS LIBRARY

AI-IEC has purchased four new films from the American College of Physicians'
Medical Skills Library. The new topics available include: Abdominal paracentesis,
emergency nasal packing, nasal gastric intubaxion, and thoracentesis. Films on
arterial ptmcture, central venous pressure measurement, endotracheal intubation,
lumbar puncture, tracheostomy, and venous cutdown have been circulating through
Area D hospitals during the summer months. These ten movies, plus a small
Fairchild Projector, are available at no cost: to hospital medical and nursing
staffs in Planning Area D. Also, the Americcm College of Physicians' Medical
Skills Library has been accepted for physicicm's recognition award accreditation by
the American Medical Association. The accreditation will be tmder category five,
and, under certain circumstances tmder category one. If you are interested in
showing these films, contact:

Mrs. Ruth McIntyre
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
(612) 376-3350

CASSETTE TAPE FOR DIETITIANS

A cassette tape on "The Nutritional, Clinical and Cost Aspects of the Use of
Vegetable Proteins," has been developed by M:rs. Dorothy G. Verstraete and P. Vincent
Hegarty, Ph. D. of the Department of Food Science and Nutrition. The nutritional
value of vegetable protein meat extendors is currently the subject of intensive
research. Although this type of product has been approved for use for a number of
years, the actual use is not wide spread. At the present time, because of rapidly
advancing prices of meat, scarcity of meat supplies, and approved consumer accep
tance, it becomes extremely important to understand the results of relying on
vegetable protein to meet amino acid requirements in human nutrition. This tape
will present factual information based on food science research to the group most
involved with the decision making concerning these products.

This one-hour cassette tape is available to you at no charge except for one-way
postage. The cassette fits most standard tape recorders. If you are interested in
viewing this tape, contact:

Mrs. Ruth McIntyre
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
(612) 376-3350

HEALTH EMPLOYEE LEARNING PROGRAM

AHEC has recently acquired 25 J 8mm. films from the excellent "Health Employee
Learning Program" produced by ROCOM. These are educational fi lms J 15-20 minutes
in length, which are designed to provide basic instruction, and to upgrade the
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skills of nurse's aides, orderlies and attendants, food service employees, and
housekeeping personnel. They can be viewed by an individual or small group and
may be projected on a screen for a larger audience.

These films and a small Fairchild Projector are available to hospital staffs at
no charge, except for one-way postage. Pre- and post-tests are also available
for each film, at a nominal cost. If you are interested in showing these films,
contact:

Mrs. Ruth McIntyre
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
(612) 376-3350

Institutions who may wish additional instruction or information regarding the
topics presented in the films may contact Brenda H. Canedy, coordinator of the
Community Services Program. This Program is able to provide a reasonable amount
of onsite consultation and instruction at no charge to the requesting institution.
Ms. Canedy's address is:

Ms. Brenda H. Canedy
Coordinator, Community Services Program
Box 501, Universi ty Hospitals
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
(612) 373-7623

Additional assistance may also be obtained from:

Mr. Thomas J. McLaughlin
Program Director
Central Minnesota Area Health Education Consortium
1528 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
(612) 251-1007

COMBINED THERAPEUTIC APPROACH TO CEREBRAL DYSFUNCTION

The rehabilitation department of the St. Cloud Hospital has presented a four
session program entitled "Combined Therapeutic Approach to Cerebral Dysfunction. 't
The sessions were held on September 6, 13, 20, and 27, from 7:00-9:00 p.m. at the
St. Cloud Hospital. The well-attended program addressed the identification,
assessment, and treatment of the child with CD, as well as the role of the St.
Cloud evaluation clinic. If you would like more information, contact:

Mr. Earl Pederson
Rehabilitation Coordinator
St. Cloud Hospital
1406 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
(612) 251-2700
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WORKSHOP ON THE GERIATRIC PATIENT

A short course entitled "Special Needs of the Geriatric Patient" was presented on
October 12 in St. Joseph's Hall at St. Gabriel's Hospital, Little Falls. This
program was designed by the Allied Health COrnDlittee of the Central Minnesota Area

,Health Education Consortium to acquaint all health disciplines with geriatric care.
However, the late afternoon workshops were particularly aimed at dietitians and
nursing personnel. If you would like more information, write:

Sister Ingrid Anderson
Associate Professor of Home and

Conununity Services
College of St. Benedict
St. Joseph, Minnesota 56374
(612) 363-5304

DIABETES EDUCATION

The Diabetes Education Center recently direct,ed a one-day course on "The Manage
ment of Diabetics in the Nursing Home." The one-day course, held in Wadena, was
attended by 98 nurses, nurse aides, and food service workers. A one-day program
on diabetes to be held in Mora is now being planned. For more information, contact:

Ms. Ellen O'Connor
Health Educator
Diabetes Education Center
4959 Excelsior Boulevard
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55416
(612) 920-6742

DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION

A Drug Abuse workshop, sponsored by the Health Professionals Drug Abuse Education
Project, University of Minnesota, will be held at Camp Memorial, Onamia, Minnesota,
November 29 through December 1, 1973. The program will start with dinner at 5:30 p.m.
on Thursday, and conclude at 4 :00 p.m. on Saturday. There is a registration fee of
$10. Food, lodging and instructional costs aLre covered by a training grant funded
by the National Institute of Mental Health. Enrollment is limited to 50 individuals

This workshop will offer health professionals in Area D an opportunity to learn
how better to recognize drug problems in cli~mts, how to take a more active role in
drug efforts in their own conununities, and it will also equip them with greater
skills for handling drug related problems.

For more information and for purposes of registration, contact:

Ms. Gail Gamble, Assistant Coordinator
Health Professionals Drug Abuse Education Proj ect
160 Frontier Hall
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
(612) 373-9813
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PERSONNEL NEWS

Program Management

Edith D. Leyasmeyer, Ph.D. has been named Director of the Area Health Education
Center, University of Minnesota. Mr. David A. Lee, M.B.A., besides continuing to
function as the Administrative Officer in Charge of Fiscal Affairs, will be assuming
broader responsibilities for program planning and management in the area of Allied
Health.

Evaluation Consultant

Miss Bernadine Feldman, Ph.D. candidate, has joined the AHEC University staff as
an Evaluation Consultant. Miss Feldman, previously on the faculty of St. Mary's
Junior College, Minneapolis, is in the process of completing her studies for a
doctorate in educational psychology. She sees her primary responsibility as
contributing to, and supporting the evaluation efforts of the various AHEC sub
contractors. Miss Feldman's background in nursing equips her particularly well
to analyze the impact of professional education on quality of health care.

Quality Assurance Coordinator

Miss Susan J. Ellsworth, B.A. will be replacing Margaret Keyes as the Quality
Assurance Coordinator on the University AHEC staff. Miss Ellsworth is currently
the director of the Health Record Analyst course at the Commission on Professional
and Hospital Activities in Ann Arbor, Michigan. She will be joining us in November
to direct ftHEC activities in medical audit and the problem-oriented record.

Director of Medical Education--St. Cloud

Kathleen R. Flanagan, M.D. (Mrs. H. Thomas Hobday), recently accepted the position
of Director of Medical Education, with the Central Minnesota Area Health Education
Consortium at St. Cloud. Her responsibilities will include planning and coordi
nation of clinical experiences in ambulatory settings throughout Planning Area D,
for Phase D medical students and residents. Dr. Flanagan will work closely with
the faculty of the University of Minnesota Medical School in developing those
primary care learning experiences which are sponsored through the Area Health
Education Center.

Continuing Education Coordinator--St. Cloud

Mrs. Beverly Crapser, RN has joined the Central Minnesota Area Health Education
Consortium at St. Cloud, as the Coordinator of Continuing Education. In addition
to doing some projects in systems analysis, Mrs. Crapser plans to work with the
Nursing, Allied Health, and Administrators' Committees of the Consortium to develop
a variety of continuing education programs.
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*
*
*
*
*
*

(}lANGE OF ADDRESS

As of October 1, 1973, the Area Health Education Center has moved to a
new location. Our address is:

*
*
*
*
*
*

Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414

*
*
*
*
*
*

Our telephone number remains the same: (612) 376-3350

*
*
*
*
*
*

**********************************************************************************
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PAS AND MAP REGIONAL WORKSHOP
"Are You Ready for PSRO's?"

The Commission on Professional and Hospital Activities (CPHA), will hold a one-day
workshop on Thursday, March 14, 1974, at the St. Paul Hilton in St. Paul, Minnesota
for physicians, hospital administrators, hospital trustees, health record analysts,
medical record department chiefs, and health organization representatives. The
program will emphasize medical audit studies, quality assessment, utilization
review, demonstration of techniques for using the PAS System reports and applica
tions to PSRO portion of P.L. 92-603.

A Health Record Analyst Instruction Session, highlighting the techniques of data
retrieval, collation, and display, will be held on March 13 from 3:30 p.m. to
9:00 p.m. for medical record personnel in PAS or potential PAS hospitals. This
will include dinner hosted by CPHA from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m.

The registration fee per person is $40 for PAS hospitals and $55 for non-member
hospitals, which includes all study materials and luncheon. For Area D registrants,
AHEC will contribute $20 for each registrant from a PAS hospital, and $25 for those
representing non-member hospitals. AHEC will support a maximum of four registrants
from anyone hospital.

For more information contact:

Susan J. Ellsworth or
Quality Assurance Coordinator
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: (612) 376-3350

lone B. Rhodes
Commission on Professional and

Hospital Activities
1968 Green Road
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105
Telephone: (313) 769-6511

PROFESSIONAL STANDARD REVIEW ORGANIZATION (PSRO) SEMINARS IN AREA D

Several basic seminars on PSRO's sponsored by the Foundation for Health Care
Evaluation, Minnesota Hospital Association, and the State Medical Society will be
conducted throughout Minnesota. The seminar~ will highlight PSRO mandates, options
open to hospitals, FHCE programs on admission review, utilization review and quality
assurance.

Time will be available for questions and answers. Admission is free.

HEALTH SCIENCES
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Basic PSRO Seminars in Area D will be:

February 7, 1974 at St. Joseph's Hospital, Brainerd, Minnesota, at 7:00 p.m.
March 7, 1974 at St. Cloud Hospital, St. Cloud, Minnesota, at 7:00 p.m.

Intensified workshop programs on program methodology and institutional review
programs will follow beginning in March. These dates will be announced.

For more information, contact:

Rena~ D. Bjork, RRA
Quality/Utilization Coordinator
Foundation for Health Care Evaluation
1535 Medical Arts Building
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402
Telephone: (612) 339-6871

NURSE AUDIT

A two-day workshop on nurse audit will be held in Brainerd, Minnesota on April 22
and 23, and a southern Area D location (to be announced) on April 25 and 26.

Lyla Niederbaumer, R.N., an independent consultant, formerly with the Joint
Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals, Chicago, Illinois, will present JCAH's
theory and techniques of nurse audit.

Registration will be limited to 75 people, so early registration is encouraged.
Priority will be given to those responsible for nurse audit in their institution.
Preliminary study materials will be forwarded to each registrant.

For more information on the programs, please contact:

Bernadine M. F~:ldman

Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: (612) 376-3350

PROBLEM-ORIENTED MEDICAL SYSTEM

This series of four telelecture presentations designed for nursing personnel from
all levels will emphasize an organized concept in total patient care. The program,
part of Continuing Education for Nursing Personnel sponsored by the School of
Nursing, University of Minnesota, may be seen at several telelecture sites in
Central and Southern Minnesota: Austin, !~ankato, Marshall, Minneapolis, Morris,
Red Wing, Rochester, Willmar, Winona, and Worthington. The dates for this series
are: February 11, 18, 25, and March 4.

The same series will also be shown in Northern Minnesota. The dates will be
announced shortly.
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For more information, contact:

Julia S. Randall, R.N.
Chairman, Continuing Education
School of Nursing
University of Minnesota
3313 Powell Hall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: (612) 373-3462

GERIATRIC WORKSHOP

A second presentation of the workshop entitled "Geriatric Nursing--Realities and
Solutions," will be held in the Brainerd area on Thursday, March 21.

The program content will be similar to the one held in St. Cloud with some revisions
in order to respond to needs of nursing care personnel in the Brainerd area. The
program will focus on identification of physical and psychosocial problems and needs
often encountered in the care of geriatric patients. Implementation of corrective
measures relating to physical and psychosocial environment which facilitate optimal
functioning of the geriatric patient will be presented.

For more information on the workshop, contact:

Beverly Crapser, R.N.
Central Minnesota Area Health

Education Consortium
1528 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
Telephone: (612) 251-1007

LABORATORY QUALITY ASSURANCE

Laboratorians in all 26 short-term general hospitals throughout Central Minnesota
are participating in a laboratory proficiency program which is sponsored in
cooperation with the Division of Medical Laboratories, Minnesota Department of
Health. Proficiency testing is carried out in the following areas: Chemistry,
microbiology, serology, hematology, and immunohematology. Continuous proficiency
testing will provide feedback on detection of problem areas in l~boratory perfor
mance, so that appropriate workshops, consultation activities and other continuing
education projects may be designed throughout the area to meet identified needs.

If you have any questions regarding this program, address them to:

Edith D. Leyasmeyer, Ph.D.
Director
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: (612) 376-3350

I
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MEDICAL EDUCATION

As of April 1, 1974, University of Minnesota Phase D, third and fourth year
medical students, and third year residents in primary care will be given the
opportunity to work with practicing physicians in the specialties of internal
medicine, pediatrics, obstetrics and gynecology, and psychiatry in ambulatory
care settings in Central Minnesota. This program is designed to offer good
clinical alternatives to the physician~student, and enable him to see both the
quality of practice and needs of Central Minnesota. This will involve full-time
commitment of 6 to 12 weeks. It is hoped that some students and residents will
become interested to settle in one of these locations upon completion of their
training.

Questions regarding this program may be addressed to:

Edith D. Leyasmeyer, Ph.D. or
Director
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: (612) 376-3350

Kathleen Flanagen, M.D.
Director of Medical Education
Central Minnesota Area Health

Education Consortium
1528 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
Telephone: (612) 251-1007

PRE-PLANNED DIETETIC TRAINEESHIPS

In response to the need for qualified dietitians in Area D, an innovative
traineeship program is being developed by the Department of Food Science and
Nutrition, University of Minnesota. This is being done in conjunction with the
St. Benedict's College, the V.A. Hospital at St. Cloud, and the St. Cloud Hospital.
The Pre-planned Traineeship is in modular format, and it includes eight units of
educational experience, to be provided singly or in combination, by any number of
training centers, each using its greatest strengths for a part of the education of
the students.

Accreditation of this traineeship is anticipated from the American Dietetic
Association. Students who will be accepted in this program will be required to
have a Bachelor's of Science in foods and nutrition, and will have to be eligible
for the undergraduate requirements for an ADA approved internship and traineeship.
The goal will be to recruit local students, with the expectation that they will
seek employment within Central Minnesota.

For further information, contact:

Mrs. Dorothy G. Verstraete
Assistant Professor
Department of Food Science and Nutrition
251 McNeal Hall
University of Minnesota
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101
Telephone: (612:) 373-1543
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PRACTICAL DERMATOLOGY

A series of five televised lectures, entitled "Practical Dermatology," conducted
by the University of Minnesota College of Pharmacy and the Department of Dermatology,
will be available in two Area D locations: Brainerd and St. Cloud.

Program objectives include a familiarity with common dermatoses, understanding the
pathophysiological processes operating in diseases, the rationale for recommending
therapy, and understanding when a patient should be referred to a dermatologist or
a physician.

The lectures are for pharmacists and other interested health professionals. The
fee is $25, which includes tuition, instructional materials, and course outlines.

The series will be conducted at the following locations:

Place

Brainerd

St. Cloud

Local Coordinator

John Thatcher
(H) (218) 829-9094
(0) (218) 829-2861

Jim Benn
(H) (612) 252-3362
(0) (612) 252-1670

(and)
George Reisdorf
(H) (612) 251-1854
(0) (612) 251-1121

Site

Brainerd High
School

V.A. Hospital

Time

8:00 p.m.
Tuesday

8:00 p.m.
Tuesday

Date

March 5, 12, 19,
26, and April 2

April 2, 9, 16,
23 and 30

For further information about the series, please contact the local coordinator(s)
in your area, or:

Thomas M. McKennell or
Director
Continuing Pharmacy Education
109 Appleby Hall
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: (612) 373-2197

Ms. Cynthia Foster
Program Assistant
Department of Conferences
Nolte Center for Continuing Education
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: (612) 373-0064

TELEPHONE EKG PROGRAM

Twenty-four hour, around-the-clock interpretive EKG services are available to Area D
hospitals and nursing homes by cardiologists in the Twin Cities and St. Cloud areas.
This service may be used for selected readings or all routine EKG's performed in an
institution.

AHEC funds may be used to defray in part the cost of this system. Presently the
~1elrose Hospital and the Braham Community Hospital are participating in this
network.
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For more detailed information on the Telephone EKG Program, contact:

Susan J. Ellsworth
Quality Assurance Coordinator
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: (612) 376-3350

PATIENT RIGHTS SEMINAR

A one-day seminar on patient rights is tentatively scheduled for Friday, April 19,
at St. Gabriel's Hospital in Little Falls, Minnesota. The program, designed for
nurses, physicians and all allied health professionals, will address the following
topics: Professional ethics, patient rights code, relevant legal developments in
health care delivery, advocacy roles, professional behavior, and responsibility for
patient education and advocacy. One of the key faculty members will be Manfred J.
Meier, Ph.D., Coordinator, Allied Health Professions, University of Minnesota.

For more information on this seminar, contact:

Beverly Crapser, R.N.
Continuing Education Coordinator
Central Minnesota Area Health Education Consortium
1528 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
Telephone: (612) 251-1007

ADLERIAN WORKSHOP

A two-day workshop on Adlerian psychological theories, to be sponsored jointly by
the Alfred Adler Institute, the University of Minnesota, and the Central Minnesota
Area Health Education Consortium, is planned for the month of May. Adlerian
Psychology stresses the "iron-clad logic of social living" that we must treat each
other as social equals and not relate to another as an inferior or as a superior.

The program, suggested for allied health personnel, clergy, nurses, physicians,
psychologists and social workers will include an introduction to Adlerian Psychology
on the first day, followed by a second day devoted to application of these theories
to psychotherapy, marriage counseling, clinical dependency counseling, medicine and
family life.

If you would like more information on this program, contact:

David A. Lee
Continuing Educ:ation Coordinator
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: (612) 376-3350
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BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION IN THE TREATMENT OF OBESITY IN CHILDREN AND ADULTS

A one-day presentation on this subject will be given on Friday, March 8 at the
Henrita Academic Building, College of St. Benedict, St. Joseph, Minnesota for
dietitians, psychologists, physicians, nurses, and allied health personnel.
Subjects and speakers include: "The Medical Approach to Obesity" by Paul
Etzell, M.D.; "Body Composition, Exercise and Behavior Modification" by John
Kelly, Ph.D.; "Behavior Modification in the Treatment of Eating Disorders" by
Gloria Leon, Ph.D.; and "Diet Modification in the Treatment of Obesity" by Kay
Kurtz, R.D.

Those wishing more information may contact:

Sister Ingrid Anderson, Ph.D.
College of St. Benedict
St. Joseph, Minnesota 56374
Telephone: (612) 363-5383

DIABETES WORKSHOP FOR PATIENTS AND FAMILIES

A review of diabetes, including complications, diet, medication, long-term problems,
and self-care will be covered during a one-day session on February 8, in Wadena,
Minnesota at St. John's Lutheran Church. The program is designed for diabetic
patients, their families and people who work with them, such as, school nurses,
nutrition aides, and outreach workers. Although the program is not geared for allied
health personnel, they are welcome to attend. A similar workshop will be held in
Mora, Minnesota, in March.

This is the first in a series of programs covering hypertension, heart disease,
respiratory disease, and nutrition.

For more information, contact:

Ellen O'Connor
Coordinator
Diabetes Education Center
4959 Excelsior Boulevard
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55426
Telephone: (612) 920-6742

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS MEDICAL SKILLS LIBRARY

Several ten-minute films gathered under the title of "American College of Physicians
Medical Skills Library" are available at no cost to hospital medical and nursing
staffs in Planning Area D. Topics covered in the series include: Arterial puncture
central venous pressure measurement, endotracheal intubation, lumbar puncture,
tracheostomy, venous cutdown, abdominal paracentesis, emergency nasal packing, nasal
gastric intubation and thorocentesis.

The films have been circulating throughout Area D since last June. If you have
not seen them, or would like to show them again, contact:

j
j
I

':f

i
i
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Mrs. Maureen Kellar
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: (612) 376-3350

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE ON LABORATORY EQUIPMENT

A workshop on preventive maintenance techniques for various laboratory instruments
will be held in Little Falls, Minnesota at St. Joseph's Hall, adjacent to St.
Gabriel's Hospital, on Saturday, February 23, from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. for both
laboratory and maintenance personnel. The morning session will focus on preventive
maintenance requirements and records. Actual preventive techniques will be
demonstrated in the afternoon on spectophotometers, microscopes, water baths,
flame photometers, centrifuges, and blood gas machines.

There is a registration fee of $5; students will be admitted without charge.

Those needing more information may contact:

B. James Larson, M.T., A.S.C.P.
Laboratory Supervisor
St. Gabriel's Hospital
Eighth Avenue and Second Street S.E.
Little Falls, Minnesota 56345
Telephone: (612) 632-5441

•I
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INDEPENDENT STUDY PROGRAM FOR HOSPITAL AND HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATORS

This program, sponsored by the School of Public Health, University of Minnesota,
aims to improve the administration of health care delivery institutions by
developing and updating management capabilities in the following areas:

a. Internal operations of health care delivery institutions.
b. Relationships among people connected with the institution.
c. External forces affecting the role of the institution.

Because of AHEC's interest in responding to continuing educational needs of
Area D hospital and health care administrators, we will contribute 50 percent
of the tuition costs for a limited number of approved applicants from Area D
to this program. Student screening and selection will be done by the Inde
pendent Study Program for Hospital and Health Care Facility Administrators.

Information brochures and application forms have already been sent to hospitals
throughout the state. Those interested in receiving AHEC support should indicate
this on the standard application form.

Those wishing more information may contact:

Mr. David A. Lee
Continuing Education Coordinator
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: (612) 376-3350

Applications to this program should be directed to:

Independent Study Program for Hospital
and Health Care Facility Administrators

Continuing Hospital and Health Care Education
186 Frontier Hall
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: (612) 373-9661

HEALTH SCIENCES
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PATIENT CARE ADMINISTRATION
"INDEPENDENT STUDY PROGRAM"

This program, sponsored by the School of Public Health, University of Minnesota,
is open to any person presently employed as an administrator of patient care, such
as a Nursing Supervisor or Director of Nursing Service in a hospital.

The course will open in July with a two-week residential session at the Minneapolis
campus, followed by an eleven-month sequence of independent study, and concluded
with a one-week residential session on campus in July, 1975.

The purpose of the course is to improve the practice of patient care administration
and thereby improve the delivery and quality of patient care. Several innovative
approaches will be used to develop and update management skills, knowledge, and
attitudes concerning: internal operations, individual relationships within all
levels, and external forces which influence the health care delivery system.

Since the Area Health Education Center is interested in increasing the capabilities
of patient care administrators, we will defray 50 percent of the tuition costs for
a limited number of qualified applicants from Area D.

For more information on this program, please contact:

Independent Study Program in
Patient Care Administration (ISP/PCA)

186 Frontier Hall
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: (612) 373-9661

NURSE AUDIT

Two, two-day conferences on "Clinical Nursing Audit and Documentation," conducted
by Lyla Niederbaumer, R.N., M.N.A., will be held in two Area D locations. Sites
and dates are:

Site:
When:

Where:
Registration

Fee:

Brainerd
Monday and Tuesday
April 22 and 23, 1974
Brainerd Conununity College

$15.00

Mora
Thursday and Friday
April 25 and 26, 1974
St. Mary's Parish Center, Mora

$15.00

Registration forms have already been distTibuted to local hospitals and nursing
homes. Priority will be given to those persons responsible for nurse audit in
their institution, however, registration 'will be limited to 80 participants at
each site. We urge you to complete your registration early.

For additional information, please contact:

Ms. Bernadine M. Feldman
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: (612) 376-3350
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ADLERIAN WORKSHOP

The workshop on Adlerian psychological theories designed for allied health
personnel, clergy, nurses, physicians, psychologists and social workers will be
held May 16 and 17 at Camp Onomia near Onamia, Minnesota.

The first day of the workshop will be devoted to a general introduction to
Adlerian Psychology and the technique of life style evaluation, while the second
day will deal with the application of Adlerian Psychology to psychotherapy,
marriage counseling, chemical dependency counseling, medicine, nursing and family
life.

The faculty will include: Robert Bartholow, M.S.W., Harold Ireton, Ph.D.,
Dwight Townes, M.D., Lorraine Wickenheiser, R.N., Robert Willhite, M.S.W., and
Thomas Wright, B.D. All are staff members of the Alfred Adler Institute.

Tuition for this workshop will be $30, which will include meals and lodging.
It will be necessary for registrants to furnish their own linen, including bedding
and towels.

If you would like more information on this program, please contact:

Mr. David A. Lee
Continuing Education Coordinator
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: (612) 376-3350

ADULT AND GERIATRIC NURSE PRACTITIONER PROGRAM

The training program for adult and geriatric nurse associates, designed to
prepare nurses to function as colleagues to physicians in delivering primary
care, has begun in Wadena, Minnesota as of April 1. The five-month training
program, including instruction and supervision from both nurses and physicians,
is designed to expand the nursing role to provide increased preventive and health
care services to the adult population, particularly in geographic areas where health
care services are limited. The course will include classroom instruction and
clinical experience in history taking, physical examination skills, indications
for lab and x-ray exams, and nursing management of patients with minor acute
illnesses and stabilized chronic illnesses.

Eight nursing students representing various backgrounds and settings, such as
public health nursing, hospitals, nursing homes and clinics, are presently enrolled.

For additional information on this program, contact:

Mrs. Eva M. Anderson
Assistant Professor
Program in Public Health Nursing
School of Public Health
Box 197
University of Minnesota Hospitals
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: (612) 373-8055
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PERINATOLOGY SYMPOSIUM

A two-day symposium on Perinatology will be held on June 28 and 29 at the
Quadna Mountain Lodge, Hill City, Minnesota. The program, co-sponsored by AHEC
and the Department of Conferences and Institutes, Continuing Medical Education,
University of Minnesota, will highlight the prevention of unnecessary maternal
and infant mortality and morbidity associated with high-risk pregnancies.

The symposium, open to physicians, nurses, and any interested health professional,
will include a review of the criteria for :~dentification of high-risk deliveries
and the state-of-the-art procedures for delivery of critical care to mothers and
infants. New information on problems of family relationships associated with
high-risk pregnancy and critical infant ca:,e will be provided and the role of the
public health nurse in follow-up care to p;,event medical and family problems
associated with high-risk infants will be discussed. There will be a registration
charge of $10.00.

For more information on this symposium, contact:

Ms. Kathy Vegoe
Program Assistant
Department of Continuing Medical Education
1350 Mayo Memorial Building
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: (612) 373-8012

INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAM

During spring quarter, five students representing the disciplines of pharmacy,
chemical dependency counseling, social work, clinical psychology and nursing,
will be introduced to rural mental health problems and health care delivery
methods through working with the staff at the Five County Human Development
Program, Inc., Braham, Minnesota. This work experience enables a student to
broaden his understanding of teamwork among different health disciplines and
explore his own role and function in relation to other health professionals,
while participating directly in patient care services.

A similar field training experience has bEen opened at the Alcohol and Chemical
Addiction Center, St. Cloud, Minnesota, for two students in the chemical dependency
counseling program. Additional students from other disciplines will be added in
the future.

The students are supervised by both the local staff and University faculty, and
receive University credit through their respective schools.

If you have questions regarding this program, address them to:

Edith D. Leyasmeyer, Ph.D.
Director
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: (612) 376-3350
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MANPOWER PLANNING SERVICES

Efforts to attract and keep health professionals in the Central Minnesota area
have been made through the Central Minnesota Health Planning Council. The agency
has been functioning as a clearinghouse to advise employers of current candidates
available for job positions, as well as provide applicants with information on
available positions.

The Planning Council currently publishes a bulletin entitled, "Update," for
health professionals and administrators, announcing positions and applicants.

For more information, please contact:

Mr. Michael Keable
Assistant Director
Comprehensive Health Planning (b) Agency
1528 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
Telephone: (612) 253-2930

COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAM

This program, which offers a wide variety of consultation services and short in
service programs to hospitals, nursing homes and health-related agencies throughout
Minnesota, is located in University Hospitals. All resources at University Hospitals,
including ancillary departments, direct patient care departments, administration,
and the medical staffs, are available to those who are interested at no charge.

For more information on the program, please contact:

Ms. Brenda H. Canedy
Coordinator
Community Service Program
Box 501, Mayo Memorial Building
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: (612) 373-7623

PROBLEM-ORIENTED MEDICAL SYSTEM
"An Individual Training Program"

Memorial Hospital and Clinic in Cambridge, Minnesota, have agreed to.participate
in a long-range, personalized, training program with ongoing consultation services
on the Problem-Oriented System of charting, to be conducted by Linda Pfeffer, R.R.A.,
Pat Larsen, R.R.A., both private consultants, Williffit R. Fifer, M.D., Senior
Scientist, InterStudy, and former AHEC Project Director, and Susan J. Ellsworth,
Quality Assurance Coordinator, AHEC. The training session will begin in mid-May
and continue through various phases until both nurses and doctors are able to
create a data base, chart problem lists, accompanied by plans and progress notes.

This site was invited to participate in the program because of the hospital
clinic setting, and the interest expressed by their professional staff to move
forward with POMS.
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We plan to share our developments with all hospitals and to conduct similar
POMS training programs at other Area D locations, depending on your interest.

For those who would like more information, please contact:

Susan J. Ellsworth
Quality Assurance Coordinator
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: (612) 376-3350

REGIONAL MEDICAL AUDIT PROGRAM

Another Area D hospital has joined the Regional Medical Audit Program: Cuyuna
Range District Hospital, Crosby, Minnesota. There are now twelve hospitals
participating in the program. Others have expressed interest, and we hope to
have fifteen participating hospitals by June 1974, which marks the beginning
of our third year of operation.

Those of you wishing more information on the program may contact:

Susan J. Ellsworth
Quality Assurance Coordinator
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: (612) 376-3350

ADVISORY SERVICE

The Foundation for Health Care Evaluation is offering assistance in the imple
mentation of in-house review programs by telephone consultations. Consultations
are available to any Minnesota hospital at no charge. For those institutions
in the Minneapolis-St. Paul dialing area, call 339-6871. For those outside this
area, dial 800-552-1221.

CRITERIA DISTRIBUTIO:\J SERVICE

This is another service of the Foundation for Health Care Evaluation where the
audit criteria, not the results, as developed in your hospital would be sent to
the Foundation for sharing with other hospitals. Only hospital size, type and
geographic location will be identified. No hospital names or personnel names
will be used.

If you are interested in sharing your information, please submit your criteria to:

Barbara Zubrzycki, R.R.A.
Quality Review Programs
Foundation for Health Care Evaluation
1535 Medical Arts Building
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402
Telephone: (612) 339-6871
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PATIENT CARE EVALUATION PROGRAM (PCEP)

A series of two-day Patient Care Evaluation Programs (PCEP) will be conducted
throughout the state of Minnesota beginning in April and lasting through June.
The workshops are supported by a Northlands Regional Medical Program grant to
the Minnesota State Medical Association, the Minnesota Hospital Association,
and the Foundation for Health Care Evaluation.

The PCEP sessions will assist hospital teams in implementing in-house review
programs (ex.--utilization review, medical audit, and preadmission screening)
which would meet the PSRO requirements, those requirements of continuing medical
education, the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals, and most importantly,
the needs of the patient.

Area D dates and locations include:

DATE

May 2-3
May 30-31

Brainerd
St. Cloud

LOCATION

Holiday Inn
Germaine Hotel

For more information on these workshops, contact:

Renae D. Bjork, R.R.A.
Quality/Utilization Coordinator
Foundation for Health Care

Evaluation
1535 Medical Arts Building
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402
Telephone: (612) 339-6871

Barbara Zubrzycki, R.R.A.
Quality Review Programs
Foundation for Health Care

Evaluation
1535 Medical Arts Building
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402
Telephone: (612) 339-6871

DIABETES REVIEW FOR PATIENTS AND FAMILIES

This one-day program, sponsored by the Diabetes Education Center, will cover
the background of diabetes, acute complications, dietary management, insulin and
oral hypoglycemics, and long-term problems and complications. The afternoon
session will be devoted to various skills workshops on urine testing, insulin
injections, personal hygiene, exercise, and diabetic diet, including restaurant
meals. The Diabetic Education Program at Kanabec Hospital will discuss community
resources for diabetic teaching.

The program will be held at the American Legion Club Room, 118 Northeast Railroad,
on Friday, April 19, from 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. There is a $3.00 registration
fee per person, and a $5.00 fee per couple. Luncheon is $1.25.

Those who are interested may mail their reservations to:

Ms. Mary Larson
Public Health Nursing Services
500 Clark Street
Mora, Minnesota 55051
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EVERYTHING YOU'VE ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT WEIGHT CONTROL

This workshop will be held Friday, April 26 from 12:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. at
the Four Seasons Motel, Highway 10, Wadena, Minnesota, for the general public.

Topics are to include: exercise, weight control, fad diets and suggestions
for low-calorie cooking.

A $2.00 registration fee should be mailed in advance to:

Concerted ServicE~s

22l~ Jefferson North
Wadena, Minnesota 56482

PERSONNEL NEWS

Mrs. Shelly Kranz, Consumer Education

Mrs. Shelly Kranz, M.P.H., Instructor, Program in Public Health Education, School
of Public Health, in cooperation with the Central Minnesota Area Health Education
Consortium (CMAHEC) plans to implement various public education activities in
Area D.

Shelly, who joined the CMAHEC staff in March 1974, plans to assist the Consortium
with: the organization of a Consumer Health Education Committee in Area D, the
determination of health education needs and priorities, the involvement of
appropriate consumer target groups, and the development of appropriate workshop
programs for providers and educators in methods and techniques of consumer
education.

We welcome Shelly to the staff.

Wanted: Academic Consultant for Nursing

The University of Minnesota Area Health Edllcation Center is looking for a person
to fill a half-time position as an Academic Consultant. The Academic Consultant
will work with nurses in Area D who are interested in continuing their education
towards baccalaureate and master's level preparation in nursing.

Master's level preparation in nursing education or education-related field,
with experience in teaching and student academic counseling is preferred;
however a B.S.N. with above experience is the minimal requirement.

For further information, please write or call:

Bernadine M. Feldman
Evaluation Consultant
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: (612) 376-3350
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RURAL SUMMER DENTISTRY PROGRAM

Three University of Minnesota dental students will be participating in an
on-site practice program for ten weeks this summer under the preceptorship
of three Central Minnesota dentists: David L. Gadula, D.D.S., H. W. Vandine,
D.D.S., and William Stein, D.D.S.

The dental students will have this opportunity to become familiar with the
professional, social, and cultural realities of dental practice in the
Central Minnesota area, and, hopefully, will choose to locate in a rural
setting upon completion of their professional training.

The students will be supervised by both the host dentist and the University
faculty in the School of Dentistry, and will receive University credit for
this experience.

If you have questions regarding this program, address them to:

H. Darrell Fogelsong, D.D.S.
Associate Professor
Division of Health Ecology or
School of Dentistry
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: 612 373-3454

PSYCHIATRIC RESIDENCY TRAINING

Edith D. Leyasmeyer, Ph.D.
Director
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: 612 376-3350

Arrangements have been made for John Jamieson, M.D., a third-year resident
in Psychiatry at the University of Minnesota to spend six months of his
residency training in the St. Cloud area working with Paul Warner, M.D., a
psychiatrist on the staff at St. Cloud Hospital and consultant to the
Mental Health Center in St. Cloud, in July, 1974. Doctor Jamieson will also
work in conjunction with William Hausman, M.D., chairman of the Department
of Psychiatry, University of Minnesota.

This residency program will encompass experiences at the Alcohol and Chemical
Addiction Center, St. Cloud Hospital, the Central Minnesota Mental Health
Center, Inc., a private office practice, and other settings.

It is hoped that the Area Health Education Center's primary care residency
program will be expanded into other disciplines, as well as other locations
in Area D.

(continued)
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For those wanting more information on the primary care residency program,
contact:

Edith D. Leyasmeyer, Ph.D.
Director
Area Health Education Center 01'

Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: 612 376-3350

PHYSICIAN TEACHING/CONSULTATIONS

Kathleen Flanagan Hobday, M.D.
Director of Medical Education
Central Minnesota Area Health

Education Consortium
1528 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
Telephone: 612 251-1007

Several groups of physicians have expressed an interest in the Area Health
Education Center's teaching/consultation plan. Typically, this involves a
monthly visit by a specialist to a particular location.

In some instances it may be useful to plan a year-long program of monthly
teaching/consultations, highlighting a different specialist and subject area
each month. Topics and program development are dependent on local needs and
interests, and are supported in part by the Area Health Education Center,
and coordinated by the Office of Continuing Medical Education of the Univer
sity of Minnesota Medical School and the J~ea Health Education Center.

For more information contact:

Douglas A. Fenderson, Ph.D.
Director
Office of Continuing Medical or

Education
1350 Mayo Memorial Building
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: 612 373-8089

HEALTH MANPOWER REPORT

Edith D. Leyasmeyer, Ph.D.
Director
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: 612 376-3350

A study assessing current and proj~cted supply and demand for health manpower
in Central Minnesota has been completed for AHEC by the Minnesota Systems
Research, Inc. The report, entitled, "Health Manpower in Central Minnesota:
An Assessment of Current and Projected Future Demand and Supply," examines
the present and future utilization of health care services and health care
personnel. Among the factors taken into eonsideration in making the pro
jections are hospital admissions, lengths of stay in hospitals and nursing
homes, emergency and outpatient visits, rold physician contacts. Conditional
forecasts for health manpower utilization have been undertaken for registered
and practical nurses, x-ray technicians and technologists, medical technicians
and technologists, occupational and physkal therapists and assistants,
registered dietitians, hospital pharmacists, medical records administrators
and technicians, and primary and secondary' physicians.
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This report, including the "Executive Sununary," may be obtained for $10 per
copy from:

Minnesota Systems Research, Inc.
2412 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: 612 331-8750

MANPOWER PLANNING SERVICES

The Central Minnesota Health Planning Council has been successfully func
tioning as a clearinghouse to advise employers of current candidates avail
able for job positions, as well as provide applicants with information on
available positions. Listings of both positions and applicants may be seen
regularly in the bulletin entitled, "Update."

Information on all health-related educational programs and scholarships in
the state is now available to students, employers, school personnel, and
other interested persons.

If you would like more information, please contact:

Mr. Michael Keable
Assistant Director
Comprehensive Health Planning (b) Agency
1528 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
Telephone: 612 253-2930

DEGREE PROGRAMS IN NURSING

The month of June includes the dates for the two programs related to degree
offerings in nursing which are in the planning stages for Area D. On June 5,
a two-hour telelecture entitled, "Baccalaureate Degree in Nursing for RN's,"
was presented simultaneously to the six sites associated with Area D. For
those who presently have their BSN, and also other interested nurses, a
follow-up program on "The Master's Degree in Nursing" will be presented on
Wednesday, June 19, 1974, at St. Cloud Hospital from 7 to 9 p.m. For further
information please contact:

Chairperson, Continuing Education
School of Nursing
3313 Powell Hall
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: 612 373-3462

REGIONAL LABORATORY PROGRAM

As part of the regional laboratory program conducted in Central Minnesota
cooperatively by the University of Minnesota AHEC, the Minnesota Department
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of Health, and the Central Minnesota AHEC, several workshops have been planned
to respond to identified laboratory needs. Three workshops have been held so
far: "Preventive Maintenance of Laboratory Equipment" by James Larson, MT,
ASCP, at the Little Falls Hospital on February 23; "Quality Control in Micro
biology Laboratory" by Standley E. Lewis, Ph.D., at the St. Cloud Hospital on
May 18; and "Methods for the Analysis of Calcium in Serum" by Robert Fulton,
Ph.D., at St. John's University, Collegeville, on June 15.

During the upcoming year of program operation, the regional laboratory will
be broadened to include private, as well as hospital laboratories. Profi
ciency testing in the areas of chemistry, microbiology, hematology, and
urinalysis will be continued to provide feedback on the detection of problem
areas in laboratory performance. During the next twelve months plans are
being made to present workshops on Chemistry, Microbiology, Immunohematology,
Hematology and Urinalysis.

For those wishing more information on this program, contact:

Edith D. Leyasmeyer, Ph.D.
Director
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: 612 376-3350

CODING AND ABSTRACTING INSTITUTE

The Commission on Professional and Hospita.l Activities (CPHA), Ann Arbor,
Michigan, will hold three, one-day sessions on the philosophy of the H-ICDA,
the Hospital Adaptation of ICDA, mechanics of coding and abstracting including
practical exercises. The session is not designed to teach details of informa
tion retrieval and data processing.

The same institute will be presented each day for Medical Record Personnel,
PAS Coders, and Abstractors.

Dates;

Time:

Place:

Tuesday, June 18
Wednesday, June 19
Thursday, June 20 .

9 a.m. to 4 p.m. (Registration 8:30 a.m.)

St. Paul Hi! ton
Kellogg Boulevard at Wabasha
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101
Telephone: 612 222·-7711

The registration fee is $30 per person, which includes study materials and
luncheon. For Area D registrants AHEC will contribute $15 per registrant
and will support a maximum of two registrants per hospital. For more infor
mation contact:
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Susan J. Ellsworth
Quality Assurance Coordinator or
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: 612 376-3350

CLINICAL APPLICATION OF BIOFEEDBACK

Karel M. Weigel, RRA
Commission on Professional

and Hospital Activities
1968 Green Road
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105
Telephone: 313 769-6511

A one-day workshop designed to introduce biofeedback techniques in the treat
ment of alcoholism, hypertension, anxiety, circulatory problems and pain, was
held on Friday, June 14, at the Veterans Administration Hospital in St. Cloud
for interested health professionals. The effectiveness and cost of various
types of biofeedback equipment was presented and resource persons for
consultation services were identified.

Faculty members included: Alan Roberts, Ph.D., Department of Physical Medicine
and Rehabilitation, University of Minnesota; Paul S. Kurtz, Alcohol and Chem
ical Addiction Unit, St. Cloud Hospital; Bruce Watkins, Department of Psychology,
Veterans Administration Hospital; and Walter Indek, M.D., Orthopedic Surgeon,
St. Louis Park Medical Center.

Those wanting more information on this program may contact:

Mrs. Beverly Crapser, RN
Coordinator of Continuing Education
Central Minnesota Area Health

Education Consortium
1528 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
Telephone: 612 251-1007

HEALTH EMPLOYEE LEARNING PROGRAM

The ROCOM "Health Employee Learning Program" films have been circulating
throughout Area D since last October, and due to the great demand for them,
AHEC has obtained another set. These are educational films, 15-20 minutes in
length, which are designed to provide basic instruction, and to upgrade the
skills of nurse's aides, orderlies and attendants, food service employees,
and housekeeping personnel. They can be viewed by an individual or small
group and may be projected on a screen for a larger audience.

The films and a small Fairchild Projector are available to hospitals and
nursing homes at no charge, except for one-way postage. Pre- and post-tests
are also available for each film at a nominal cost. If you are interested
in showing these films, contact:

Maureen Kellar
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: 612 376-3350
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PERSONNEL NEWS

Mrs. Mary E. Peterson, Quality Assurance Coordinator

Mrs. Mary Peterson, B.A., June, 1974, graduate of the School of Medical
Record Science, St. Scholastica College, Duluth, Minnesota, will join the
University of Minnesota AHEC staff in mid-June, 1974, to assist with the
Regional Quality Assurance Program and help hospitals implement the Problem
Oriented Medical System.

Mary will be working with Susan Ellsworth in an effort to expand the present
quality assurance activities in Area D hospitals and nursing homes.

We welcome Mary to the staff.

OTHER EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE IN AREA D

Minnesota Medical Information Service. This is an integrated medical informa
tion service available to all physicians, dentists, nurses and pharmacists in
Minnesota. It consists of four component services accessible via telephone
(toll free):

Dial Access Tapes for Physicians and Nurses
Drug Information Service
Medical Library Service
Medical/Dental Specialty Advice

This service, originally sponsored by the Northlands Regional Medical Program,
is now sponsored by the University of Minnesota.

Where to Call:
373-1855 for Minneapolis/St. Paul area
1-800-552-7210 for all other areas of Minnesota (toll free)

Hours: 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. Monday - Friday
10 a.m. to 8 ~.m. Saturday and Sunday

For More Information Contact:
Mr. Roger D. Schroeder
Project Director
Minnesota Medi~al Il1formation Service
Box 611
University of Minnesota Hospitals
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: 612 373-8528

Healthline, which is sponsored by the Minm~sota Department of Health, enables
people to telephone in order to hear a short and timely message on health
related topics. The system, operating 24 hours a day, seven days a week, will
cover a wide variety of health and safety concerns. Examples are: heart
attacks, high blood pressure, cancer, nutrition, family planning, venereal
disease, bicycle safety and water safety. The "Healthline" telephone number
is 331-8181, and is free in the metropolitan area.
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Mental Health Associate Training Program, initiated jointly by the St. Cloud
Veterans Administration Hospital and the Center for Continuing Education at
the College of St. Benedict, is designed to provide one or two years of
college-level training in the area of mental health technology. The program,
illustrating a trend to move training away from college campuses and into the
community, provides educational experiences for students, enabling them to
qualify for appointments as either Mental Health Associates with the Veterans
Administration or as mid-level mental health positions in various community
agencies. For more information contact:

John Puce1, Ph.D.
Coordinator, Mental Health

Associate Training Program
St. Cloud Veterans Administration Hospital
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
Telephone: 612 252-1670, ext. 289

AHEC Newsletter Published Bi-month1y

by the Area Health Education Center
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Edith D. Leyasmeyer, Ph.D., Director

SUSAN J. ELLSWORTH, EDITOR
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AHEC PROGRESS

Since the Area Health Education Center went into operation in October, 1972,
we have strived to relate the University of Minnesota Health Sciences Center
and the Central Minnesota Area Health Education Consortium (CMAHEC) with the
health service and educational resources in Planning Area D, and to provide
interesting and innovative programs to improve the supply, distribution, and
quality of health manpower. We thought the best way to share our progress
would be a short summary to date.

In the area of health manpower training, an effort has been made to expose
students to the professional and social environment in Area D with the hope
that they will return to the area after completion of their professional
training. Arrangements have been made to place several medical students and
residents with Area D physicians as part of their medical education; in the
allied health field, several modular dietetic traineeships are operational in
response to the local need for qualified dietitians; several graduates of the
Adult and Geriatric Nurse Associate Program, active now for nearly two years,
are now serving Area D; an interdisciplinary approach to training health care
professionals has been initiated at the Five County Human Development Program,
Inc., and the Alcohol and Chemical' Addiction Center at St. Cloud Hospital.
This innovative experience has helped to maximize the communication and
coordination between health professionals.

Efforts to create and maintain attractive training and working surroundings
have been made, so that professionals are retained in areas of need. Numerous
continuing education workshops for nurses and allied health personnel have
been conducted to enhance the quality of the profe~siona1 environment.
Academic counseling services for earning a Bachelor or Master of Science
Degree in Nursing have opened new opportunities for professional advancement
within the local area. To enrich educational opportunities, many specialists
from the University and Central Minnesota have served as "teaching/consultants"
to family physicians in Area D; hospital laboratories, too, have participated
in educational programs through the laboratory proficiency program in order to
detect areas in which further educational programs would be beneficial, and to
maintain a high quality of laboratory standards.

Fourteen Area D community hospitals are presently involved in a regional quality
assurance program to perform medical care evaluation and improve the quality
of patient care. The hospitals have coordinated criteria setting and reviewed
comparative data displays. Although hospitals are unidentified on agregate
reports, each medical staff is able to compare its care with the care given in

(continued)
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neighboring institutions. We plan to respond to determined areas of need with
continuing education programs. Efforts to help hospitals implement the problem
oriented system of charting, a system designed to improve communications among
professional~ is being pursued.

Assistance in matching Area D residents with available job opportunities in
the health areas has been facilitated through work with the Central Minnesota
Health Planning Council. The Council has actively promoted the recruitment of
Area D residents into health careers.

Public and patient education programs ar€, being geared toward better use of
health resources in the community. So that available health resources may be
used appropriately by consumers, several public and patient education programs
are being developed to help the patient understand his health problem and
treatment.

INDEPENDENT SWDY PROGRAM IN LONG TERM CARE ADMINISTRATION

The following courses in the technical aspects of Long Term Care Administration
will be available through the University of Minnesota School of Public Health:

Course:
Title:

Dates:
Cost:

Course:
Title:
Dates:
Cost:

Course:
Title:
Dates:
Cost:

PH 3-770
Basic Accounting of Financial Reporting in Long Term Care
Facilities
November 14-15, January 2~;-24, and March 21
$100

PH 5-762
Effects of Institutionali2:ation
October 11, November 8, January 10, and February 28
$100-$125

PH 3-760
Services for Long Term Care Patients
January 8-10 and April' 21-·22
$200

The AHEC will contribute one-half of the tuition fee for a limited number of
Area D students enrolling in anyone of the above courses. Those interested
in being considered for cosponsorship from the Area Health Education Center should
submit their applications by October 1, 1974 to:

G. K. Gordon, Ed.D. or
Coordinator
Long Term Care Administration Ed.
University of Minnesota
194 Frontier Hall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: (612) 376-3287

Ruth Stryker, R.N., M.A.
Assistant Coordinator
Long Term Care Administration Ed.
University of Minnesota
194 Frontier Hall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: (612) 376-3287
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PRECEPTORSHIP IN INTERNAL MEDICINE

The first of rural preceptorships for Phase D medical students, cosponsored
by AHEC and the Department of Medicine, University of Minnesota, will begin
this August with Doctor John Bergstrom, an Internist in Cokato. The purpose
of this preceptorship is to help students prepare for primary care medical
practice, including initial clinical evaluation of ambulatory patients,
participation in the treatment and diagnostic plan for patients, and exposure
to medical resources in rural communities. The student will follow a patient's
course of treatment during the six-week period, while working directly with
the preceptor, sharing his office and hospital routine.

Several other settings are available for Phase D students in St. Cloud, Willmar,
and Little Falls, representing solo, group and multi-specialty group practices.

AHEC is also working with the Rural Physician Associate Program, University of
Minnesota, which will be expanded, resulting in more student placements in
Central Minnesota.

If you would like more information on this program, contact:

Edith D. Leyasmeyer, Ph.D.
Director
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: (612) 376-3350

PAS SYSTEM: Course in the Techniques for the Health Record Analyst

The Commission on Professional and Hospital Activities, CPHA, Ann Arbor,
Michigan, will hold a one-week course in "Techniques for the Health Record
Analyst" during the week of September 29-0ctober 4, 1974, at Island View
Lodge, Brainerd, Minnesota. This course, cosponsored by the Area Health
Education Center, will be conducted by CPHA's professional staff, and will
include personal instruction, lectures, group discussion and study assign
ments. During the session, students will be studying PAS and MAP data from
their respective hospitals, which will be provided by CPHA.

The Health Record Analyst Course, designed primarily for medical record
personnel, provides instruction in analysis, retrieval and presentation of
PAS-MAP data. Other areas of concentration include: medical audit, utiliza
tion review, PSRO's, study layout and design, and CPHA--its resources,
activities and studies.

The registration fee p~r person is $300. For Area D hospitals using PAS-MAP,
AHEC will contribute $150 for each registrant, and will support one registrant
from anyone hospital. Registration forms will be coming to hospitals in
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Minnesota from CPHA, and for those Area D people interested in attending,
please indicate "PAS Hospital--Area D" in the upper right hand corner of
the form and return to CPHA.

For more information contact:

Susan J. Ellsworth
Quality Assurance Coordinator
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: (612) 376-3350

MATS: MEDICAL AUDIT TEAM SEMINAR

Mary E. Peterson
Quality Assurance Coordinator
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: (612) 376-3350

The Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Hospitals will hold a two-day
seminar on Thursday and Friday, August 15-16, at Breezy Point Resort, Brainerd,
Minnesota for physicians, administrators and medical record personnel.
Physicians need only attend the first day, although medical record personnel
should plan on attending sessions both days.

The MATS Program will emphasize medical audit, advising participants on how
to implement an audit in their hospitals.

The registration fee per person is $110. For Area D registrants, AHEC will
contribute $55 for each registrant, and will support a maximum of three
registrants from anyone hospital. Registration forms have been mailed to all
hospitals in Minnesota. For those interested in attending, please indicate
"Area D" in the upper right hand corner of the pre-registration form, and
return to the Minnesota Hospital Associa.tion.

Arrangements have been made for Area D audit hospitals presently working with
AHEC to convene for luncheon on August 15 for brief announcements, discussion
and general information exchange.

For those wanting more information, contact:

Susan J. Ellsworth or Mary E. Peterson
Quality Assurance Coordinator
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, Up.iversity Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: (612) 376-3350
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DIETETIC PREPLANNED TRAINEESHIPS

Standardized education modules which comprise a dietetic training program are
to be implemented in eight Central Minnesota hospitals for students wishing to
complete their practical dietetic training and to qualify for registration in
the American Dietetic Association.

The program, sponsored in conjunction with the University of Minnesota, is
giving enrollment priority to Area D registrants in an effort to respond to
local needs for dietetic manpower. One student is presently enrolled and six
additional students will be accepted in late summer.

Institutions participating in this program are: V.A. Hospital, St. Cloud;
Cambridge State Hospital; St. Cloud Hospital; St. Cloud Hospital School of
Nursing; St. Gabriel's Hospital; District 742 - School Lunch; College of
St. Benedict; and Willmar State Hospital. .

For those interested in more information, contact:

Mrs. Dorothy G. Verstraete
Assistant Professor
Department of Food Science and Nutrition
251 McNeal Hall
University of Minnesota
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101
Telephone: (612) 373-1071 or 373-1543

INDEPENDENT STUDY PROGRAMS FOR HOSPITAL AND HEALTH CARE FACILITY ADMINISTRATORS
AND PATIENT CARE ADMINISTRATION

We are pleased to announce that several people from Area D are enrolled in the
Independent Study Programs conducted by the University of Minnesota, School of
Public Health.

Congratulations to: John C.' Albaugh, Assistant Administrator, St. Gabriel's
Hospital, Little Falls; Marshall E. Engstrom, Administrator, Community Mercy
Hospital, Onamia; Edwin E. Dahlberg, Administrator, Cuyuna Range District
Hospital, Crosby; Jerry B. Scott, Administrator and Curtis J. Neilson, Assistant
Administrator, both from St. Joseph's Hospital, Brainerd; James W. Maki,
Assistant Administrator, Minnewaska Hospital, Starbuck; DuWayne E. Johnson,
Business Office Manager, Hazeldon Foundation, Box 11, Center City, all
participating in the program,for Hospital and Health Care Facility Administrators,
and to Helen Maurer, Nursing Service Director, St. Gabriel's Hospital, Little
Falls, and Barbara Schwientek, Director of Nursing, Monticello-Big Lake Commun
ity Hospital, Monticello, both enrolled in the Program in Patient Care Admin
istration.

All nine were awarded partial scholarships from the Area Health Education Center,
University of Minnesota.
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REGIONAL LABORATORY PROGRAM

A series of workshops has been planned in rE:sponse to the problem areas detected
in the laboratory proficiency program. The proficiency program, sponsored in
cooperation with the Division of Medical Laboratories, Minnesota Department of
Health, is being carried out in the following areas: Chemistry, microbiology,
serology, hematology, immunohematology and urinalysis.

In addition to workshops, consultation visits are available to the laboratories
to provide assistance with problems relating to procedures and methodology,
and with the development and maintenance of effective internal quality control
systems.

Those interested in consultation services may contact:

David W. Stickle, Ph.D.
Chief, Special Laboratory Studies
Division of Medical Laboratories
Minnesota Department of Health
717 Delaware Street Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440
Telephone: (612) 296-5243

Laboratory workshops to be presented:

Topic

"Methods for the Analysis of
Calcium in Serum"

"Basic Spectrophotometry"

"Chemistry: Glucose and BUN"

"Chemistry: Glucose and
Creatinine Determination"

"Introductory Bacteriology"
--Throat, urine and wound

cultures

Dr. Robert Fulton
St ..John' s Universi ty

Mr . .James Larsen,
Little Falls

Dr. Robert Fulton
St . .John's University

Dr. Gary McIlroy
St . .Joseph's Hospital,
Brainerd

Ms. Carol Cox,
University of Minnesota

Ms. Grace M. Ederer
UofM

Dr. Standley Lewis,
St. Cloud State College

Month

August 13, Brainerd
Community College,
Brainerd

August 27, St.
Gabriel's Hospital,
Little Falls

September

October

October

November

(continued)
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Topic

"Blood Banking: The Anti-
Body Screen and Cross-Matching"

Faculty Month

Ms. Margaret Helgeson, January
War Memorial Blood Bank,
Minneapolis

"Hematology: Manual Hematology
Procedures"

"Hematology: Differential"

"Bacteriology: Identification
of Enterobacteriaceae"

"Hematology: Coagulation and
Hemostasis

Follow-up consultation

Dr. Gary McIlroy,
Brainerd

Ms. Karen Viskochil,
UofM

Ms. Marlys Lund, UofM

Mr. James Larsen,
Little Falls

Mr. James Popken,
St. Health Department

February

February

March

April

"Urinalysis: Urinary Sediment" Dr. Patrick Ward,
Minneapolis

"Urinalysis: Basic Procedures" AMes Laboratories

May

May

Specific dates and location will be forthcoming, and for those wanting
more information, please contact:

Edith D. Leyasmeyer, Ph.D. or
Director
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota. 55414
Telephone: (612) 376-3350

Mr. Thomas McLaughlin
Program Director
Central Minnesota Area Health

Education Consortium
1528 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
Telephone: (612) 251-1007

APPLICATION OF BIOFEEDBACK IN THE TREATMENT OF CHRONIC PAIN

Almost ninety people attended the biofeedback techniques workshop held on
June 14 at the Veterans Administration Hospital.

As a result of this outstanding response, a subsequent program focusing on
the treatment of chronic pain is planned for Fall, 1974.

Those wanting more information on this program may contact:

Ms. Beverly Crapser, R.N.
Coordinator of Continuing Education
Central Minnesota Area Health Education Consortium
1528 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 5Q30l
Telephone: (612) 251-1007
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PLANS FOR A HEALTH INFORMATION AND RESOURCE SYSTEM

The Central Minnesota Area Health Education Consortium is investigating the
development of a health information and resource system for Area D. The system,
to provide nursing homes and hospitals with a wide range of materials and
services including audio visual materials a.nd equipment, books and journals,
reference services including Medline, and consultations at member institutions,
will be managed by a professional medical librarian under the direction of
the CMAHEC Director and the area Administrators Committee.

For those wanting more information, please contact:

Mr. Thomas McLaughlin
Program Director
Central Minnesota ~rea Health Education Consortium
1528 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
Telephone: (612) 251-1007

ADLERIAN CENTER IN ST. CLOUD DISCUSSED

An enthusiastic response to the workshop on Adlerian Psychological theories
held last May in Onamia, Minnesota, has created interest to organize an
Adlerian Center in St. Cloud.

Through the efforts of Doctor Norman Petrik, Psychologist at the Veterans
Administration Hospital, St. Cloud, support to help organize an Adlerian Family
Center is being pursued.

In June, an open meeting for community pecple was held after Jim McDonough,
doctoral candidate at the University of Minnesota and active researcher of
Adlerian Family Centers, had addressed this subject.

Developments regarding an Adlerian Cen~er in St. Cloud will be reported as
developed.

PUBLIC AND PATIENT HEALTH EDUCATION

A Health Education Committee of Area D con~unity people and professionals was
led by Paul Larsen, Area Extension Agent, Community Resource, Mora,
Minnesota, and Ellen O'Connor, Health Educ:ator, Area Health Education Center,
and St. Louis Park Medical Center, to identify major health problems in East
Central Minnesota that health education can help solve. A follOW-Up meeting
on September 5, at 9:30 a.m. at the Five County Human Development Program,
Inc., Braham, will focus on solutions to the problem area.

If you would like more information, please contact:

Ellen 0' Connor
Coordinator
Diabetes Education Center
4959 Excelsior Boulevard
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55416
Telephone: (612) 920-6742
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by the Area Health Education Center
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Jan may be reached at (612) 363-5405.

Mrs. Janet Thayer, R.N., has joined the AHEC staff as an Academic Consultant
for Registered Nurses in Area D wishing to pursue Bachelor of Science or
Master of Science degrees. Mrs. Thayer, available for individual or group
counseling after August 5 at the Department of Nursing, St. Benedict's
College, St. Joseph, Minnesota, has information on course requirements for
nursing at the University of Minnesota and St. Benedict's College.
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RURAL PHYSICIAN ASSOCIATE PROGRAM

The Rural Physician Associate Program (RPAP), under the directorship of Jack E.
Yerby, M.D., School of Medicine, University of Minnesota, is a state-wide program
developed as a step toward relieving the shortage of physicians in our small towns
by providing interested third-year medical students with an extensive exposure to
clinical medicine under the guidance of local practicing physicians.

The program has grown from 25 to 38 students throughout the
with 10 students serving in Area D. Because of the program
coordinators have been selected to facilitate supervision.
Hobday, M.D. will serve in this capacity for Area 0 medical

state of Minnesota
expansion, regional
Kathleen Flanagan
students.

Preceptors in Area 0 are: James Heid, M.D., Little Falls; Leland Reichelt, M.D.,
Wadena; Alan Horn, M.D., Melrose; L. Brettingen, M.D., Mora; James Kvale, M.D.,
Long Prairie; Paul Keith, M.D., Milaca; Clark Marshall, M.D., Crosby; L. A.
Whitesell, M.D., Buffalo; and John Bergstrom, M.D., Cokato.

The Area Health Education Center is working closely with the RPAP Program by
assisting with coordination at the local level, both in terms of students and
teaching consultants. AHEC is also participating in the evaluation efforts in
which comparisons will be made between the RPAP students and Phase 0 medical students
who remain in the Twin Cities.

For those interested in more information, please contact:

Jack E. Yerby, M.D.
Director
Rur~l Physician Associate Program
University of Minnesota
157 Frontier Hall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: 612 376-3375

STUDENT AS PHYSICIAN PSYCHIATRIC TUTORIALS

This fall quarter 12 Phase B University of Minnesota medical students will take
their clinical rotations at Hazelden, a chemical dependency treatment center, as
part of the "Student as Physician" course. During the rotations students will
obtain and write up interviews of patients with chemical dependency problems, survey
the therapeutic resources of the treatment center and interact with various members
of the health care team at the center.

The students are supervised by both the Hazelden staff and University faculty, and
receive University credit.

(continued)
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It is hoped that an interdisciplinary field training experience, modeled after the
Braham setting, will be developed at Hazelden. We do anticipate that health
sciences students from a variety of disciplines will be taking part of their field
experiences at Hazelden.

If you have any questions about this program, address them to:

Joseph Westermeyer, M.D.
Associate Professor
Department of Psychiatry
University of Minnesota
Box 393, Mayo Memorial Building
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: 612 373-8859

CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION

The Minnesota State Medical Association now requires Continuing Medical Education
(CME) as a condition of continued membership. To help physicians fulfill the new
requirements, a committee has been formed to look into the possibility of accred
iting various local sites around the state to offer AMA approved CME programs.
Some of the physician preceptors for the Rural Physician Associate Program (RPAP)
are considering the possibility of developing a series of approved CME programs
around the monthly consultant visits of Medical School faculty who assist with the
on-site instruction of the students. AHEC is encouraging this through the efforts
of Doctor Kathleen Flanagan, who assists with the regional coordination of the RPAP
program, and Doctor Douglas A. Fenderson, Director of Continuing Medical Education
for the Medical School.

Also of current interest is the availability of individual "Mini-Residencies" or
individual preceptorships for practicing physicians at the Medical School. Physi
cians who would like to spend a few days or a week or more learning a new technique
or participating in current specialty clinics may request such arrangements through
the Office of Continuing Medical Education. In the past six months, half a dozen
physicians have participated in this program.

AHEC continues to provide partial support for teaching/consultations - individual
or a series of programs - for physicia~s in Area D.

Further information on these and related CME programs may be received from:

Douglas A. Fenderson, Ph.D.
Director
Continuing Medical Education
Urriversity of Minnesota
Box 293, Mayo Memorial Building
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: 612 373-8089

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDENT TRAINING

Rodger C. Kollmorgen, M.D., an Instructor in the Department of Psychiatry, University
of Minnesota, will spearhead the interdisciplinary team experiences and instructions
for health sciences students at the Five County Human Development Program in Braham,
Minnesota, this year. Doctor Kollmorgen's work will insure that various professional

(continued)
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roles are dovetailed to broaden a student's understanding of teamwork among different
health disciplines while participating directly in patient care services.

During fall quarter 1974, students representing the disciplines of psychiatric
nursing, alcohol and chemical dependency counseling, and medicine will be working
with the Braham staff. The students will be supervised by both the local staff
and University faculty, and receive University credits from their respective schools.

For those wanting more information, please contact:

Edith D. Leyasmeyer, Ph.D.
Director
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: 612 376-3350

RURAL PHARMACIST PROGRAM

Beginning with the 1974-75 academic year, the College of Pharmacy, University of
Minnesota, will place several fifth year pharmacy students in community pharmacy
settings within Area D. Towns will be selected according to where RPAP students
have already been placed to foster a joint educational and patient care approach for
physicians and pharmacists to community health problems.

The rural associates will have an opportunity to see and experience life as health
professionals in a non-urban setting; and, hopefully, choose this area upon comple
tion of their training.

The Graduate Program in the College of Pharmacy will be experimenting with an expanded
role of the pharmacist in providing new services, including drug monitoring and
possibly blood pressure screening.

For those wanting more information, please contact:

Edith D. Leyasmeyer, Ph.D.
Director
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: 612 376-3350

RURAL SUMMER DENTISTRY PROGRAM

As a result of the Rural Summer Externship Program, one of the dental students has
made plans to settle in the area where he served his preceptorship, and to purchase
his own dental practice.

(continued)
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The program has been successful, will continue, and hopefully expand. At this time
there are more students than participating host dentists.

If you have questions regarding this program, contact:

H. Darrell Foglesong, D.D.S.
Associate Professor or
Division of Health Ecology
School of Dentistry
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: 612 376-4417

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM

Edith D. Leyasmeyer, Ph.D.
Director
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: 612 376-3350

Using the PAS and MAP computer data retrieval system and the audit format of the
Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals, 14 hospitals in Area D now participate
in the regional quality assurance program. Medical audits completed include appen
dectomy, pneumonia, cholecystectomy, and anticoagulant usage while T&A and hyster
ectomy audits are currently in progress. During the audit process, the medical staff
at each hospital reviews patterns of care within their own institution as well as
compares its care to that given in other unidentified Area D hospitals. Continuing
education is available to respond to any needs or problems identified in the medical
audit process.

PAS and MAP, a computer data retrieval system of the Commission on Professional and
Hospital Activities, assists the medical staff in evaluating the quality of medical
care as well as providing statistical data for planning medical audits and preparing
regional studies.

Hospitals participating in the Quality Assurance Program:

Chisago Lakes Hospital, Chisago City
Community Hospital, Princeton
Community Mercy Hospital, Onamia
Cuyuna Range District Hospital, Crosby
Glenwood Comm. Hospital, Glenwood
Kanabec County Hospital, Mora
Long Prairie Mem. Hosp., Long Prairie

Melrose Hospital, Melrose
Memorial Hospital, Cambridge
Milaca Area District Hospital, Milaca
Minnewaska Hospital, Starbuck

. Paynesville Comm. Hosp., Paynesville
St. Joseph's Hospital, Brainerd
St. Michael's Hospital, Sauk Centre

If you are interested in participating in the quality assurance program, contact:

Susan J. Ellsworth or Mary E. Peterson
Quality Assurance Coordinators
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: 612 376-3350

MATS: MEDICAL AUDIT TEAM SEMINAR

The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals will hold a two-day seminar on
Thursday and Friday, November 14-15, 1974, at the Radisson Hotel, downtown Minneapolis,
for physicians, administrators and medical record personnel. Physicians need only

(continued)
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attend the first day, although medical record personnel should plan on attending
sessions both days.

The MATS Program will emphasize medical audit, advising participants on how to imple
ment an audit in their hospitals.

The registration fee per person is $130. For Area D registrants, AHEC will contribute
$65 for each registrant, and will support a maximum of three registrants from anyone
hospital. Registration forms will be mailed from JCAH to all hospitals in Minnesota.
For those interested in attending, please indicate "AREA D" in the upper right-hand
corner of the pre-registration form and return it to the Minnesota Hospital Associa
tion.

For those wanting more information, contact:

Susan J. Ellsworth or Mary E. Peterson
Quality Assurance Coordinators
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Telephone: 612 376-3350

CORONARY CARE COURSE

Coronary care Course for Nurses, a program to aid the nurse practitioner in her prep
aration for coronary care, is structured in self-paced mastery units involving liberal
use of multimedia presentations. The course consists of seven units which present
foundational concepts of coronary care and two optional units may be taken by the
learner interested in leadership roles; "Leadership Roles in the Coronary Care Unit,"
and "Design and Implementation of In-Service Educational Programs." The two optional
units may be taken without completing the basic seven units if the practitioner has
previously completed a short-term course in coronary care nursing.

Six days of clinical experience in coronary care units will be offered at selected
Central Minnesota and Twin Cities hospitals under the guidance of a clinical mentor.

The basic seven units will be held October. 28 - November 22, 1974; the unit on
leadership roles will be held December 2-6, 1974; and the unit on in-service educa
tion is December 9-13, 1974. Students successfully completing the basic seven units
will be awarded 3 credits, and those completing the optional units will receive one
credit each.

Prerequisites for the course include: Registered Nurse status in the state of
Minnesota; release from employing institution to participate in the program on a full
time basis; and willingness to share health status information with institutions used
for clinical experiences. Registration is limited to 10 persons with preference
given to registered nurses currently employed in coronary care settings in Central
Minnesota.

The tuition fee is $250 for the seven basic units, and $50 for each optional unit.
Housing arrangements may be made by the College of St. Benedict.

(continued)
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For those wanting further information on this program, you may contact:

Ms. Joanne Wessman
Director
Coronary Care for Nurses
College of St. Benedict
St. Joseph, Minnesota 56374
Telephone: 612 363-5405

EMOTIONAL ASPECTS OF NURSING

A one-day workshop on the Emotional Aspects of Nursing will be held November 8, 1974,
at St. Mary's Parish Center, Mora, Minnesota. This workshop, presented by the
University of Minnesota School of Nursing will be applicable to all nursing situations,
both ambulatory and acute. Participation by hospital, community and non-practicing
nurses, as well as others is encouraged.

The objectives of this workshop are as follows:

1) To become familiar with social changes which have affected health care and
subsequently nurse/patient relationships.

2) To gain an understanding of the concepts of anxiety and hostility and how
they may be evidenced in nurse/patient situations.

3) To gain more insight into coping mechanisms available to nurses in dealing
with difficult nurse/patient relationships.

4) To use incidents as reported by workshop participants as the basis for
discussion of emotionally troublesome aspects of nursing care.

The fee for this workshop is $22.50, which includes meals and necessary materials.
For further information, please contact:

Miss Julia Randall
Chairman
Continuing Education for Nurses
School of Nursing
University of Minnesota
3313 Powell Hall

·Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: 612 373-3462

DIAL ACCESS CONSULTATION

The following telephone services are available to Minnesota physicians through the
toll free Minnesota Medical Information Service:

Telephone consultations on a clinical problem. Upon notification, an appropriate
specialist will return the call. This service is designed to supplement, but not
interfere with local consultant relationships.

Computer search of current (Medline) or other published literature (Catline) is
available through the Bio-Medical Library and its linkages with the National
Library of Medicine, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland. Bibliog
raphies can be prepared on a 24-hour basis.

(continued)
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Brief audio tapes (5 minutes) of current medical information are available by
phone on 500 topics. The Dial Access operator has the names of available tapes
in your area of interest, or a catalog will be sent upon request.

The drug information service provides information on identification, foreign
products, investigation drugs, therapeutic compatibility, intravenous incompat
ibility, side effects and research information.

Where to call:

Hours:

Minneapolis/St. Paul area - 373-1855
Outstate Minnesota (toll free) - 1-800-552-7210

Monday - Friday 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.

ADLERIAN PARENT STUDY GROUP LEADERSHIP WORKSHOP

The Allied Health Committee of the Central Minnesota Area Health Education Consortium
and the University of Minnesota AHEC will sponsor an Adlerian Parent Study Group
Leadership Workshop on Saturday, October 19, 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., at Seton Hall,
St. Cloud, Minnesota, for any parent or parents who are interested in learning the
techniques of leading small group discussions.

The program will include an introduction to basic group leadership and provide
training for leading small groups of parents in discussion of the book "Children the
Challenge" by Driekers. The faculty for this one-day workshop will be Karl Hertzke
and Gisela Hertzke, Alfred Adler Institute, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

The registration fee per person is $2, which will cover the cost of the noon meal.

For further information contact:

Mrs. Beverly Crapser, R.N.
Continuing Education Coordinator
Central Minnesota Area Health

Education Consortium
1528 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
Telephone: 612 251-1007

GROUP THERAPY WORKSHOP

A workshop for Area D health care personnel including social workers, physicians,
psychologists, alcohol and chemical dependency counselors, nurses, occupational and
recreational therapists, dietitians, and psychiatric technicians actively involved in
group therapy will be sponsored by the Allied Health Committee of the Central Minnesota
Area Health Education Consortium and the University of Minnesota Area Health Education
Center.

The workshop will provide theoretical background in group therapy dynamics, demonstrate
adaptable skills to be used in group therapy settings with psychiatric and chemically
addicted persons, and help participants to increase skill in therapy function.

This three-day workshop, to begin the evening of November 13 and adjourn the afternoon
of November 15, will be held at the American Lutheran Camp at Onamia, Minnesota.
The $50 registration fee includes all meals and lodging.

(continued)
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For those needing more information, contact:

Mrs. Beverly Crapser, R.N.
Continuing Education Coordinator
Central Minnesota Area Health

Education Consortium
1528 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
Telephone: 612 251-1007

CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSE IN LONG-TERM CARE ADMINISTRATION

The University of Minnesota School of Public Health is offering a special course for
practicing nursing home administrators and directors of nursing: "Managing the Effects
of Institutionalization." The course, taught by Ruth P. Stryker, M.A., and G. Kenneth
Gordon, Ed.D., will meet on October 10 and 11, November 11, January 10, and February 28.
This five-day course is spaced over a five-month period to allow the administrator
to integrate theory and practice. The course is approved by the Minnesota Board of
Licensure for Nursing Home Administrators for either 3 college credits or 30 hours of
continuing education.

The cost of the course is $130 ($100 tuition, and $30 meals). The AHEC will co-sponsor
a limited number of registrants by contributing $50.

Those interested in being considered for cosponsorship from the AHEC should contact:

Ms. Ann C. Lundberg
Program Assistant
Long-Term Care Administration Education
University of Minnesota
194 Frontier Hall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: 612 376-3287

CANCER TELELECTURE SERIES

This telelecture series will present information on measures of helping patients and
families to live with the disease. It will be presented in the following Area D sites:

Site
Brainerd
Cambridge
St. Cloud
Wadena

Local Coordinator
Norma Treska, Brainerd Voc. Tech. Institute
Edith Kopiecki, In-Service Ed., Brainerd State Hospital
Tekla Karn, School of Nursing, St. Cloud Hospital
Vera Dovenmuhler, Tri-County Hospital, Wadena

The series will be held for five consecutive Tuesday evenings beginning November 5.
The registration fee is $22.50, and must be submitted to Nolte Center, University of
Minnesota, by October 29. It is open to nurses and other health professionals.
For those needing more information, contact:

Miss Julia Randall
Chairman
Continuing Education for Nurses
School of Nursing
University of Minnesota
3313 Powell Hall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: 612 373-3462
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PUB L ICE 0 U CAT ION PRO J E C T S

PRE-NATAL EDUCATION

Pre-natal education contributes to the health and safety of both mother and child
and to the reduction of risks during pregnancy and childbirth. Classes will begin
for expectant mothers and fathers on Thursday evenings from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.,
September 12 through October 23. The classes, to include lectures, discussion, films
and demonstrations, will be held at the Melrose Hospital Occupational Therapy Room,
and will be taught by physicians and nurses.

Classes are open to those in the Melrose area, including St. Rose, Freeport, Greenwald,
Meirgrove, Springhill, Grey Eagle, St. Martin, New Munich and Margo.

WEIGHT CONTROL WORKSHOP

A one-day workshop on weight control will be held at the Melrose High School on
November 9. Follow-up to the session is to include exercise classes at the high
schoo! and body composition determinations, through skin fold measurements, at the
medical clinic.

Faculty will include: Jack Kelly, Ph.D., Exercise Physiologist; Sr. Ingrid Anderson,
Ph.D., College of St. Benedict; Donna DeMars, R.D., St. Cloud Hospital; and Allan
Horn, M.D., Melrose Hospital.

There will be a $2 charge which includes meals and coffee breaks.

PROGRAM FOR CORONARY PATIENTS AND FAMILIES

A program for coronary patients and their families is being conducted in the hospital
in Staples, Minnesota.

A graduate student in Health Education, School of Public Health, University of Minnesota,
has recently completed a patient profile of coronary patients and the type of education
they received concerning their condition. This will be used to help plan and enhance
the program at Staples.

PROGRAM FOR RESIDENTS

At the Empire Building, senior citizen M.ghrise in St. Cloud, plans are being made to
hold mini-educational clinics with both city and county public health nurses to
discuss problems and needs. Following the clinics, public health nurses will be avail
able for special appointments with residents. A monthly educational program is to be
planned.

TEENAGE "RAP" SESSIONS

This concept was generated from a group of concerned parents in the Delano area. Each
parent has selected a teenage co-worker to discuss group process, communication skills,
self-awareness, and helping relationships. After becoming familiar with these
techniques, each teenager will select a peer in the formation of teenage "rap" sessions.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

A group of several school representatives from the Brainerd area, calling themselves
the "Young Parent Education Committee," have met to assess and determine needs in
child development, and are particularly interested in learning disabilities. Workshops
will be planned in the future.
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DRUG ABUSE

A group representing the clergy, police, hospitals, welfare organizations, and school
counselors, has convened in the Brainerd area to discuss drug abuse. They are
presently developing a workshop designed for professionals, to increase their
sensitivity concerning drug problems.

For those interested in more information on the above programs, contact:

Mrs. Shelly J. Kranz
Public/Patient Education Coordinator
Central Minnesota Area Health

Education Consortium
1528 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
Telephone: 612 251-1007
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MEDICAL STUDENT PRECEPTORSHIPS

Preceptorship in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Beginning December 16, Mark Steinhauser, a Phase D Medical Student, will be
working directly with Doctor Louis A. Loes, Obstetrician-Gynecologist in St. Cloud,
sharing his office, call and hospital routines. After the six-week placement,
it is expected that the student will be able to manage and deliver normal pregnan
cies and be familiar with the diagnosis and treatment of most common gynecological
and obstetrical problems.

Doctor Kathleen Flanagan, the Director of Medical Education at the Central
Minnesota Area Health Education Consortium, has been responsible for on-site
coordination and will serve as a liaison between the area preceptors and the
University.

For those wanting more information, please contact:

Edith D. Leyasmeyer, Ph.D.
Director or
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Phone (612) 376-3350

Kathleen Flanagan, M.D.
Director of Medical Education
Central Minnesota Area Health

Education Consortium
1528 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
Phone (612) 251-1007

Preceptorship in Community Psychiatry
David Willey, a Phase D Medical Student will be spending six weeks at the Five
County Human Development Program Inc., a community mental health center in Braham,
starting December 16. He will be supervised by Doctor Rodger C. Kollmorgen, and
will be expected to participate as a physician member of a mUltidiscipline team
composed of health sciences students and mental health professionals. The
student will be expected to learn to identify emotional problems, gain greater
understanding of treatment modalities, establish realistic therapeutic goals,
and under supervision participate in counseling, and individual and group therapy.
The student will also have an opportunity to gain firsthand experience with
community mental health resources, and in conjunction with the staff, participate
in consultations to community professionals, i.e. clergy, teachers, probation
officers, physicians, public health nurses, etc.

David Willey will be joined by other health sciences students at Braham--Marilyn
Chuckna, School of Nursing, and Patrick Breslin, Alcohol and Chemical Counseling,
School of Public Health.
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For more information contact:

Edith D. Leyasmeyer, Ph.D.
Director
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Phone (612) 376-3350

or
Rodger C. Kollmorgen, M.D.
Psychiatrist
Five County Human Development

Program Inc.
205 Second Street Southwest
Braham, Minnesota 55006
Phone (612) 396-3333

CLINICAL PHARMACY PRACTICE IN THE COMMUNITY

Two students in the Graduate Program of the College of Pharmacy are serving
two-month rural clinical experience rotations in Central Minnesota. Based in
community pharmacies, the students will demonstrate and explore the abilities
of the clinical pharmacist to function in a non-institutional environment.

Starbuck, Minnesota will host Jay Vancura, and Watkins, Minnesota will host
Kirk Johnson.

The primary aim of this program is to explore the clinical role model for the
pharmacist in a non-urban setting, assuming expanded functions. Role model
determinations will take place in the following settings, all of which would
have a functioning pharmacy:

a. a community with no physician
b. a community with partial physician services
c. a community with full physician services but no hospital
d. a community which has physicians and a hospital

For those wishing to have more information, please contact:

Albert I. Wertheimer, Ph.D.
Director, Graduate Program
Pharmacy ·Administration
College of Pharmacy
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Phone (612) 376-5236

PHYSICAL THERAPY ROTATIONS IN CENTRAL MINNESOTA

There is a great need for physical therapy services outside of the traditional
in-hospital services in Minnesota, particularly in the small, rural communities.
There is also a maldistribution of physical therapy services, most of them being
concentrated in large, metropolitan areas. Since it is known that, the newly
graduated physical therapist tends to take a job where he has completed at least
part of his clinical internship, the University of Minnesota Course in Physical
Therapy is establishing a clinical education program in facilities in small
rural communities.
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Two-week rotations in Area D have been arranged for eight senior University of
Minnesota physical therapy students during December 1974. Students are assigned
to a supervising registered physical therapist on a full-time basis at the
affiliating center.

Five students will be assigned to Cambridge State Hospital with Mrs. Gladys
Lorenz, P.T.; one to St. Gabriel's Hospital, Little Falls, with Dale Selibonski,
P.T.; one to St. Cloud Veterans Administration Hospital with Olin Angel, P.T.;
and one to St. Joseph's Hospital in Brainerd with Dennis Lutterman, P.T.

The intent of this program is to provide the students with those experiences
which will accelerate their development as physical therapists capable of
functioning in administrative and consultative roles in the small, rural setting
as well as to improve their ability to recognize and assess community health needs.

If you would like more information, please contact:

Corrine T. Ellingham
Clinical Coordinator
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
Children's Rehabilitation Center, Room C-366
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Phone (612) 373-9007

REGIONAL INFORMATION AND RESOURCE SYSTEM

With the cooperation of the Central Minnesota Area Health Education Consortium,
the University of Minnesota AHEC, and the University Bio-Medical Library, the
proposed Regional Information and Resource System to serve health care profes
sionals in Area D is developing according to schedule. The main objective of
the System is to establish a cooperative regional network under the direction
of the Central Minnesota AHEC which will provide adequate access to bio-medical
information for the support of medical and paramedical professionals in their
patient care activities, continuing education programs, and related endeavors.

Basically what this will involve is the placing in each member institution a
basic core collection of books, journals, and audiovisual materials which will
support the educational needs of each. It is planned that these collections may
be purchased through the funds from resource improvement grants from the
National Library of Medicine, which allows up to $3,000 in funding to qualified
institutions.

In addition, each member institution will have access to the System's Information
and Resource Center office, to be located in St. Cloud. This Center will provide
supplementary materials such as books, journals (a more extensive reference
collection), and audiovisual equipment which is too expensive for individual
purchase or infrequently used. Also at the Center, inter-library loan requests
for books and journal articles will be processed. It is planned that in the
second year of the project, a terminal will be acquired which will link the
System to MEDLINE/AVLINE search services as well as other compatible systems.
All these services will be coordinated by a professional medical librarian.
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In order to fund this system, a project grant proposal is being prepared to
submit to the National Library of Medicine, requesting funding for three years
of operation. In addition, participating institutions are being charged a
yearly subscriber fee to provide money with which to purchase additional materials
and to insure continuation of the system after the three-year period.

If there are any questions regarding this project, or if any institution is
interested in becoming involved in it, please call:

Mr. Tom McLaughlin, Project Director,
or Ms. Lynne Siemers, Medical Librarian
Central Minnesota Area Health

Education Consortium
1528 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
Phone (612) 251-1007

or
Ms. Yvonne Wulff
Coordinator for Health Science

Libraries in Minnesota
Bio-Medical Library
Diehl Hall
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Phone (612) 376-7233

PATIENT CARE PLANNING WORKSHOPS FOR LONG-TE~l CARE FACILITIES

As of July, 1974, state and federal regulations require coordinated and documented
patient care plans for residents of long-term care facilities. In response to
the new regulation, the Minnesota Department of Health is conducting one-day
workshops throughout the state, to introduce the new regulations and to offer
education in implementing a patient care planning conference. Two such workshops
have been held in Area D (St. Cloud and Wadena).

As follow-up to the Patient Care Planning Workshops, AHEC would like to offer
its assistance to long-term care facilities in the areas of:

Mechanics of doing a patient care conference
Problem-oriented medical record
Nursing audit
Continuing education

The AHEC staff would be avail~ble f9r on-site visits, and if there is sufficient
interest and need, we will look into the possibility of co-sponsoring another
Patient Care Planning Workshop in your area with the Minnesota Health Department.

If you are interested in AHEC assistance or more information, contact:

Susan J. Ellsworth or Mary E. Peterson
Quality Assurance Coordinators
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Phone (612) 376-3350

MEDICAL AUDIT PROGRAM

Over 150 persons attended the Medical Audit Team Seminar in Minneapolis, November
14 and 15. The Seminar, conducted by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of
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Hospitals (JCAH) , educated physicians and medical record personnel in the step
by-step procedure for accomplishing an effective patient care audit program.
Several registrants were from Area D hospitals, some of which already partici-
pate in AHEC's Regional Quality Assurance Program, and use JCAH's audit procedure.
Recent audits completed include hysterectomy and T&A, while C-Sections and Diabetes
Mellitus audits are currently in progress.

If your hospital would like assistance in the medical care evaluation process,
contact:

Susan J. Ellsworth or Mary E. Peterson
Quality Assurance Coordinators
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Phone (612) 376-3350

HUMAN RELATIONS WORKSHOP

A two-day workshop sponsored by the Central Minnesota Area Health Education
Consortium and the University of Minnesota AHEC was held September 23-24, and
November 21-22, for administrators of health care institutions. Focusing on
"Practical Methods of Communication for those Responsible for Management of
People," the workshop provided education in human relationship skills, communi
cation and problem-solving techniques usable in day-to-day work situations.

If you are interested in future workshops on this subject, please contact:

Mrs. Beverly Crapser
Continuing Education Coordinator
Central Minnesota Area Health

Education Consortium
1528 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
Phone (612) 251-1007

CORONARY CARE FOR NURSES

It has been estimated that about one million persons in the U.S. experience acute
myocardial infarctions each year. More than 650,000 die annually of ischemic
heart disease. Thus, sudden death from heart attack is the most important
medical emergency today. Hospitals, especially coronary care settings, should
utilize specially trained nurses capable of providing the quality and degree of
care necessary to maintain and sustain life ln a rapid, efficient and professional
manner.

Our first offering in Coronary Care for 1975 will begin on January 6 and end on
January 31. The basic course deals with normal cardiovascu1ar-pu1monary-rena1
anatomy and physiology, fluid and electrolyte balance, natural history of myo
cardial infarctions, complications of myocardial infarctions, and the nursing
process. These materials are introduced on a self-paced basis through assigned
readings, workshops and multimedia presentations. As the course content progresses,
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the participant is exposed to simulated experiences in a fUlly equipped coronary
care laboratory at the college. These experiences include electrocardiography,
CPR, defibrilation and cardioversion, and an introduction to the use of pace
makers.

Participants, after simulated laboratory exposure, will actively participate
in a coronary care hospital setting under the direct supervision of a clinical
mentor skilled in coronary care nursing. The clinical experience will consist of
six days at selected Central Minnesota and Twin Cities hospitals. Participants
will become involved in total patient care, family involvement, rehabilitation
process, health teaching, and the various functions of the total coronary care
setting as a health team. The basic course will also emphasize the psychosocial
aspects of the MI patient and his family, the various activity regimes, pharma
cologic treatment, patient and family teaching which will be re-emphasized in
the clinical setting.

Three college credits will be awarded at the successful completion of the course.
The course is open to all registered nurses with a current license, liability
insurance is required for clinical experience, a willingness to share health
information with institutions used for clinical experience are the course
prerequisites.

This basic course will be offered again from February 24 to March 21 on a
four-week full-time basis. A part-time offering will begin on February 25 and
end May 27. This offering will enable the full-time employed nurse to take the
course during evening hours. Monday evenings, 6 to 10 p.m., participants will
be assigned readings: and review multimedia presentations at the college media
center. Tuesday evenings, 6 to 10 p.m., will be spent in workshops and practicing
simulated experiences in the coronary care laboratory. Beginning April 17,
participants will be required to spend a total of six days in a hospital setting.
It is felt that participants can accomplish this part of the course by spending
two full days for three weeks in a coronary care setting. This experience will
be arranged on an individual basis to work around the participant's current
working schedule.

For further information conta~t:

Ms. Christine Scribner
Program Director
Coronary Care for Nurses
College of St. Benedict
St. Joseph, Minnesota 56374
Phone (612) 363-5405 or 363-8639

HEALTH ASSESSMENT COURSE

The University of Minnesota School of Nursing Extension is offering a course,
"Introduction to Assessing the Health Status of Individuals," in St. Cloud,
Minnesota. It is designed to assist nurses to improve their nursing assessment
skills. It will include detailed orientation in obtaining a valid patient
history and doing a physical exam. It will not include supervised clinical
practice, but it is hoped that each student will be able to obtain practice in
her work-study.
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The course will be held every other Saturday morning from January 11 through
March 22 at the St. Cloud School of Nursing. It will be available to 24
persons. The course gives three certificate credits and the fee is $42.

For further information contact:

Ms. Julia Randall
Chairman
Continuing Education for Nurses
School of Nursing
University of Minnesota
3313 Powell Hall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Phone (612) 373-3462

COURSE OFFERINGS FOR NURSES INTERESTED IN ATTAINING BACCALAUREATE DEGREES.
The University of Minnesota Extension and St. Cloud State College are currently
offering courses which help meet supportive course requirements for the bacca
laureate degree in nursing from the UofM and St. Benedict's College. These
courses have been set up to be convenient for Area D nurses. St. Cloud State
has added two evening offerings which began December 2. Chemistry 202, (1 credit)
is taught on campus Monday and Wednesday evenings and Cultural Anthropology
(4 credits) is taught Tuesday evenings at the St. Cloud Hospital.

The University of Minnesota Extension is offering a five credit Cultural Anthro
pology course at the Cambridge High School Thursday evenings 7 to 9:30 p.m.
January 30 through May 15.

Anyone wishing additional information on a specific course offering is encouraged
to contact:

Mrs. Janet Thayer
AHEC Academic Consultant
St. Benedict's College
Department of Nursing
St. Joseph, Minnesota 56374
Phone (612) 363-5405

UPDATE ON GRADUATE NURSING PROGRAMS

The University of Minnesota School of Nursing has received many requests to
expand opportunities for nurses to obtain a Master's degree in nursing. The
requests have come from individuals who are'interested for personal reasons
and from organizations concerned about the deficit of Master's prepared nurses
in the Upper Midwest region.

The exploratory study requires the collection of a considerable amount of data
before a decision can be made. A one hour program has been scheduled at all
telelecture locations outside the Greater Metropolitan area to explain how the
study is organized and the type of information that is needed. The program is
designed primarily for the Baccalaureate prepared nurse and will focus on:
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1) Academic requirements to be admitted to the program.
2) How much of the program would have to be completed in residence

at the Minneapolis campus.
3) Times and places that course work could be offered in the

geographic areas. This includes both nursing and related required
course work.

4) The role of the Liaison Person in each geographic area who will be
collecting data for the feasibility study.

The program will be on Wednesday, January 8, from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. Sessions
will begin promptly at the stated time. In order to review handout materials,
please arrive fifteen minutes early if possible. There is no registration
fee for this program. The program will be held at the following locations:

Alexandria Detroit Lakes Hallock Moorhead
Bemidji Duluth Hibbing Roseau
Brainerd Ely International St. Cloud
Cambridge Fergus Falls Falls Thief River Falls
Crookston Grand Rapids Minneapolis Wadena.

For further information contact:

Ms. Julia S. Randall
Chairman
Continuing Education for Nurses
School of Nursing
University of Minnesota
3313 Powell Hall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Phone (612) 373-3462

CORTICAL FUNCTION WORKSHOP

A program is planned for sometime in March of 1975 to demonstrate major cortical
syndromes for nurses and health professionals who work with patients when they
are first admitted to the hospital or'nursing home. Anyone who works with stroke
patients could benefit from the workshop content.

For those wanting more information, please contact:

Manfred J. Meier, Ph.D.
Professor and Director
Neuropsychology Laboratory
Room C667 Mayo Memorial Hospital
University 'of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Phone (612) 373-8879

FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR A COMPREHENSIVE EPILEPSY PROGRAM

The National Institutes of Health has awarded the University of Minnesota a
contract to conduct a one-year study to determine the feasibility of establishing
a Comprehensive Epilepsy Program. The program would include advanced clinical
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research and study of Epilepsy and coordinate a full range of patient services.
The Area Health Education Center is working closely with this program.

Lyle French, M.D., Vice President for Health Sciences has appointed Dr. Robert
Gumnit, Professor of Neurology and Head of the Department of Neurology at
St. Paul Ramsey Hospital, as the project director. Assisting Doctor Gumnit
and the project staff with' the planning is a Steering Committee which includes
Douglas Fenderson, Ph.D., Edith Leyasmeyer, Ph.D., Cherie Perlmutter, Sophie
Reuben, M.S.W., and Fernando Torres, M.D.

The emphasis of the feasibility study is to do a preliminary analysis of the
problems facing persons with seizures, and to determine if there presently are
services and facilities available in the metropolitan and Central Minnesota
areas to help meet their needs. When the information is gathered, the aim of
the program is to identify the necessary elements that do not presently exist,
and to propose extensions and/or changes in existing services that would help
the person with epilepsy realize his full potential.

For those interested in more information on the above program, contact:

Ms. Florence Gray, Program Coordinator
Feasibility Study for a Comprehensive

Epilepsy Program
Room 9-426 Health Sciences Building A
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Phone (612) 376-5031

GROUP LEADERSHIP WORKSHOP

A two-day workshop designed to assist health professionals with the techniques
of planning and conducting groups and meetings, will be held Thursday and Friday,
January 16 and 17 at the Holiday Inn in Brainerd, Minnesota. This workshop will
be composed of lecture and small group working situations where participants
will experience being a member of a group and a group leader. Tuition for this
workshop will be $30 per registrant, and the time schedule is as follows:

January 16 - 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

January 17 - 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

If you would like more information, please contact:

Ms. Beverly Crapser
Continuing Education Coordinator
Central Minnesota Area Health

Education Consortium
1528 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
Phone (612) 251-1007
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WORKSHOPS IN CENTRAL MINNESOTA SPONSORED BY THE CENTRAL MINNESOTA AREA HEALTH
EDUCATION CONSORTIUM

Conflict Resolution Workshop
This one and a half day workshop, to be conducted by Dr. Norman James. Psychol
ogist. Chairman. Department of Psychology. St. John's University. Collegeville,
Minnesota. is designed for nurses in public health, schools. and communities
to be better prepared to assess needs of families and adeptly apply the process
of conflict resolution.

The program will be available for two groups of 30; Group A will meet on Friday.
December 6, and Group B will convene on Friday. December 13 at St. John's
University Alumnae Lounge, Collegeville. Minnesota. On January 10. 1975. both
groups will meet at the same location; Group A in the morning and Group B in
the afternoon.

The registration fee is $10 for the workshop. and includes a luncheon on
December 6 and 13.

Application of Biofeedback Techniques
A follow-up workshop will be presented on biofeedback research and techniques
on Saturday. December 7, 1974 from 9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at the St. Cloud
Hospital auditorium. St. Cloud, Minnesota.

Objectives of the workshop will be:
1) To review for participants biofeedback techniques in

the treatment of alcoholism. hypertension, circulatory
problems, and pain.

2) To inform health professionals regarding the respective
cost and effectiveness of biofeedback equipment.

3) To identify resource people who would be available
for consultation in the area of biofeedback.

4) To provide practical "hands-on" experience with biofeedback
equipment.

The registration fee is $15, which includes materials and lunch.

For those wanting more information on the above programs. contact:

Ms. Beverly Crapser
Continuing Education Coordinator
Central Minnesota Area Health

Education Consortium
1528 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud? Minnesota 56301
Phone (612) 251-1007
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We'd like to wish you all a very pleasant and happy holiday
season. Thank you aU for your cooperation and support through
out this past year. We're looking forward to a continued good
relationship in 1975.

The Area Health Education Center Staff

AHEC Newsletter Published Bi-Monthly

by the Area Health Education Center
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Edith D. Leyasmeyer, Ph.D., Director

SUSAN J. ELLSWORTH, ED'rTOR
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REGIONAL LABORATORY PROGRAM

AHEC has been working closely with the Minnesota Department of Health, the
C~~EC and local medical technologists to determine educational needs of
laboratorians in Central Minnesota, and to provide some appropriate response
to the identified needs. The Proficiency Testing Program, which deals with
chemistry, microbiology, serology, hematology, immunohematology and urinalysis,
has been most useful in pinpointing problem areas, and it has also been an
invaluable method by which to measure progress.

Since last year, besides consultation visits to laboratories, a series of
workshops has been presented in Area D, focusing on topics as identified by
the Proficiency Testing Program and local medical technologists. As a result,
laboratory performance in hospital and clinic laboratories has improved
significantly, as reflected in the proficiency tests.

The following workshops have been' scheduled through the spring of this year:

Topic

"Bacteriology: Identification
of Enterobacteriaceae"

"Hematology: Coagulation and
Hemostasis"

Follow-up consultation

"Urinalysis: Urinary Sediment"

"Urinalysis: Basic Procedures"

Faculty

Ms. Marlys Lund
UofM

Hr. Jim Larsen
Little Falls

Mr. James Popken
St. Health Department

Dr. Patrick Ward
Minneapolis

AMes Laboratories

Month

March

April

May

May

Specific dates and locations will be forthcoming, and for those wanting more
information, please contact:

Mr. Tom McLaughlin
Program Director
Central Minnesota Area Health

Education Consortium
1528 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
Phone: (612) 251-1007
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RURAL PHARMACIST ASSOCIATE PROGRAM

The College of Pharmacy is making arrangements to place up to five students
during the winter, spring and summer quarters of the academic year (1974
1975) in pharmacies within the AHEC region, and in communities where the
Rural Physician Associate Program has presently placed their students.
Two students have already been placed in Mora, Hall Pharmacy, and in Buffalo,
Buffalo Drug. Field experiences are being arranged in Milaca.

During this field placement, both the physician and pharmacist rural associates
will contribute to the care of the population of patients in the community
by learning the principles of health care delivery. The rural associates
will have an opportunity to see and experience life as health professionals
in a non-urban setting and clarify for themselves their own role in society,
their social and civic obligations, their responsibilities to patients, and
their relationships with one another. It will allow the rural associates
to develop creative ideas concerning a joint approach to patient care
management.

For those wanting more information, please contact:

Hugh Kabat, Ph.D.
Professor and Head
Clinical Pharmacy
University of Minnesota
318 Harvard Street, Room
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Phone: (612) 376-5312

CLINICAL PHARMACY PRACTICE IN THE COMMUNITY

lOl-C
55414

Pharmacy educators have predicted that within the next decade physicians
will routinely seek advice of clinical pharmacists when prescribing medication
for patients. It is expected that close physician-pharmacist relationships
will significantly reduce the incidence of drug "misuse," unnecessary drug
interactions, adverse drug reactions, and drug side effects.

Following this premise, two Doctoral students from the Program of Pharmacy,
University of Minnesota, have begun to function in their expanded roles in
the communities of Watkins and Starbuck. Both students are attached to
local pharmacists working closely with physicians, as well as providing
services to the hospital and nursing homes in the area. The students are
prepared to work as full-fledged partners with physicians and nurses in
direct patient care situations. The focus of the experience is on handling
maintenance drug therapy, meaning that physicians prescribe drugs and then
clinical pharmacists check the patient's condition at regular intervals to
adjust the dosage of a particular ~rug. If you would like more information
on this program, you may contact:

Albert I.Wertheimer, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
College of Pharmacy
University of Minnesota
318 Harvard Street, Room 302-C
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Phone: (612) 376-5.326
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CORONARY CARE FOR NURSES

A basic course in coronary care training at the College of St. Benedict
will be offered a second time beginning February 24 through March 21, on a
four week, full-time basis. A part-time offering will begin on February 25
and end May 27, enabling a full-time employed nurse to take the course
during evening hours. On Monday evenings from 6 to 10 p.m., participants
will be assigned readings and review multimedia presentations at the college
media center. Then on Tuesday evenings, from 6 to 10 p.m., time will be
spent in workshops and practicing simulated experiences in the coronary
care laboratory. Beginning April 17, participants will be required to
spend a total of six days in a hospital setting. It is felt that partici
pants can accomplish this part of the course by spending two full days for
three weeks in a coronary care setting. This experience will be arranged
on an individual basis to work around the participant's current working
schedule.

For further information you may contact:

Ms. Christine Scribner
Program Director
Coronary Care for Nurses
College of St. Benedict
St. Joseph, Minnesota 56374
Phone: (612) 363-5405 or 363-8639

REGIONAL MEDICAL AUDIT PROGRAM

We are pleased that Delbert R. Nelson, M.D., Assistant Professor, Family
Practice and Community Health, University of Minnesota, and Assistant
Program Director of Bethesda Hospital Unit, Affiliate Hospital Program in
Family Practice, has joined the medical audit program as physician consultant.
Having served as clinical faculty to the JCAH Professional Evaluation Program,
and having been involved with audit activities in the Metropolitan area,
Doctor Nelson brings invaluable experience in quality assurance to the
Regional Medical Audit Program. Doctor Nelson will be visiting with partici
pating hospitals throughout the year.

One additional hospital has joined the Regional Medical Audit Program:
Albany Community Hospital. There are now fifteen hospitals participating
in this activity. Since the initiation of the program, eight medical audits
have been completed and two are in progress: myocardial infarction and
gastroenteritis in infants.

If your hospital would like assistance in the medical audit procedure, please
contact:

Susan J. Ellsworth or
Mary E. Peterson
Quality Assurance Coordinators
Area Health Education Center
Suite 308
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Phone: (612) 376-3350
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CROW WING COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM

A two-day seminar to initiate the development of a community network
responsible for meeting human needs in the area of chemical dependency
will be held March 6-8 in Onamia, Minnesota. Cosponsored by the Area Health
Education Center and the Health Professionals Drug Abuse Project, this
program is provided for professionals representing various disciplines and
service agencies dealing with chemical dependency in Crow Wing County. The
registration fee is $25, and dates and times are as follows:

Thursday, March 6, 5 p.m., through Saturday, March 8, 5 p.m.
American Lutheran Memorial Camp, Onamia, Minnesota

For further information regarding program content or accomodations, please
contact:

Mrs. Shelly Kranz
Central Minnesota Area Health

Education Consortium
1528 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
Phone: (612) 251-1007

WORKSHOP ON APHASIA

In response to an expressed need for more information regarding higher
cortical function and language disorders, a Workshop on Aphasia will be
held on March 27-28 at St. Benedict's Forum, College of St. Benedict,
St. Joseph, Minnesota. Offered for health professionals and interested
others, the workshop will focus on assessing the language disordered patient,
identifying symptom clusters for aphasic syndromes, making effective referrals
and recent developments in clinical application. Faculty for this two-day
workshop will include: Alan B. Rubens, M.D., Director of Aphasia Rehabilita
tion and Research Center, Hennepin County Medical Center, Minneapolis, and
Robert H. Brookshire, Ph.D., Director of Speech Pathology, Veterans
Administration Hospital, Minneapolis. The registration fee will be $20 per
participant.

For further information contact:
Ms. Kathy Linnell
Coordinator of Allied Health Training
Veterans Administration Hospital
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
Phone: (612) 252-1670

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE WORKSHOP

Engineers in charge of the engineering/maintenance function in hospitals
and nursing homes of Area D will have an opportunity to learn how to
initiate a Preventive Maintenance Program or elevate their own existing
system at three two-hour sessions, April 16, 23, and 30.
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The proposed workshop format and major resource material will be taken
from a course developed by the U.S. Public Health Service, Community
Systems Foundation, and the American Society for Hospital Engineers. The
registration fee will be $20 per participant and the sessions will be held
at 7 p.m. at Onamia Community Hospital, Onamia, Minnesota.

For further information contact:

Mrs. Beverly Crapser
Continuing Education Coordinator
Central Minnesota Area Health

Education Consortium
1528 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
Phone: (612) 251-1007

AHEC Newsletter Published Bi-Month1y

by the Area Health Education Center
Untversity of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Edith D. Leyasmeyer, Ph.D., Director
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The Mission of AHECs

Area Health Education Centers grew out of attempts to answer the question,
"How can medical education be designed to better fulfill the health needs
of Americans in the 70's and 80's?"

The 1970 report of the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, Higher Educa
tion and the Nation's Health: Policies for Medical and Dental Education~

recommended that health professional education be revised to coordinate with
changes in existing patterns of delivery of health care. Part of the recom
mendation was to establish AHECs across the country.

AHECs were officially established by legislation in 1971 and 11 AHEC programs
were begun in 1972 under the Bureau of Health Manpower Education (now under
the Bureau of Health Resources Development). Other AlIEC-type programs had
already been established by the Regional ~fedical Program and by the Veterans'
Administration with a slightly different emphasis.

AHECs were designed to improve the distribution, supply, quality, utilization,
and efficiency of health personnel in the health services delivery system,
and for the purposes of encouraf,ing the regionalization of educational
responsibilities of health professional schools.

The main thrust of AHECs has heen on the production and distribution of
primary care health personnel for underserved areas. Particular emphasis
has been placed on development and regionaliiation of residency training
programs including those for family practice, general internal medicine,
general pediatrics, obstetrics and gynecology, and on provision of rural
clinical experiences for undergraduate medical students. AHECs were designed
also to provide clinical instruction for other health professional students
and interdisciplinary training for all health care delivery team members.
Emphasis has been placed on continuing education for health manpower in an
effort to create a professional environment which would attract and retain
health personnel in underserved areas. Attention has been given to consumer
and patient education regarding the appropriate use of health services.
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Now that AHECs are coming to the end of the third year of the program, they are
trying to evaluate their effectiveness and to think about the future.
Although we in ~1innesota have engaged in a wide variety of activities, from
consumer education to graduate medical education, the national emphasis has
tended to be placed on medical education. Reallocation of physician man-
power so that understaffed areas may be served has been a primary goal for
AHECs in these beginning years, and probably will continue to be of primary
importance in the program's future. In addition, we need to determine what
other areas of emphasis for AHEC will be important in the coming years.
AHEC's mission is to assist with the production or redistribution of appro
priate manpower for underserved areas, and thus we want to be responsive
to the needs of the area. The AHEC structure will hopefully also allow us
to demonstrate that a meaningful partnership can be achieved between the
community and the University.

****************************************************************************

V.A. HOSPITAL TO HIRE MEDICAL STUDENTS

A manpower recruitment brochure published by the Health Employment Opportunity
Clearinghouse of the Central Minnesota Health Planning Council has generated
responses from 22 medical students who would like to work in Central ~1innesota

this summer.

Sites have been difficult to find becffilse of commitments to Minnesota medical
students. The significant exception has been St. Cloud Veterans Administra
tion Hospital. The medical staff would like to have three and possibly six
students working and learning this summer. Students will be paid and will
rotate in an orderly sequence during the hospital experience.

The hospital medical staff met in ~tarch to review applications and will soon
be making its selection of students.

If you'd like more information, please call:

Mr. Michael E. Keable
Assistant Director
Central Minnesota Health Planning Council
1528 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
Phone: 612 253-2930

CENTRAL ~fINNESOTA HAS STRONG APPEAL

As a result of a national physician recruitment effort undertaken by the
Central Minnesota Health Planning Council, Central ~finnesota was chosen
recently by 32 physicians as the area in which they would like to establish
a practice. Of the 32, 18 are foreign medical graduates seeking residency
placement, 4 are licensed and nearing naturalization, and 10 are United States
medical school graduates who have practiced in other parts of the country
ranging from 4 to 20 years.
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Twenty Minnesota communities have been advised of the availability and interest
of these physicians. In one instance a general practice specialist from
India without license in the United States was contacted independently by
three community representatives and invited to come to Minnesota to explore
what each community had to offer. The three representatives are cooperating
with each other in expediting clearance of essential documents from India,
and in dealing with the u.S. Immigration Service to assure that at least one
community will be successful in persuading this physician to locate in
Central Minnesota.

The response of the 32 physicians is the result of an advertisement placed
one time only in several medical journals. The advertising campaign was
part of a project designed to evaluate the significance of national recruitment.

For those interested in further information please contact:

Mr. Michael E. Keable
Assistant Director
Central Minnesota Health Planning Council
1528 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
Phone: 612 253-2930

PHARMACY T.V. LEARNING SERIES: FOCUS IS ON CARDIOVASCULAR PROBLEMS AND
DRUG THERAPY

The statistics for cardiovascular problems tell the story of the dramatic
need for help. One in seven adults has hypertension. A North American male
has a 20% probability of having a major coronary episode before age 60.
Pharmacists who know about cardiovascular problems and drug therapy are
important members of the informed health care team that confronts this major
epidemic.

. .
The College of Pharmacy of the University of Minnesota is currently presenting
a series of five one-hour televised programs designed to provide additional
knowledge for pharmacists who help care for patients with cardiovascular
problems. One video tape is viewed each week for five weeks on closed-circuit
equipment, and is followed by a discussion period. Participants also receive
notebooks containing an outline of the course.

The series has been approved for 12 hours of C.E. credit (1.2 C.E.U.s) by the
Minnesota State Board of Pharmacy. It is open to pharmacists and other
interested health professionals. Fee for the series is $25 which includes
tuition and instructional materials.

The following programs have been scheduled through the spring of this year:



Site# Place Local Coord. (s) Location Time I II III IV V
1. Twin Cities Thomas McKennell UofM BPM

H(612) 646-7023 Campus Tues Mar 18 25 Apr 1 8 15
0(612) 376-5313 H.S. Unit A Wed Mar 19 26 Apr 2 9 16

Room 2-620 Thurs ~1ar 20 27 Apr 3 10 17

2. St. Cloud Jim Benn
H(612) 252-3362
0(612) 252-1670 V.A. S PM
George Reisdorf Hospital Tues Mar 25 Apr 1 8 15 22
H(612) 251-1854
0(612) 251-1121

3. Rochester Joe Kostick
H(507) 288-6534 Rochester
0(507) 282-4425 Methodist 8 PM
Ron Hartmann Hospital Thurs Mar 27 Apr 3 10 17 24
H(507) 288-6056 Auditorium
0(507) 282-4461

4. Mankato Robert Reutzel MSC,Student 9 PM
H(507) 388-5209 Union, Wed Apr ..., 9 16 23 30..
0(507) 345-5515 Room 101

5. Duluth Craig Wi tchall UHD,
H(218) 728-5795 Home Ec. 10 PM
0(218) 722-1788 Room 203 Tues Apr 8 15 22 29 May 6

6. Hutchinson Rollis Balke
H(612) 897-1685 H.A.V.T.I. 8 PM
0(612) 879-2321 Room 162 IlJed Apr 9 16 23 30 May 7

7. Fargo- Joel Nelson NDSU
Moorhead H(218) 236-5528 ColI : of

0(218) 233-1529 Pharmacy 8 PM
Prof Gordon Strommen Room 27 Tues Apr 15 22 29 May 6 13

H(701) 235-4358 Sudro Hall
oPOI) 237-7661

8. Alexandria Don Krueger
H(612) 763-5119 Alexandria·
0(612) 763-3164 Area Tech. 8 PM
William Trumm Institute Wed Apr 16 23 30 May 7 14
H(612) 846-3033
0(612) 763-3111

9. Hibbing Mario Rosatti Hibbing
H(218) 263-5217 State Jr. 8 PM
0(218) 263-3331 College Wed Apr 23 30 May 7 14 21
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For further information about the series, please contact:

Mr. Thomas McKennell, Director, or
Ms. Cynthia Foster, Program Assistant
Continuing Education in Pharmacy
318 Harvard Street S.E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Phone: 612 376-5313

INDEPENDENT STUDY PROGRAMS

Area D residents involved in hospital administration, long term care, or
patient care administration have the opportunity to enroll in upcoming Inde
pendent Study Program classes with AHEC contributing one-half the cost of
tuition.

Application for partial AHEC support should be made directly to the Independent
Study Program project coordinator. Special consideration will be given to
new students and to those who have not received AHEC support in the past, but
continuing students' applications will also be considered. Applicants wishing
AHEC funding should complete their applications prior to June l, 19?5.

Independent Study Program courses to be offered are:

Course
Patient Care Administration

Course 1
Course 2

Hospital Care Administration
Course 1
Course 2
Course 3

Long Term Care Administration
Course: Critical Issues

in Aging

Date

July
August

July
July
October

April 25
August 6

Fee
rno

$800

$200

For Patient Care Administration, contact:
Lois Burck
Project Coordinator
Independent Study Program of Patient

Care Administration
186 Frontier Hall
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Phone: 612 373-9661

For Hospital and Health Care Facility Administration, contact:
Victoria Wahlberg
Project Coordinator
Independent Study Program for Hospital and

Health Care Facility Administration
186 Frontier Hall
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Phone: 612 373-9661
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For Long Term Care Administration, contact:
Ruth Stryker-Gordon
Assistant Coordinator
Long Term Care Administration Education
194 Frontier Hall
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Phone: 612 376-3287

UPCOMING EDUCATIONAL PROGR~1S PRESENTED BY Uofl1 SCHOOL OF NURSING

The University of Minnesota School of Nursing, through the Department of
Conferences, Continuing Education and Extension, University of Minnesota,
will be presenting the following workshops and telelectures:

Title
Telelecture Series
"Pediatrics and Nursing:
Coping with Illness"

Location
Northern Sites

Southern Sites

Date
April 1, 8,

15, 22, 29
May 6, 13,

20, 27 &
June 3

Time
7-9 p.m.

7-9 p.m.

"A Workshop on Geriatrics
for Nurses Dealing With
Unseen Barriers"

Thunderbird Motel April 11
Bloomington

AND
Watonwan Memorial May 2
Hospital
St. James

8:30 a.m. 
4 p.m.

8:30 a.m. 
4 p.m.

Mayo Auditorium
Mpls Campus

UofM School of Nursing
Annual Alumni Day Prog.
"The University of
Minnesota School of Nursing:
A Progress Report"

April 28 1:30 - 4 p.m.

"Pain: Current Concepts"

"Newborn Intensive Care:
The Crisis for Parents,
for Staff"

Twin Cities Area May 30

Marriott Inn April 11
Bloomington

8:30 a.m. 
4 p.m.

8 a.m. 
4 p.m.

For further information on any of the above-listed programs, please contact:

Sharon Vegoe
Program Coordinator
Department of Conferences
Nolte Center for Continuing Education
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Phone: 612 373-3987
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PROBLEM ORIENTED MEDICAL RECORD SYSTEM WORKSHOPS

AHEC will offer two day-long workshops this summer on the Problem Oriented
Medical Record System. One will be held in Elk River June 7 at the Kemethese
Motel, the other in Little Falls July 12 at Pine Edge Inn.

The objectives for the workshops are as follows:

1. To understand the basic components of the Problem Oriented Medical
System.

2. To become aware of the implications of the Problem Oriented ~1edical

System for health disciplines.
3. To become familiar with the process of problem identification and

problem solving as applied to the Problem Oriented Medical System.
4. To gain exposure to methods of implementation of the Problem Oriented

Medical System.

The workshops are designed for physicians, nurses, medical records personnel,
administrators, and allied health professionals.

The $10 fee includes materials and lunch. Registration forms will be sent
to hospitals. If additional forms are needed, please contact:

Susan J. Ellsworth or Mary E. Peterson
Quality Assurance Coordinators
Area l~alth Education Center
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
~{inneapolis, Minnesota 55414
Phone: 612 376-3350

WORKSHOPS: PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE AND HOUSEKEEPING

The Central Minnesota Area Health Education Consortium Health Facilities
Administrators Committee will sponsor workshops on preventative maintenance
for engineers in the fOllowing Area n locations:

Place Date Time
Onamia Monday, April 21 7-9 p.m.

Wednesday, April 30

Buffalo Wednesday, June 11 7-9 p.m.
Wednesday, June 18
Wednesday, June 25

Cost of the workshop is $20 per institution sending participants. For further
information contact:

Lynden Johnson, B.M.E.
Director of Plant Operations
St. Francis Campus Service
Little Falls, Minnesota 56345
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A second workshop on functional aspects of housekeeping, for persons involved
in and responsible for housekeeping activities, is scheduled for the following
Area D locations:

Place
St. Michael's Hospital,
Sauk Centre

Brainerd Community College,
Brainerd

Elim Nursing Home,
Princeton

Date
Tuesday, April 1
Tuesday, Hay 6

Wednesday,April 2
Wednesday, Hay 7

Thursday, April 3
Thursday, May 8

Time
7-9:30 p.m.

7-9:30 p.m.

7-9:30 p.m.

Topics to be covered are: bacteria control, basic cleaning procedures; care
and upkeep of equipment; safety: sanitation and disinfection; maintaining
floors; cleaning of patients' units; cleaning of isolation units; and special
cleaning.

Cost is to be $20 per institution sending participants. For further informa
tion, contact:

Ralph Vasek
Executive Housekeeper
St. Cloud Hospital
1406 Sixth Avenue North
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
Phone: 612 251-2700

WORKSHOP: CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY

"The Elderly Chemically Dependent Person: Problem or Challenge?" was the
title of a workshop held April 16 in Minneapolis by the Geriatric and
Chemical Dependency Nursing Conference.l,roups of the ~1innesota Nurses
Association. The all-day session explored the fundamentals and diagnosis
of chemical dependency, interview techniques, drug action and interaction,
and referral resources availahle to the chemically dependent person.

For those wanting more information on this workshop please contact:

Minnesota Nurses Association
1821 University Avenue
St. Paul, Minnesota 55104
Phone: 612 646-4807
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PROJECTIONS

As the fourth year of AHEC begins, we are looking ahead to new developments.
Statewide, we hope to see an expansion of AHEC activities to underserved areas,
including underserved population groups within the greater Twin Cities metro
politan area. There are many areas within the state, including the metropolitan
counties, where there are fewer health professionals per capita than in Area D.
The University has a responsibility to produce health manpower for and to
provide expertise to all of the State of Minnesota. With AHEC assistance, the
UofM could fulfill better its obligations in all underserved areas. Also, it
is our hope that the planned new programs will provide additional options for
health sciences students to train in underserved locations.

The largest budget allocation in the fourth year will be for student and resi
dent training in off-campus locations. This emphasis is in accordance with
the overall national AHEC goal to produce needed manpower for under served areas
and to decentralize health sciences education. It is our intent to use AHEC
dollars to provide new primary care training opportunities and to introduce
students to health care delivery methods and problems in rural and underserved
areas. It is our expectation that by becoming acquainted with various practice
situations in off-campus locations, some students will be influenced to seek
positions in the health manpower shortage areas.

Two new programs are projected for allied health professionals for the next
year. Rural experiences for occupational therapy students in Area D and also
in other underserved areas are being planned. AHEC expects to coordinate
community-based experiences for occupational therapy students in Area D with
Caroline Bourestom, O.T.R., St. Cloud State College, who will also be providing
local supervision. Students will be accepted from multiple institutions. The
overall goal is the development and implementation of comnmnity clinical
experiences for occupational therapy students.

AHEC plans to continue to support the modular dietetic traineeship program in
Area D and plans to expand the program statewide, concentrating on potential
dietetic personnel for state hospitals. The need for qualified dietitians in
the State Hospital System is particularly critical, since the current ratio
is 1 registered dietitian per 1,000 patients. Dorothy Verstraete, R.D., and
the Department of Food Science and Nutrition of the University of Minnesota
is developing a plan of student rotations for dietetic traineeships. The
Modular Traineeship program consists of eight blocks of preplanned experience
and meets the requirements of the American Dietetic Association for clinical
experience as a condition for membership, and it can be implemented by a
consortium of hospitals and health care facilities.
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Two new residency programs are planned for the coming year, one in internal
medicine and the other in pediatrics. Under the direction of Benjamin Fuller,
Jr., M.D., Chief, Primary Care Section, the Department of Medicine, University
of Minnesota, will place nine advanced residents (G-2 level) for four months
each in a primary care program at United Hospitals, Miller Division, St. Paul.
During the four-month rotation, the resident will assume responsibility for
medical care of an adult outpatient and inpatient population of from sao to
1,000 under the supervision of full-time faculty from the Primary Care Section
of the Department of Medicine.

A primary care ambulatory rotation for six G-3 residents for two months each
will be provided at Children's Hospital Clinic, St. Paul, and at Teenage
Medical Service, Minneapolis. At both sites the residents will not only
acquire medical skills and knowledge, but will also focus on the psychosocial
dimensions of patient problems and/or patient/public education. Robert Fisch,
M.D., Associate Professor, Department of Pediatrics, will be directing this
program.

HEALTH SCIENCES STUDENTS AT TWO LOCATIONS

During AHEC's third year, 42 second year (Phase B) medical students have
rotated through the Hazelden Rehabilitation Center, Center City, Minnesota.
The center focuses on alcohol and chemical dependency counseling. Students
participating in the program have had the opportunity to gain experience in
identifying patients for whom an alcohol/drug history is indicated, to inter
act effectively with patients who have chemical dependency problems, and to
identify/recommend possible available treatment resources. During three
consecutive sessions, students obtain and write reports of interviews of
patients with chemical dependency problems, discuss these interviews with their
peers and tutor, survey the therapeutic resources of the treatment center, and
interact with members of the health care team at the center. The Hazelden
experience is part of the "Student as Physician" course for Phase B medical
students.

Seven University of Minnesota students participated this year in a learning
experience at the Five County Human Development Program in Braham, Minnesota,
a mental health center that serves a 3;000 square mile area. The aim of
student involvement is to provide interdisciplinary learning experiences to
teams of health sciences students from.different disciplines in a community
mental health center. Rodger Kollmorgen, M.D. served as liaison between the
University of Minnesota and Braham and as director for students' team projects.
Dr. Kollmorgen has a University of Minnesota appointment in the Department of
Psychiatry of the School of Medicine, and is on the Braham staff.

STUDENT COMPLETES PRECEPTORSHIP

Dale W. Bohlke, a medical student in his final year of study, has completed
a six-week preceptorship in Internal ~1edicine under the supervision of Doctors
Donald S. Mattson and Michael Anderson, Internists at Willmar Medical Center.
The preceptor experience is designed primarily to prepare the student for
the initial clinical evaluation of ambulatory patients and to allow the student
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to participate in treatment and diagnosis for those patients. Dale worked
directly with Doctors Mattson and Anderson, sharing office, call and hospital
routine. The program, sponsored by AHEC, is an accredited part of the Phase D
or final phase of the curriculum leading to an M.D. degree. Students involved
in these six-week preceptorships have been enthusiastic about this training
option and feel that it compares favorably with the more traditional student
experience.

NATIONAL AHEC CONFERENCE

The National Conference of AHEC Programs was held April 24-27 in Asheville,
North Carolina, to discuss "The Decentralization and Regionalization of
Primary Care Oriented Health Professional Education and Training." Partici
pants attending from Minnesota were:

Edith Leyasmeyer, Ph.D., Program Director
Bernadine Feldman, Evaluation Coordinator
David Lee, Fiscal Coordinator and Continuing Education Coordinator
Mary Peterson, Quality Assurance Coordinator
Douglas Fenderson, Ph.D., Director of Continuing Medical Education, UofM
Rodger Kollmorgen, M.D., Psychiatrist, UofM and Braham
Neva Gonzalez, M.D., Director, Allied Health Program, St. Cloud State

College

Representatives of the 11 federally funded AHECs exchanged information and
ideas on interdisciplinary program development and the future of AHECs. Also
attending the three-day conference were guests from the Bureau of Health
Resources Development, Health Resources Administration, Regional Offices of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, and several national health pro
fessional organizations.

QUALITY ASSURANCE

Medical Audit
Buffalo Memorial Hospital, Buffalo', Minnesota, has recently joined the University
of Minnesota AJIEC Regional Medical Audit Program. Sixteen Area D hospitals now
participate in the program.

Regional audits just completed include Acute ~1yocardial Infarction and Gastro
enteritis in Young Children. Two new audits, Hip Fracture and Peptic Ulcer are
now in progress.

Nursing Audit
Three nursIng audit workshops were held in April in Long Prairie, Sauk Centre,
and Princeton. The program, presented by the AHEC Quality Assurance Coordina
tors included audit rationale, implementation techniques for nursing, and data
retrieval exercises. AHEC would like to thank the host hospitals for their
help in coordinating the workshops.

The UofM AHEC does have resources available to nursing audit committees
including guideline criteria, phone consultations, and on-site visits by a
nurse consultant.
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AHEC is presenting two one-day workshops this summer on the Problem-Oriented
Medical Record. The first was held June 7 in Elk River and the second will
be held July 12 from 8:30 to 5:00 p.m. at the Pine Edge Inn, Little Falls,
Minnesota.

Course objectives are:
1. To understand the basic components of the POMR.
2. To become aware of the implications of the POMR for health disciplines.
3. To become familiar with the process of problem identification and problem

solving as applied to POMR.
4. To gain exposure to methods of implementation of the pm1R.

Accreditation of the workshops has been approved for six prescribed hours by
the Minnesota Academy of Family Physicians and meets the criteria for six hours
of credit in Category I for the Physician's Recognition Award of the American
Medical Association. The American Medical Records Association has approved
six hours of continuing education credit for the program and the Board of
Examiners for Nursing Home Administrators has approved four hours of credit.
The workshops have also been approved by joint MNA-~fMI Committees.

The registration fee is $10 and covers materials, lunch, and breaks.

For further information on the above programs contact:

Mary E. Peterson, RRA
Quality Assurance Coordinator
Area Health Education Center
Universi ty of Minnesota
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
(612) 376-3350

CORONARY CARE FOR NURSES

A four-week basic course in coronary care training for registered nurses will
be offered at the College of St. Benedict beginning in September. Supported
in part by AHEC, the course will include normal cardiovascular-pulmonary-renal
anatomy and physiology, fluid and electrolyte balance, "natural history" of
myocardial infarctions, complications of M.I. and the nursing process. Course
materials will be introduced on a self-paced basis through assigned readings,
workshops, and multimedia presentations. Simulated laboratory exposure will
be followed by six days of clinical experience in a coronary care hospital
setting as part of a health team at selected Central Minnesota and Twin Cities
hospitals. Prerequisites are 1) Registered Nurse status with current license,
2) liability insurance for clinical experience, and 3) willingness to share
health status information clinical institutions. Tuition for the five-credit
course is $350 and housing is available at a reasonable cost.

Dates: September IS-October 10, 1975
October 27
January 5
March 15
April 26

- November 21, 1975
January 30, 1976
April 9, 1976
May 21, 1976
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For further information on the coronary care program, please contact:

Ms. Christine G. Scribner
Program Director
Coronary Care for Nurses
College of St. Benedict
St. Joseph, Minnesota 56374
(612) 363-5404 or 363-5405

NEW FILMS

Two new cardiac films are now available with the Medical Skills Library,
Ventricular Defibrillation, and External Cardiac Compression. The film
package includes a projector and a set of 14 films. The films are scheduled
through the University of Minnesota AHEC office on a three-week basis, and
the cost includes shipping charges and insurance.

For more information, contact:

CONGRATULATIONS!

Mary L. Davis
Senior Secretary
Area Health Education Center
University of Minnesota
Suite 308, University Park Plaza
2829 University Avenue Southeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
(612) 376-3350

Six Area D hospital administrators have been awarded scholarship support to
the University of Minnesota Independent Study Program in Hospital Administra
tion. Congratulations to Lance Gillham, Princeton; Jim Maki, Starbuck; Glen
Erickson, Milaca; Richard Albrecht, Albany; Mel Euteneuer, Little Falls; and
Ed Dahlberg, Crosby.

THANK YOU!

At the end of our third year, the University of Minnesota AHEC would like to
thank the University of Minnesota faculty, Central Minnesota AHEC committees,
and all who have been involved in our various programs. We are most grateful
for the time and support that has been given so generously. We look forward
to continued association in our fourth year.

AHEC Newsletter Published Bi-Monthly

by the Area Health Education Center
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Edith D. Leyasmeyer, Ph.D., Director

MARY E. PETERSON, EDITOR
SUE CORNELIUS, CO-EDITOR
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INNOVATIVE PROGRAMS FOR UolM lJEDICAL RESIDENTS COSPONSORED BY AIlEe

Because of the emphasis on specialty training for medical students in past years
and because of the inadequacy of primary cm>e traim:ng programs in medical schools~

a shortage of primary care physicians has developed.

In an effort to alleviate this shortage and in recognition of the fact that a
specialist's 1.Jork also involves primary cm>e~ AliEe is supporting two University
of Minnesota residency programs in lJhich pediatric and internal medicine residents
practice in primary ca1>e/ambulatory settings.

AHEC is supporting nine four-month internal medicine residencies for second-year
residents in the outpatient department at Unite1 Hospitals~ Miller Division in
St. Paul. Like the pediatric residency propram sites~ United Hospitals Miller
Division was selected because it provides care to a medically underserved popula
tion and because patient charges alone could not support residency training.
Patients should not be forced to pay for the cost of educational rrograms~ according
to Dr. Benjamin F. Fuller~ Jr. ~ nrogram di1>ector and chie."'" of the primary care sec
tion in the University 0 f Minnesota's department of medicine. AHEC 's program adds
to the primary ambulatory care residencies available thl>ough the University. In
the past~ only ten percent of' second-year rotations have dealt lJith ambulatory
care situations.

Each resident is responsible for
during the four-month residency.
ber because the resident is kept

the total care of approximately SOD patients
Five hundred patients seems to be the right num

busy but still has time to study~ Fuller said.

In the outpatient department the residents gain experience in preventive medicine~

the early diagnosis of' cancer and other diseases~ intensive therapy and long-term
guidance and rehabilitation. A high priority is placed on defining the physician's
role in dealing with human behavior as well as with biomedical science and on the
educational objectives of primary health care. The educational program includes
daily hospital rounds and staff consultation~ luncheon seminars with a planned
schedule of topics related to primary care and medical audit~ morning and afternoon
office hours for direct patient evaZuation and consuZtation~ and weekly disease
oriented teaching seminars consisting of patient presentation and planned topics.

Participating in the program in its first four months 1;)ere Drs. Fred Engman~ Robert
Florence~ and Paul Kollitz. Taking over in 10vember are Drs. Alan Kudler~ Mary
Money~ and Gordon Mosser.

In July~ 19?6~ Fullel> hopes to expand the program to six-month residencies for six
students each period at Miller Hospital. Six months seems to be "the minimal time
optimal for prolonged responsibility of patients~ " he said. In addition~ St. Paul
Ramsey Hospital will begin participation in the program in July~ 19?6~ and expand
its participation in July~ 19??



In July~ 19??~ the number of residents in ambulatory/pri~ary care programs will
be increased to 28 arw the Veteran's Administration Hospital wilZ also be added
to the list of participating hospitals~ Fuller said. And as the number in resi
dencies increases~ the patient population seY'ved 'unz be expanded accordingly~ he
said.

At the present time~ Miller Hospital is participating in a program to heZp the aged
of St. Paul at stipulated intervals throughout the year. Plans are to increase the
aged population already being served a,ui niller believes that the middle-aged
patient population should also be increased to give the residents a balanced expe
rience. The hospital staff has already been asked to refer middle-aged patients
to the outpatient department~ he said.

Evaluat~~on of the pro~lram by the residents 'Lt1ho participated in the first four
months was positive. All three residents felt this experience did provide an
excellent opportunity to function in the role of the primary care internist given
the realities of any learning situation.

One feature of the program considerec especially significant was the opportunity
to prov~~de continual care to the patient both uJhen hospital1:zed and as an a~buZa

toY'Y patient. HoweveY'~ total evaluation of the prog1'am is not yet possible because
the program is still young~ but evaluation is being planned and a number of areas
in need c.~ evaluation are evi?ent~ Fuller said. FoY' example~ the size of the popu
lation each resident serves and the length of the residency program will be evaluated
to see what is the optimal situation. The ~ost imp01'tant question to be asked in
the evaluation process~ however~ concerns the effectiveness of the educational pro
cess itself~ Fuller said. Does it make a difference in a doctor's training to train
him or heY' specifically as a pri~ary care physician?

In general terms~ Fuller believes that "the program has been extremely successful
with respect to both the service ... and educational aspects of the program. "

AHEC is also supporting two-month rotations for six third-year pediatric residents
at both the Children's Hospital Clinic in St. Paul and the Teenage Medical Center
in Minneapolis ,For the year beginning July~ 19?5. In addition to their emphasis on
ambulator>y and primary care~ the sites were chosen because they provide care to
medically underserved populations and because patient charges alone could not sup
port residency training.

Being a community-based program~ the residents gain exposure to situations they
might not encounter in residency at University Hospitals' wards and outpatient
clinics~ according to Dr. Robert O. Fisch~ program d-irector and associate proFessor
of pediatrics. Only seven of 43 pediatric residency placements through the Univer
sity are in ambulatory/primary care settings. And in the community settings the
residents work with doctors who are strictly practicIng medicine~ not with acade
micians~ he said.

At both sites~ the residents are often dealing with patients who are in normal
condition - not in disease states. Children of school age usually go to the doctor's
office only when they are sick~ Fisch said. But the residents also participate in
the school system to learn about normal children. Efforts are being made to estab
lish periodic health education~ screening and referral programs through the schools~

he said.

-
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Because patients al'e often in novmal condition in this pvogvam~ the vesidents ave
involved not only in r?edical tveatment but also in counseling. At the Teenage
Medical Centev~ wheve the patient population is 80 pevcent female between the ages
of 12 and 19~ the vesidents have a unique oppovtunity to deal with the pvoblems of
teenagevs. The patients do not usually need tveatment fov diseases but move often
bivth contvol counseling and gynecological examinations.

To help meet the patients' psychosocial needs~ the pvogvam attempts to supplement
the vesidents' pvimavy cave tvaining by encouvaging them to take social sevvice
couvses thvough such depavtments as child development and public health~ Fisch
said. No fovmal classes al'e vequivedf'ov the vesidents but they do meet vegulavly
with Fisch and Fi-llian Chang~ pediatvic psychologist~ fov assistance in dealing
with patients' psychosocial needs and pvoblcms.

A continuing effovt is beinq made to select new sites wheve move vesidents will
have an oppovtunity to tvai'n in ambulatovy/pv-tmavy cave settings~ Fisch said~ but
the seavch is often inhibited because the medical school vightfully insists that
qualified educatovs be pvesent at the l'esidency site.

Residents who have ov ave pavtic1:pating in the pl'ogvam ave: Dv. ~Tane Van Roekel
at the Teenage Medical Centev and Dvs. T~cki Cavlson~ Cavy Tvock~ and Phyllis
Wavkentin at Childven's Hospital Clinic.

~1EDICAL STIJDENTS GAIN EXPERIE"lCE IN THE CARE OF THE CHEMICALLY DEPENDENT

A two-week summer training program on drug abuse and chemical dependency was offered
to five first- and second-year University of T\1innesota medical students at the
Hazelden Foundation, Center City, and at Willmar State Hospital.

Coordinated through AHEC and Dr. Joseph Westermeyer, in the medical school's depart
ment of psychiatry, the program attempted to familiarize medical students with the
social and physical aspects of chemical dependency, with the disease process and
progression of chemical dependency and with appropriate treatment processes.

Participating in last August's program were: Steve Dohaney and ~1ichael O'Leary at
Willmar State Hospital, and James Byrd, David Lofgren and Scott Tullman at Hazelden
Foundation.

PEDIATRIC STUDENT EXPERIENCES RURAL PRACTICF

David Anderson, a University of Minnesota Phase 0 medical student, recently completed
a six-week pediatric preceptorship under the supervision of Dr. John W. Wahl,
St. Cloud, and Dr. Kathleen Flanagan, AHEC coordinator of medical education in Central
Minnesota.

Sharing in Dr. Wahl's office, call and hospital routine, Anderson gained skills in
the pediatric evaluation of the normal child through participation in treatment and
diagnostic plans. During the preceptorship, the student was reimbursed by AHEC for
his dislocation expenses.
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DE!'JTAL STlJDEKTS ASSIST IN RURAL AREA

Six third- and fourth-year dental studerits spent ten weeks in rural practice this
past summer under the Rural Summer Dentistry Externship Program.

The students practiced to the limits of their training, which included the assump
tion of some of the duties of the chairside assistant, the hygienist and the dentist.
The experience provided the students with the opportunity to become familiar with
the style of rural dentistry and to establish professional ties in the area.

Participating in last summer's program were: Jeffrey Hauger in the office of
Dr. Homer Vandine in Elbow Lake, Robert Mann in the office of Dr. James Neff in
Winsted, ~ichael Miskovich in the office of Dr. Michael t~rsh in Lindstrom, Loyle
Raymond in the office of Drs. David Gadola and Ralph Swenson in Mora, Patrick
Snyder in the office of Dr. David Flor in Wells, and Michael Zakula in the office
of Dr. Paul Thompson in ~lontevideo.

Preliminary evaluation has shown this prograJ11 to be a valuable learning experience
for those students involved.

AHEC FOCUSES O~ THE \'ErDS OF NURSES

Special consideration is being given to the needs of nurses, the nursing profession
and nursing education through the formation of a Nursing Subcommittee within the
AHIC advisory structure. Established in September, the subcommittee will be respon
sible for suggesting AHEC nursing program priorities and assisting in the implemen
tation and continuation of programs consistent with the needs of outstate areas and
with the goals of AIlEe and the University of ~!innesota nursing programs.

Serving on the subcommittee for one-year terms are: Chairman, Sheila Corcoran,
Assistant Professor, School of Nursing: Kenneth Burns, Instructor, School of Nursing;
Elaine Cooley, Instructor, Pllblic Health Nursing; Sharon Hoffman, Assistant Professor,
School of Nursing; Joyce Holm, Director of Great Plains Nursing Service; Sister
Beverly Horn, Chairperson, Nursing Department, College of St. Scholastica, Duluth;
Sister ~lary Jude, Director, St. Cloud School of Nursing; Jean Kintgen, Agassiz
Region Nursing Education Consortium; Eugenia Taylor, Associate Professor, School of
Nursing; and Eva Vraspir, Assistant Professor, Program in Public Health Nursing.
Ei-Officio members are Bernadine Feldman, ~ursing Coordinator, Area Health Education
Center; Irene Ramey, Dean, School of Nursing; and Alma Sparrow, Director, Program in
Public Health \'ursing.

DIETETIC TRAINING 11\ STATE HOSPITALS IIADE POSSIBLE THROUGH AHEC

Responding to a request from the Minnesota State Hospitals, AHEC and the University
of Minnesota's Department of Food Science and Nutrition are modifying the Modular
Preplanned Dietetic Traineeship educational program for the training of the dietetic
staffs in state hospitals. Currently, the dietetic staffs of the ten hospitals
consist of IS people of whom only six are registered dietitians, who must serve a
population of 6,000 patients.

The traineeship, developed in 1974 for Area D, is a 12-month formal clinical experi
ence which will provide necessary training for the state hospitals' dietary staffs
to meet the requirements of membership in the American Dietetic Association (ADA).
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~·1odifications in the traineeship have been made to suit the needs of the state
hospitals. An application has been submitted to ADA for program certification and
the program is expected to begin January S.

TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES FOR OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY STJTliENTS EXPANDED

AHEC has been working with Carolyn Bourestom, OTR at St. Cloud State University in
the development of a new training site for occupational therapy students and certi
fied occupational therapy assistant (COTA) students at the St. Cloud Children's
Home. Patricia Schaber, the first University of Minnesota occupational therapy
student to participate in this program, has just completed an eight-week training
experience at the I~me. Both Ms. Schaber and the Home staff were pleased with this
new program and other placements are being planned. Three COTA students from the
Area Vocational-Technical Institute system have also participated in this newly
developed site and one of these trainees, Sheila Sinclair, was employed at the Home
upon graduation.

The University of Minnesota Course in Occupational Therapy has also been working
with the Cadre Center in Cambridge and one student, Judy Rengel, is there now for
a six-week traineeship.

These programs are part of the AHEC's continuing effort to expand the number of
sites where occupational therapy students can participate in innovative training
experiences that are not currently available in existing curricula.

PHYSICAL THERAPY CLINICAL EXPERIENCES BEGI!'J IN OECH1BER

In early December, 13 University of ~linnesota physical therapy students will be
placed throughout the state from Virginia to Allstin for clinical experiences in
rural areas.

AHEC began cosponsorship of this program after recognizing that physical therapy
services are scarce in outstate ~linnesota. By introducing student interns to out
state sites, it is hoped that the students will gain an interest in returning to
them after graduating.

Participating in the December program will be: Barbara Berry, Erik Gram and Joan
Kubacki at Cambridge State Hospital; Carol Belstler at Iron Range Rehabilitation
Center, Virginia; Sharon Diesch at St. Olaf's Hospital, Austin; Nancy Green at
Douglas County Hospital, Alexandria; Barbara Groff at Lake Region Hospital, Fergus
Falls; Vincent Lauer at Loretto and Union Hospitals, New Ulm; Wanda Rosluchar at
Paynesville, Melrose and Albany Hospitals; Sue Sadoski at St. Gabriel's Hospital,
Little Falls; Linda Schneider at St. Joseph's Hospital, Brainerd; and Bill Schwen
at Southwest State University, Marshall.

CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR LABORATORY STAFF

Area D hospital laboratory staff members will again have an opportunity to augment
their knowledge and skills in medical technology through laboratory workshops being
offered through May, 1976.
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Course topics include: antibody screening and crossmatch in January, manual
hematology procedures in February, identification of enterobacteriaceae in ~1arch,

coagulation and hemostasis in April, and procedures in the examination of urine
and urinary sediment in May.

More specific information relating to the exact time, date and location of each
workshop may be obtained by calling ~Ir. Thomas J. ~lcLaughlin, Program Director,
at 612-251-1007 or writing him at the Central ~1innesota Area Health Education
Consortium, 1528 ~orth Sixth Avenue, St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301.

COf\<'TI1\TUING EDUCATION FOR COROI-.JARY CARE :\URSES

Three more courses dealing with the fundamental concepts of coronary care will be
offered in early 1976 at the College of St. Benedict, St. Joseph. Enrollment in
each course is limited to ten registered nurses, with preference given to those
employed in coronary care in Area D.

This program, the first of its kind endorsed by the Minnesota Heart Association,
provides intensive inservice education programs at a central location, as it has
been impossible to provide separate quality education programs to the small
coronary care staffs at each individual hospital.

The five-credit courses will be offered from January 1 to 30, ~1arch 15 to April 9,
and April 26 to ~lay 21. For enrollment information contact Christine G. Scribner,
Program Director, Coronary Care for Nurses, College of St. Benedict, St. Joseph,
~Iinnesota 56374, or phone her at 612-363-5404.

THREE I'\EW DIETETIC TAPES AVAILABLE

In response to requests from dietitians for materials suitable for continuing
education credit for registration, AHEC is pleased to announce the availability
of three dietetic audiotapes. Each tape is evaluated for one "clock hour" by
the American Dietetic Association, and can be reported on an ADA Subsequent Approval
Form, which each ADA member should have. An evaluation form accompanies the tapes
and borrowers are requested to complete this form and return it with the tape.
Topics selected in response to former requests include: 1. Behavior Therapy for
the Obese - James Coulthurst, Ph.D.; 2. Diet Prescriptions - Sara M. Hunt, Ph.D.;
and 3. Behavioral Modification Treatment of Obesity - Charlotte Young, Ph.D.

Others may also find these tapes of interest. The tapes can be requested by mail
with no charge by contacting ~lary Davis at the AHEC office, 2R29 University Avenue
Southeast, Suite 308, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414, or by calling her at 612-376-3350.
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OFF-CAMPUS LEARNING EXPERIENCES AVAILABLE TO S'I'UDENTS III THE SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY

T,0o UofM dentistry programs in which AHFC ~s participating take the students o[f
campus for their learning experiences. In the Rural Surnmer Dentistry Program_.
dental students participate in the pl?actice of a dentist working in a rural area.
In the Comprehensive School-Based Program in py.event~:ve Dentistry~ dental and
dental hygiene students go into local schools to adm1:nister and teach the pJ?inciples
of preventive dentistry.

The Rural Summer Dentistry Program /1)as initiated in 19()R w~:th extra funds from
another University program~ according to Dr. H. D. Eoplesong~ coordinator of the
program. AHEC participation began in 1974 and al lO1JJed an increase in the numbeJ?
of students participating in the program.

Awareness of the openings and need for dentists in ruJ?al areaS led to the organiza
tion of the progJ?am. In addition~ the program /)as intended to clarify fOJ? the
student realistic caJ?eer opportunit1~es and the advantages of' a slower-paced 1,)ay
of life for the rural practitioner~ PoqIesong said. Evaluations indicate that the
program is achieving its purposes.

Specifically~ the students are expected to become familiar with the professional~

social and cultural realities of dental pJ?actice /1)ithin Central Minnesota~ estab
lish professional ties with dental and other health professionals in the pJ?actice
area~ identify a "style" of Dractice mainta~~neJ by the sponsoring dentist and
evaluate the sponsoring dentist's practice with respect to his ability to meet the
health care needs of the area.

Every summer~ third- and fouJ?th-year dental students wor~: under the direct super
vision of a sponsoring dentist. They perform up to the limits of theiJ? training~

including some of the duties of the ch.aiJ?side assistant ~ the hygienist awl the
dentist. Just ShOl?t of graduation~ the student can basicatly "do anything the
sponsoring dentist wants to take responsibiZi ty for ~ I' Fog lesong said. 'I'he type
of services available at the site may be limited~ however. For example~ students
may not have an opportunity to practice oral sUJ?gery~ he said.

Foglesong calls on the students and dentists at the program sites to provide
appropriate guidance.

Evaluations by participating students and dentists indicate the success of the
program. Most students seem to experience positive attitudinal changes toward
rural practice and about 50 percent retuJ?n to their preceptorship area to practice.
At least one of the three students sponsOl?ed by AHEC in 1974 is now practicing in
a rural area. The six students in the 1975 program are all contemplating going
back to a rural area after graduation~ though not necessarily back to their precep
torship area~ Foglesong said. Another six students are expected to participate in
the AHEC program in 1976.
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e::pncssed sc,tisf'action :J, the r;;rO(Jl"am as a teaching and
~;!2d indicated thei2" patients werepeceptive when informed

p2'ogrm. A: pc,rtic1:paticm by dentists is somewhat less
of' -J- progY'Jr! ~eeause of' ,{'euey' need areas ~ enough dentists

e1'er~i .~'ear f:O ;' teresDed students~ Foglesong said.

:.T]opZesor:p is inteI'e8t~ed

out the llear at stra~E?pic~aZ

seyY:Jirlg s-:;u,derlts~ tr-zc si1:es couZci be
eortinuing dental e,'iueatioi, Drograrrzs

P'OcTf'OT7 f'or four ten-week periocs through
S1:tes in outstc:te aY'eas. In addition to

CAf·Ui? by Un.iversity faculty to carry out
,~'02? corrzT'7"uni ty dentists.

Foglesong would alsc?ike to eventually establish oreceptorsh1:ps 1.-n the inner city
if need areas cou be identi.f',:ed.

The CompY'ehensive Schoo l-bewed PY'opran ,:n ?r?eventive Dent1:stry has been functioning
since October~ 1975~ lJith AHEC SUppOl't. J'he need foy? such a progY'arrf was indicated
Z:r: a 1971 study LJhieh shouJed that /.Jinneapolis children in high minority~ low income
areas 0+' the cUI.!, I.e'ere j?eceivina "less than oTJtimal1ental health care" despite the
hiph de~1tist-to-patient J?atio, a~coy>ding to Li'nda Modlin~ coordinator of the' program
and instruetor 1:n the Uo..f'f.J's Division of Health Ecolo?y, School of Dentistry. Pro
gram sites witJ:irc tr:e ci'~Y were seleet:ed to Ser7)e these h1:gh need areas.

The progl?am is also desianed to rrzeet the needs of dental and dental hygiene students.
Students are trained in a Dublic health care delivery situation with an emphasis on
child and dental teeT? management in an eff'oY't to impJ"ove the dental health attitudes

knowledge o..f' sci-oJ l ehi l,ire;: ";heir teachers.

At each school a tec:r;z of one dental student~ Five dental hygiene students and three
dental assistants Pl'ovide care to the children. The dental teams see about 100
chiZdren a week. Length o,.f' thne spent at a particular school varies, therefore~
according to the size of the school. In the 1P75-76 school year~ 13 dental students
and 65 dental hyg~Zer:e stiA,(.:Jents will see 2~ 40n chUdren at Lyndale, Seward and North
star elementary schools.

Selection of school sites is also dependent on the ai'JaUabil1:ty of'space in the
school ,{'or setting up ei}ht porf:able' treatrrzent chaira and other dental equipment.

Eaeh chi l?eceives a sc:"eening examination~ prophylaxis~ flouride treatment and
seaZants over molars to DY'event decay. The program does not~ however~ take the
place of the family dentist~ /.Jodlin errzphasi3ed. The purpose of the program is to
raise dental awareness and no permanent restorative iJor7< 1:S done. If the dental
team sees a need fel> rest02"ative work, a referral is made to parents. If needed~

the team assists pQl>ents ~~n seekinp out dental care and funds.

"It is a right of every ehild to have dental care~" !v10illin said. After two or
three months~ a tew~ member goes back to the school to see if children have received
needed care. If no~, parents are again contacted~ sometimes through the school
nurse or social worker. A third contact is made in necessary cases.

Following the indiv'~dual examinations~ a six-week oral hygiene course is conducted
by dental hygiene students for both teachers arcd children. Attempts are also being
made to involve parents through cOrrrrrtUnity information sessions.
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Response to the p~og~am has been positive~ Modlin said. Teache~s a~e satisfied
because the~e is minimal dis~uption of teaching but some have asked fo~ a st~onge~

follow-up p~og~am. Most pa~ents a~e coope~ative. Misunde~standing in a few cases
was clea~ed up when pa~ents Pully unde~stood the pu~pose of the p~og~am.

The p~og~am is not intended to be a one-yea~ p~ogrlam~ Modlin said. It is hoped
that the elementa~y schools will make a commitment fo~ equipment~ supplies~ and
staff to suppo~t the dental school's input ove~ an extended pe~iod of time.
Reso~ce mate~ials a~e alse supplied to teache~s to continue dental health educa
tion after the team has left the school. In addition~ the p~ogram can se~e as a
demonst~ation p~oject fo~ othe~ agencies which may be inte~ested in school health
p~og~ams.

PHASE 0 MEDICAL STUDENT PRECEPTORSHIPS IN OUTSTATE MINNESOTA

Since publication of the last newsletter, five more junior and senior level medical
students have had an opportunity to observe and participate in medical care in out
state Minnesota. As part of Medicine 5-590, Tom Byrne spent six weeks with
Dr. Stanton Hirsh in Crookston, and Pat Carrigan spent six weeks with Dr. Paul Etzel
in St. Cloud. The experience was designed primarily to prepare students for the
initial clinical evaluation for ambulatory patients and to allow them to participate
in the treatment and diagnostic plan for those patients.

Dan White, as part of Pediatrics 5-501, joined Dr. John Wahl in St. Cloud for a six
week rotation, and James Rusin joined Dr. Robert Schulenberg in Red Wing. Roger
Waage, as part of Pediatrics 5-517, spent three weeks with Dr. Stephen Sommers in
St. Cloud. The pediatric experiences were designed to enahle students to gain skill
in pediatric evaluation of the normal chiln and to allow them to participate in
treatment and diagnostic plans. The students have heen enthusiastic about the
opportunity to see a wide variety of patients, observe good medical care and be part
of an exciting learning experience during their off-campus experiences in rural
communities.

As part of an interdisciplinary team experience in mental health, four more medical
students have participated at the Five County }~man Development Program, Inc., in
Braham--Francis Razidlo, Alan Radke, Annette Hanson, and Donna Seger. This experience
is part of Adult Psychiatry 5-518, under Dr. Rodger Kollmorgen's direction. In this
setting students function as members of a mUltidiscipline team, obtain firsthand
experience with community mental health resources, and also learn to identify
emotional problems, gain greater understanding of treatment modalities, establish
therapeutic goals, and participate in counseling and individual and group therapy.

Overall supervision and direction of these off-campus preceptorships has been provided
by Doctors Benjamin Fuller, Kathleen Flanagan Hobday, Rodger Kollmorgen, and Mark
Nesbit.

Uonl FACULTY TEACHING SESSIONS IN OUTSTATE LOCATIONS

The main focus of the Tertiary Specialty Outreach Program has been on the integration
of UofM faculty visits to the Rural Physician Associate Program (RPAP) students with
the Continuing Medical Education (CME) offerings to corununity practitioners. In 19
of the 40 RPAP placements, six two-hour accredited CME segments have been arranged.
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These segments have been tied to student instruction as well as to the educational
needs of local physicians. Approximately 100 physicians have attended these pre
sentations in anyone given month. Dr. Douglas Fenderson, eME director, has been
working with each participating faculty member as to the specific topic, derived
from the Ninnesota Academy of Fami ly Phys ic ians "Six-Year Cye I ic Core Review. 'I

During each visit, the medical student completes an evaluation form, which provides
useful feedback for future planning. This arrangement adds si~~nificantly to the
educational impact on rural medical care and helps establish closer working rela
tionships between community practitioners and University faculty.

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM CHANGES FOCUS

Survey data from 1975 indicates that the Quality Assurance Pror;ram has been successful
in assisting hospitals with audit rationale and methodology. The survey was also
helpful in determining the direction of future program planning. Starting early in
1976, the hospitals will begin their reaudit schedules in a~dition to new topic audits
and will perform various audit display functions previously done by AHEC.

The program focus is being altered to concentrate on continuing education needs as
defined from the audits completed. AI~C will continue to provide audit topics and
guideline criteria to participating hospitals and will prepare a regional display
for those hospitals wishing to share their audit results. The Quality Assurance
Coordinator will continue to be availahle for on-site visits as the hospitals' needs
require.

Regional workshops were conducted in Brainerd, Sauk [entre and C'ilmhridge for medical
record professionals to facilitate program transitions.

Medical audits on congestive heart failure have recently heen completed.

PHYSICAL THERAPY STUDENTS INTERN IN RURAL AREAS

In December, 14 physical therapy students were sent to 12 facilities in outstate
Minnesota for two-week clinical experiences. Another group will he sent out in
April. According to Professor Wilbur L. ~loen, director of the Course in Physical
Therapy, the rural program is valuable in exposing students to rural practice, to
which they often return after graduation, and in establishing communication between
the University and physical therapists working in rural areas.

AHEC funds, in part, enable students to meet off-campus living expenses.

Both the students and registered physical therapists at the centers complete eval
uations, which aid in decisions to utilize the centers for suhsequent clinical
experiences.

COH!vlUNITY TRAINING PROGRAM BEING DFVELOPEn FOR OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY STUDE\'TS

AHEC is in the process of helping to expand community-hased training facilities for
occupational therapy students. The ohjectives of the program are to provide students
with opportunities to explore new areas of practice not already available through
the traditional training program, to enlari!:e the scope of the profession of occupational
therapy, and to educate the general public and potential employers regarding occupa
tional therapy. Students have been very effective in demonstrating the various ways
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OTIs can contribute to cOTh~unity health care and educational and recreational pro
?:rams. Each participating student spends a minimum of one month, full-time, in a
training facility appropriate for carrying out his or her specific objectives.

Two registered occupational therapists, Caroline Bourestom and Sandra L. Wenner,
are in the process of locating additional training sites. A firm commitment has
been obtained from the Opportunity Training Center in St. Cloud to accept one occu
pational therapy student per period for at least one-month periods. Discussions are
also being condtlcted concerning training sites in St. Cloud's Public School District
742, Special Education Department and in the Central Minnesota Mental lIealth Center,
St. Cloud. The St. Cloud Children's llome has been utilized during this past year
for student training.

STATE\\IDE [1 IF rETIC TR;\nEESHIP DEVELOPED

A statewide dietetic traineeship has been developed through the cooperative efforts
of AHEC and the UoDI Department of Food Science and Nutrition. A Minnesota ~10dular

Trainee~hip in Area n began its second year of operation with the enrollment of six
students in September of 1975. A total of 13 students have entered this 12-month
dietetic traineeship. Six graduates of the 1974-75 program have been accepted for
membership in the ADA.

The traineeship designed for the State Ilospital System enrolled six students in
January of 1976. Three memhers of the State Hospital Dietetic staff are interested
in the program for achieving membershif' in the ADA through academic work. The State
Hospital System, which cares for (,,000 residents, has a professional dietetic staff
of only seven registered dietitians.

Preliminary [-lanning for extension of the traineeship into the Duluth area has begun,
in response to requests from three maior OuJuth hospitals.

Currently, more than 24 hospitals, agencies, and educational institutions are cooper
ating in the implementation of the program.

PlL:\R~IACY FIELD I:\STRUC.TION ~1EDIA PROGRA"1 ~IATERIALS BEING GATHERED

Externships in commlmity p~actice settings are becoming an integral part of the
training of rany health sciences students. Providing students on external trainee
ship \\'ith educational materials and instruction normally offered on campus is a
problem the College of Pharmacy is addressing through the development of Field
Instruction \1cclia packages.

Media presently available at the lJofll Health Sciences Learning Resource Center, as
well as commercial sources are being evaluated for possible use in these packages.

The media packages will be available to all students placed in rural areas and
specific strategies are now being developed by the project staff on how to best
deliver these innovative course materials.

ADVA~CED \1JRSINI, A1 mIT WORKSHOP BY JCAH

The ~linnesota Nurses Association will sponsor an Advanced Nursing Audit Workshop,
March 16 and 17 at the Thunderbird Motel in ~linneapolis. Preregistration is required
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by March 8, and attendance is limiten to only those nurses who have a working know
ledge of the JCAH's PEP audit methodology. The fee for ~1NA members is $100, and
includes tuition, materials, lunch and coffee breaks.

For further information contact the ~linnesota Nurses Association, 1821 University
Avenue, St. Paul, Minnesota 55104 (612) 646-4807.
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HEALTH SCIENCES STUDENTS PARTICIPATE IN INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAMS IN TvlO OUTSTATE
PROGRAMS

In two outstate health programs~ AHEC-funded health sciences students participate
in interdisciplinary teams in order to increase their understanding of the roles of
the various professionals in the health care delivery system.

At the Five County Human Development Program~ a rural mental health center in Braham~

Minnesota~ students from clinical psychology~ nursing~ occupational therapy~ alcohol
and chemical dependency~ medicine~ social work~ anc pharmacy have worked together on
patient problems ranging from marital unhappiness to severe psychoses. Dr. Rodger C.
Kollmorgen~ Staff Psychiatrist and University of Minnesota faculty member~ serves as
liaison between the University and the Five County Human Development Program.

At two weekly staff meetings~ students and staff members discuss the work with pa
tients they have in common and together decide how a patient can most appropriately
be served by a particular discipline~ Kollmorgen said. The student's clients are
determined by the student's self-generated objectives for the learning experience.
An individual project designed by the student to insure his own interdisciplinary
experience is also an integral part of this clinical rotation. In the past~ students
have worked on such projects as a feasibility study in premarital counseling at a
local high school and a questionnaire on attitudes toward masculine and feminine
roles in the rural setting.

To further increase the student's interdisciplinary experience~ students work under
a coordinator from a diffel'ent discipline. For example~ a medical student may have
a psychiatric nurse as a coordinator. The Braham staff member who serves as the
student's coordinator insures that the student is deriving experiences that are con
sonant with his own special interests and capabilities and is becoming involved in
areas with which he is perhaps unfamiliar or inexperienced.

Students~ however~ also work under a supervisor from their own discipline. This is
in recognition of the fact that there is certain knowledge and skills which can be
imparted only by one experienced in the student's own discipline~ and that persons
outside of that discipline are not lJell equipped to judge a student's progress in
these selected areas.

In intervie1J)s following their Braham internships~ some students have questioned tlze
value of the cross-disciplinary coordinator. Kollmorgen agrees that more clarifica
tion is needed in the definition of the roZes of the coordinator and supervisor~ but
he thinks that much of the stu.dents' confusion and questioning is caused by a lack
of understanding of the roles of the other health professionals. 'lIt's a jolt for a
medical student to learn that a psychiatric social worker or a psychiatric nurse or
a clinical psychologist looks at problems differently than he's been taught to took
at them as a doctor. 1/ But such "jo lts" al'e exactly the 1:ntention of the interd1:sci
plinary experience and should be beneficial~ Kollmorgen said.
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Optimally~ three to five students simultaneously go through the Braham setting during
a University quarter for a minirrrviJ!1 of 240 hours. No specific amount of training is
required to participcde~ but students lJork at the,:r mun level of training. Some stu
dents observe~ while others handle their ow'n case load u'nder supervision. Students
who are interested in 0Jorking at Braham interview with the staff before beginning
their internshivs. Students then decide i {' the setthw serves their educational
purposes and th~ sta/.+' simi larly decides i:+' they could~effectively aid the stucents.

In addition to the inte2'd'~sciplinary expertenee_. the Brah.am program offers students
a nwnber of other Zec:r'1ing opportunities th.at may not be available in other intern
ships. In addUion~ students learn w;',.(lt it's Zi7<e to live in a rural community and
are better able to dr::cide i.+' they IL'ould Uke rU2'al pyuctiei;.

At Braham students beeome famiZ {CD.' wi rural me'1tal health problems. 7'he cente2'
serves the counties c.+' Ch'::sago~ isanti~ Xanabec~ ,\1iUe Lacs, and Pine~ a geographic
area the size of Rhede Istand aY'_i JelaIL'are eombiYie:i~ lJ~~th a population of approxi
mately 80~ 000. ?7J)O ~,.£' the couY:,t1.",8S have been (Zes'ignal~ed as f'inanciaZly distressed
by the governor.

The same spectyUFi of psychological prODi/ems are dealt with at the PrahaT:! facility as
would be dealt IL'ith at any mental health center~ KoUp70rgen said. Put the probZems
dealt with at Braham may maw~fest themseZves differently because the Braham center
deals with a rural~ poverty-stricken population~ he added.

Most frequently~ the social isolation and lack of cultural opportunity in a poor~

rural area colors psychological problems~ although they do not necessarily have to
lead to psychological problems~ Kollmorgen said.

To elaborate further~ KoUmorgen explained that non-mobility is more of a problem in
rural areas. The people are tied down~ especially to their farms. "When a man has
to milk his dairy herd every l2 hours~ he doesn't get away to Minneapolis every week
end~ /I he said. The lack of mobility can have attenuating effects on rural lifestyle
and the cultural advantages open to rural people. Without the cultural opportunities
urban people have~ rural people often do not appreciate the options open to them in a
crisis situation.

For example~ a woman in an unhappy marriage is isolated at home. She wiZl not accept
the options of divorce or separah:on because she is not aware of u)hat she can do to
support herself and her children. Because of' a lack of sophistication caused by
social isolation~ her options for growth are limited~ Kollmorgen said.

Many of the problems dealt with at the B2'aham facility are marital~ he added. Loneli
ness and alcoholism are two other problems of social isolation frequently dealt with
at the center. But some psychological problems experienced by urban people are mini
mized in a rural setting~ Kollmorgen said. Sometimes schizoid personalities fare
better in a rural area because they are '~etter known and looked after. They are
accepted as 'the strange one' and can remain isolated by choice~ /I he explained.

Treatment methods are similar to those in urban areas~ although rural people have a
greater need and appreciation for basic informational groups on such topics as the
problems of child rearing.

Community members playa large role in the governance of the mental health center.
Two representatives f2'om each county serve en the Board of Directors. Because the
center is supported by lo(!a l tax do Uars (and matching funds from the state) ~ there
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is "grass roots scrutiny" of its opel'ations. A c l1:ent may demand that he get his tax
dollar's worth in treatment~ Kollmorgen said.

Students also go out into the comm:unity for Pa1't of their inteY'nship experience. In
keeping with the primary preventioYi concept of mcn:nt::dning a good mental health envi
ronment in the cor7J"ntnity~ the BY'ahaln facility erT!:'loys a corrzrmA'lity coordinatoY'. The
students lJOY'k L,.li the coordinatoY' in 3chocls~ c:cz'J act-tvity centel's~ churches and
courthouses. They pw?ticipate in SyrzpCS1:Cl [op teacher8~ doctoY's~ and cleY'gymen on
child abuse~ hypeptension~ chadhoodFse:xses and othey' torics.
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RURAL EXPERIENCES FOR MEDICAL STUDENTS

AHEC has been collaborating with the Rural Physician Associate Program (RPAP). Under
the direction of John E. Verby, M.D., RPAP provides third-year medical students the
opportunity to spend nine to twelve months with a practicing physician in rural ~1inne

sota. While learning the principles of primary health care delivery, the students
also contribute to the medical care of the community. AHEC has been supporting one
of the outstate RPAP coordinators, Kathleen Flanagan Hobday, ~1.D., who works with the
students in Central Minnesota. AHEC has also been working with and supporting Charles
W. Drage, M.D., who supervises students from the internal medicine track within RPAP.
In cooperation with Verby, AHEC funds have also provided some assistance to LJofM
Medical School departments which provide faculty to visit RPAP students out in the
community for teaching-learning sessions. These sessions are not only for the benefit
of the student, but provide an effective vehicle for bringing together University
faculty and outstate physicians and other practitioners.

AHEC PARTICIPATES IN NURSING PROGRAMS IN OUTSTATE AREAS

The American Nurses' Association position paper in the 1960's recommending that basic
nursing preparation be in two or four year educational programs created an immediate
need for a vehicle through which diploma graduate nurses could continue their nursing
education and obtain baccalaureate degrees. Diploma nurses living and working in out
state areas of Minnesota have been unable, for the most part, to continue their educa
tion and obtain either baccalaureate or master's degrees because of the unavailability
of such programs. For example, in the Fargo-Moorhead area the Community-Based Health
Education Consortium (CHEC) discovered that as of 1974 there were 612 RN's working in
the cities' health facilities, only 65 of whom possessed baccalaureate degrees. In
1973, CHEC mailed a questionnaire to 400 RN's in the area to determine interest in
pursuing a BSN. Of the 211 respondents, 145 were interested in working toward their
bachelor's degree. Within Area 0, the College of St. Benedict mailed questionnaires
to 350 RN's who had expressed interest in pursuing a BSN and received very positive
feedback.

In response to these expressed needs, and to demonstrate the feasibility of coopera
tive efforts in offering quality nursing education programs in outstate locations,
AHEC has continued its involvement in initiating and encouraging external degree and
career mobility programs. For example, the program in Coronary Care for Nurses is in
its second year at the College of St. Benedict, St. Joseph, Minnesota; and AHEC and
the School of Public Health, Program in Public Health Nursing are continuing to spon- ~

sor the Adult and Geriatric Nurse Practitioner Program. The Adult and Geriatric
Nurse Practitioner Program began last October in Bemidji, with eight students com-
pleting the program in March. The six-month program is designed to improve utilization
of RN's through role expansion; the nurse practitioner assumes part of the clinical
decision-making responsibility that has formerly been associated only with physicians,
while maintaining the professional nursing components. The expanded role thus involves
greater nursing accountability along with primary care responsibilities, and enables
the nurse practitioner to function as a colleague of the physician.

In response to the expressed need for programs leading to the BSN, the Career Mobility
Baccalaureate in Nursing Program for Registered Nurses is being developed at two sites:
the College of St. Benedict and Moorhead State University. The programs are being
developed in cooperation with faculty from the UofM School of Nursing, School of Pub
lic Health, Program in Public Health Nursing, and faculty at Moorhead State and St.
Benedict's.
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The College of St. Benedict has initiated an Individualized Registered Nurse Program
Toward Career Mobility for nurse practitioners within Area D who wish to pursue a
BSN. Under the direction of Christine Scribner, the program's cours~ of study will
be individualized to meet students' needs, incorporate previous work experience, and
prepare students for changing roles. Three major areas of content will be emphasized;
community health, research methodology and application, and leadership components.

Since the program is individualized, the time needed to complete the program will vary
with the number of college credits already earned plus the number of additional credits
earned through passing challenge exams in lieu of registering for specific courses.
A minimum of 30 credits must be completed at the College of St. Benedict.

There has been substantial interest in the program, which began its first course in
April. This course focused on the role of nursing within health care. Several other
courses to be offered next year are presently in the planning stages, and applications
for the program are being actively sought.

A similar program in Career ~1obility Baccalaureate in Nursing for Registered Nurses
is currently being developed at Hoorhead State University. Under the supervision of
Proj ect Director, Eva Vraspir, and in consultation with Uofl1 faculty, Moorhead State
is in the process of hiring faculty, developing challenge exams, and applying for
program approval. Admission policies and procedures are also being developed; it is
proposed that all nurses with current RN licensure and 12 months work experience
within the last five years be given advanced standing within Moorhead State. Applica
tions are now being accepted for the program which will begin in September of 1976
with 30 students.

The programs offering career mobility for RN's seeking their BSN exemplify the ongoing
liaison function crucial to the AHEC concept, and demonstrate the type of accomplish
ments possible through cooperation of the University of Minnesota and outstate
nursing faculty and members of the nursing community at large.

SIX DIETITIANS REGISTERED WITH ADA THROUGH AHEC PROGRAM

AHEC is pleased to report that all six graduates of last year's Minnesota Modular
Dietetic Traineeship passed the American Dietetic Association examination to become
registered dietitians. Since this 100 percent success rate far exceeds the national
average, the faculty involved feel this program is demonstrating a positive result.

Six trainees are currently enrolled in the Area D traineeship which will conclude
in September, and three students have begun to rotate through the l2-month trainee
ship developed in the state hospital system.

AHEC-FUNDED HEALTH MANPOWER OPPORllJNITIES CLEARINGHOUSE HAS PRODUCTIVE SUBCONTRACT
PERIOD

AHEC's subcontract with the Central Minnesota Health Planning Council to provide a
Health Manpower Opportunities Clearinghouse is ending after the successful completion
of many of its goals. Four issues of a newsletter UPDATE have been published, and the
final issue advised readers where to obtain continued manpower recruitment informa
tion. Physician recruitment resulted in 58 inquiries from physicians interested in
considering Central Minnesota for practice. In many cases, negotiations are currently
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under way among many of the physician applicants and Minnesota communities and health
care facilities interested in employing them. Attempts have also been made to inter
est medical students throughout the country in setting up practice in Central ~linnesota.

It is hoped that local agencies will continue the activities of the Clearinghouse
now that the N~C subcontract is ending. Discussions concerning the transfer of activ
ities have been held with the staff of the three CHP agencies in PSRO Area 1. The
Clearinghouse would forward pertinent data and information to each CHP agency. Con
tinued publication of lJPDATE or a similar newsletter is hoped for but uncertain at
this time.

MEDIA RESOURCES BEING IDENTIFIED FOR E\TER\T\G PI1"'.RMACY STUDENTS

The AHEC-funded Fielc Instructional ~ledia Project at the College of Pharmacv is in
the process of identifying media resources which can be used bv or adanted for use
by phClrmacy students in structurec1 externshir experiences at rurCll locations. \\11ere
no media resources are availahle, materiClls will be developed for student lise; and
after developnent, the resources \vill he utili:ed and evaluated in a trial field
experience.

During the TJniversity' s winter quarter, development of medi::l reSOUTees ,-,'as hc.cun for
t\,'O courses, Drugs and the Elderly, and Pharmacokinetics. Resourcc,:, for thO other
courses are being developed during spring Quarter. Trial use of two courscs is
expected during summer quarter.

~ls. \larcia Voorhees, ""ho joined the project in January, has begun tr;11ning to fulfill
the role of field professor for the students )Jarticipating in the~c cxternshins.

REGIO:\AL LABORATORY CC\TI\UIN(~ EnUCATIO:.i PROr,RA."

For the past three ye3rs, AHEC has been i rn"o Ived iT' a Reg iona 1 Laborat orv Program to
offer continuing education to laboratory personnel in Central ~Iinnesota. Consulta
tion visits and proficiency testing conducted b>' the \linr.esota fienartment 0+ Health
plays an integral pa~t in helping to determine areas of continuin~ education needs.

Last quarter, 4J con3l1tatjon and 1'eSllrVe'" visits were JT.ade bv a c!u~J1i.j:'iec1 medical
technologist to hospitals and clinical lahoratories in (ent1';11 ~lir;nesot8. Informa
tion derived from th~se visits and from proficiency tests was pro\'ided to program
instructors to help them better plan presentations to suit the needs 0+ participating
laboratories.

AIlEC DFYELOPI\C PERSY<ALEED LFARNI\r: PLAN rnR PRACTICI\C Hf\LTH PFIITTSSInNALS

To aid practicing hCllth professionals in the appropriate selection of continuing
education offerings, the Office of Health Sciences Coordinator for Continuing Education,
in conjunction \,i th "!lEC, is developing a personali:ed learning plan. Because of the
time constraints most health professionals face, it is helieved that the personalized
learning plan could be useful to health professionals in helping them key to continuing
education programs appropriate to their actual needs.

The plans are being developed at two outstate learning centers by the resident educa
tors, Roberta Cline in Fergus Falls and Nancy ~larr in Io.larshall. They have completed
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a literature search to obtain examples of methods which have been developed in the
past to plan personalized educational experiences. Four physicians who utilize the
services of the two centers have begun evaluating a proposed learning plan for physi
cians.

Learning plans are also being developed for nurses, laboratory technicians, and
pharmacists.

FINAL REPORT ON HEDIC,\L DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION AVAILABLE

The final report on the lJni versi ty of' ~1innesota Health Professionals Drug Ahuse Educa
tion Project is now available. The project closed in 1975.

The report analyzes a project which sought to "encourage a more responsive attitude
on the part of practicing health professionals toward alcohol/drug users and abusers,"
and to "teach basic skills for the diagnosis and referral of chemical dependency
programs" among its goals.

Funded by the National Institute on Drug Ahuse in 1972, the project involved more
than 1,000 nurses, physicians, social workers, pharmacists, clergy, mental health
professionals and administrators in its programs.

Copies of the report are available by mailing a check for $7.50 to: Health Sciences
Continuing Education, 7208 Powell Hall, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,
Minnesota 55455.
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DIETETIC TRAINEESHIPS PROVIDED THRour;HOUC;' '":TE S'::'il:~;c

Minnesota students planning capeeps in ~ietetics can complete theip education at a
numbep of tpaineeshiTJ sites as a pesu of' a cape '~!i7, ulanned DY'OOY'am cal'1inne-
sota Mod~ lap Dieteti"c Tpaineeships ~ accop',1ine to (11'0.-1 ect dl:-rect~1' . ]/">v,/">~ un.

an Associate P1'of'essoI' in nutY'ition at the vcr'si of' ln10/yV>+,..,,.,'V>+ 0 £'

Food Science and NutI'ition.

Thpee sepa1'ate TJ}'or.fl'ams suppopted AHE/Y
hospitals and health ca1'e facilities, one
apea hospitals~ IJ.,hich is cUPI'ent in

~Y! P)"10;/)''2'1C.ss: on~ "L·n '7ent:-at ~

Strzte TJosri +.1 Zs, one ,,?{ ',+;':
r:hasc.

ea;'.Af'.1T;· on LfZ

Assoeiat
The tpaineeships ape designed to fo lloUJ fOUL? yeaps
dietetics aJ'zr..i to meet accpeditation pequ~:I'eMents of
(ADA). The tpaineeships equate IJ.'{th l:ntePnshi!,s~ the numbeY' of' has
be inadequate~ Vepstpaete said. Intepnships cu'e expensive for' hospitals
Since thepe aI'e not enough intepnships ava1' le +'0Y' all of the stwients
in dietetics~ it is necessapy to develop aU;ewr,C1~e l'O:.<Z:es to ADA
to insupe both the ppofessionaZ peco(mition f
manpowep.

Hospitals ape bettep able to affopd the tY'aineeships UJhen costs of the vpogY'aMS are
divided among a consOY'tium of health facilities. incpeased involvement of
tals at a loUJep level of expense~ theY'efope~ pI'ovl:des gY'eateY' oppoptunity foy' a
laY'gep numbeY' of students to papticipate; ani because a consort'ium of' ~:nstitutions

wopks togethep~ student tnxinees can be Movei fI'om hospital to hospital to o:l'>J2n
tage of outstanding sepvices that individual hospitals ape aoZe to DPovide~ Ve1'stY'2ete
said.

In CentpaZ Minnesota~ ,f'oY' e."cample~ nine institutionsJI'e invo Zve?' 1:n a tY'Cdnee-
ship: St. Cloud Hospital~ St. Cloud VA HospitaZ~ St. GaoI'ieZ's Hospital in L1>ttle ?aZls~

Cambpidge State Hospital~ ilillmap st. HospitaZ, St. Clou? HospitalC'chool of !luY's~:no,

Distpict 272 School Lunch ppogpa.JiI~ the College 0,+' st. Benedict, St. cTohn's UwZ'Jet'
sity. Each of these institutions accepts students fop the papticula1' papt o+' a tpain
eeship which the institution can best ppovide~ because of unusual facilities 01' out
standing staff.

rf all elements of the tpaineeship cannot be met at these institutions~ students ape
sent to otheps in the aY'ea. NUY'sing homes~ extended cape facilities~ ?ay caY'e centeps~

and welfape ppojects~ such as "Meals on i/heels:' 01' "Dinnep at YouP Doop~" can be
utilized to ppovide students with the tr'aining pequiped by the ADA.

s'&x
The 12-month ppogpam is divided into eight pw'ts ar'd students potate fpom hospital to
hospital fop each module. six students began the p1'ogpam in Septembep~ 1975.- All
of the students passed the ADA exam in 1975 to become pegisteY'ed dietitians. That
pepcent success pate is "quite a bit bettep than the national ave.Y'age~" Vepstpaete
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In f'our of 6,e students acee:.~ted erToZolfment in Central- Minnesota~ and one is
to graduate sehocZ.. Thus~ tlw r;110./ect' goat o..IY distributing heaUh manpower
the state '~s al-so beina r'zet. Pref'erenee in admission to the program '~s

aiven to rural- studen7;S because it is felt they are moy'e l1:kel-y to seek empl-oyment in
l1w·aZ. area~ :'erstr7ete said.

six .students are 1.:'11 the Central l!innesota r11o(l11am nO(;l~ and another S1-.X students wi II
- . h 1 • 1 m7.J.. 1 + .L .L • . h • ~~ '1 '1 • ~
beg~n t e program tn1-.s Sepi:emoer. J. W Sv2icen,.s .s"arL.1-.ng 7; 1.,sa~~ are. c.uzanne
Schmidt~ PedlJing; lfarilyn jrcmt~ St. Cloud; cTu(~ith ,10hnson~ Karlstad; Judy Ann Vier
kant~ :/adena; Dorothy H'~ll~ Detroit Lakes; and Deborah Swanson~ Duluth.

30th dietetic staff' and administration in the ~articipating hospitals seem to be commit
ted to the programs~ Verstraete said. :Jrogran planning and material deveZopment are
designed to rn.eet ADA g2ddeZines~ and it is e;J:pected that the hospitals will gradually
take over the implementation of the programs and make i~hem self-sustaining on a perma
nent basis.

A sir'1ilar program is r;oCJ being pZanned at three Duluth area hospitals. Three students
are expecte:! to begin their traineeships there next January.

A modified traineeship program '~s being utilized in the State Hospitals. In the 11
1:nstitutions serving (j~ 000 mentally retarded~ mentally ill~ or ch~mically addicted
2'J(ztients~ it was fOUYid in 1974 that only 6 of the 15 people on the dietetic staffs
iJJere registered dietitians. Thus~ one }'egistered d1.:etitian was available to serve
ever~ l~OOO patients. The accepted ratio should be closer to one registered dietitian
f01' every 200 pat'~ents~ Verstraete said. Several staff "dietitians" in the State System
are utilizing traineeship resources to become accredited by the professional association.
Three students began State Hospital traineeships last January. It is anticipated that
future staffing in the StQte Hospitals can draw from the group of professionals trained
,,< :,7>~- ~C:~~~~e s-::eTr?

/ls in Central Minnesota aY;d Duluth hospitals~ each State Hospital offers modules of the
progl1am t7wy are best able to provide. Supporting services of neighboring facilities
are again utilized when necessary to co~lete the scoue of traineeship requirements.

AHEC support has been utitized for the design of a Minnesota Modular Dietetic Trainee
ship. This basic propram~ ~hich meets natio~4l guidelines~ has been individually tailored
to rect the particulal1 situation of each o~ the th~ee consortia now involved in the imple
rnentatior. o.+~ dietet1:c tra<:neeships. By ,Tanuary 19??~ 23 postgraduate dietetic students

Zl have Geen selected fen' the 12-month rotations.

TWO PROGRi\.1\IS Cm-mINED TO BE"iEFIT BOTH STUDE;JTS A~D PHYSICIANS

University of i'linnesota ~Iedical School faculty travel to rural Minnesota communities to
teach medical students in preceptorships and to provide continuing medical education (CME)
opportunities to physicians practicing in the area. AHFC has supported the 01E portion
of this program.

During the past year, 30 courses were offered to 4,970 physicians through the Office of
Continuing ~ledical Education, according to Douglas A. Fenderson, Director of Continuing
Medical Education at the University. Cooperative efforts with other units and outside
groups have involved another 2,500 physicians. This program combines the activities of
the Rural Physician Associate Program (RPAP) with that of the Office of Continuing
Medical Education.
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RPAP began as an effort on the part of the 'Iedical School to provide students with an
awareness of the needs and opportun:ities of rural communities, especially in those com
munities lacking adequate medical care. Forty junior medical students are placed in
rural practice sites each year for a period o~ nine to twelve months under the guidance
of a family physician or an internist. In addition, they continue their studies with
the assistance of nedical School faculty JTlembers who visit them on-site once a month.

Evidence of C~~ participation is now required of Minnesota physicians in order to main
tain continued membership in the State ~Iedical Association.

Combining these elements, the University Office of Continuing ~1edical Education suggested
that University faculty, on their monthly visits to RPAP students, provide a continuing
education seminar to area physicians and members of the local health care team. A con
tinuum of education is thus provided for students from undergraduate to graduate and post
graduate levels, Fenderson said. In addition, the program has made continuing medical
education conveniently available to a significant number of rural physicians who might
not otherwise participate because they are unable to leave their responsibilities for
significant periods of time.

When the integration of continuing education and undergraduate education began in 1974,
13 of the 40 RPAP communities participated. In 1975-76, 23 communities participated.
Continuing efforts are being made to increase the number of sites and participating
physicians even further, Fenderson said. It is not expected that the number of RPAP
sites will ever increase beyond 40, and all 40 of these are not appropriate for continu
ing education visits because there are not enou~h physicians within some of the areas to
make it worthwhile, he added.

Fenderson is also working with others in the program to assure that the multiple objec
tives of student education team training and ['fj: can be accoffiJTlodated 1Vi thout compromising
the basic purposes of the program. Remote site medical education is now seen as a per
manent part of the educational program of the ~edical School, he said.

HEALTH PROFESSIO~S EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1976

Chances are good that the 94th Congress, before its adjournment on October 2, will pass
a health manpower legislation which includes language to support Area Health Education
Centers. Some policy makers view MiECs as the most viable means for attracting physi
cians to rural areas on a voluntary basis.

h~ile the House passed its version (HR 5546) about one year ago, the Senate bill (S 3239)
was approved only this July 1. It is anticipated that the Conference Committee will meet
on the bill during the next few weeks. Staffers of both the Senate Labor and House
Commerce Committees have been meeting informally to reduce their differences, although
some substantial disagreements still remain.

There is a possibility of a Presidential veto of the health measure; among the key reasons
is that the health budget, as authorized by the Congress, is some one billion dollars
above the Administration's health budget request. Washington observers believe there
would be enough votes to override a veto.

Both the House and Senate versions of the AHEe sections emphasize decentralized and
regionalized primary care medical education, in both rural and urban underserved areas.
There are indications that the existing eleven AHECs will have an opportunity to continue,
provided they meet the new regulations. It is also proposed that additional AHECs be
developed, possibly with an inner-city focus. The current contracts for the eleven AHECs
terminate September 30, 1977.



PSYCHIATRY SHlDE\'T BE\IFi= IT:-; FR:J\l BUlTL),) 1 PiUCFPTCJRC;JiT F

Burton Hellcloid, 2. fourth--v,',JY medic:ll student in ji5vchi:ltry, spent :".ix weeks in April
and May with Dr. Howard Reid at the Ul'rer 'li5sis5i1'p1 ~lental Health Center in Bemidji.

The purpose of the preceptorship \,as to 1(':11'n to idcnti fy emotional problems, gain
greater understanding of treatment modalities, establish realistic therapeutic goals,
and, under supervision, participate in counseling and indiviililal and group therapy.

While participating in this rural ambulatory psychi:ltric experience, Mr. Helleloid saw
patients on his own, did initial evalllQtions, and provided therapy to patients at the
health center and at satellite clinics in the area. Contact with clinical psychologists,
a psychiatric nurse and two social workers broadened his knowledge of other health pro
fessions.

SITES BEING SOUGHT FOR FIELD TRAI"'iING 1\ SOCIAL DEVELOP"-lENT

AHEC is involved in a new project to ex;,lore Cind develop potential field proiects in
areas of critical health need in \Jorthern ~linnesota.

At this time, project director Gene lloovman, ;\ssistant Professor, School of Social Devel
opment, University of Pfinnesota, nuluth, has completed discussions with a number of health
officials and community leaders in Northern Minnesota communities. Together they have
come up with a list of potential field nrojects.

Possibilities include organization and direction of a community drop-in center for tran
sients and alcoholics in Bemidji, development of the Health Systems Plan in East Grand
Forks, organization of a mobile health unit to cover rural areas of Beltrami and Hubbard
counties, assessment of existing services for the chemically dependent in Bemidji, and
assessment of child care in International Falls.

One University of Duluth, School of Social Development student recently completed a five
month internship in St. Cloud, Minnesota. Gary Fahnhorst worked at the Veterans Adminis
tration Hospital, and with Alirc support initiated a study of community services and
resources benefiting intermediate medical care veterans in Central Minnesota.

A second student, Richard Reinoehl, is currently working on a field project in Eveleth,
Minnesota. Other School of Social Development students will be assigned field projects
as they are developed.

UPDATE ON QUALITY ASSURA\JCE PROGRAM

The Regional Medical Audit component of the Quality Assurance Program continues to pro
gress with audit activities in 16 Central \linnesota hospitals. ~uring the ~ast year six
audits were completed regionwide on the following topics: Peptic [lIceI', Hip ~racture,

Herniorrhaphy, Congestive Heart Failure, Benign Essential Hypertension, and Upper Respira
tory Infection. Regional data displays of these audit results have heen prepared and
distributed to participating hospitals. Several of the participating hosnitals are now
doing combined medical and nursing auditing.

Audit consultation sessions held during the second quarter of 1976 included visits to
Buffalo, Sauk Centre, Granite Fall s, and Owatonna, ~Iinnesota. For further information
on auditing assistance available through the AHEC Quality Assurance Program, contact the
Coordinator, Mary E. Peterson, RRA, 2829 Univ?rsity Avenue Southeast, Suite 308, Minneap
Olis, Minnesota 55414, 612/376-3350.
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EVALUATIO\j

The beginning of the 05 year of the Uofll MIEC project marks a change in focus of the
project's evaluation activities.

The emphasis of evaluation will shift from formative to summative evaluation. To facili
tate the summative evaluation effort, two persons have been added to the evaluation staff.
Bill Ward, a Ph.D. candidate in Educational Psychology, will be working full time on the
swnmative evaluation effort, and :-Jancy Spannaus, a Ph.D. candidate in Education, will be
working half time.

We will greatly miss the contribution of George Bass, who has worked so diligently with
the project staff on evaluation activities for the past t\\o years. However, we wish him
great success in his new teaching position at William and ~lary College in Williamsburg,
Virginia.

As the methods and strategies for the summative evaluation take form, we will keep readers
informed so that faculty and staff associated with the many AHEC agreements and subcon
tracts will be aware of the general nature of the evaluation, and contacts by evaluation
staff will not be a total surprise.

PHYSICAL THERAPY RURAL E\PERIE:\CE

Fourteen physical therapy students participated in two-week clinical rotations at one of
twelve affiliated institutions in rural ~linnesota during the past quarter. Because of
their positive response to the experience, the Physical ~,'herapy Curriculum Committee at
the University of ~!innesota has recorrunended that two weeks during December, ] 976, be set
aside for another such clinical experience. That three of the thirty-two spring graduates
in physical therapy have already accepted employment in rural facilities indicates that
affiliation with rural centers as students might lead to return to rural communities upon
graduation.

FIU1S AND CASSETTE TAPES AVAILABLE THROUGH AHEC

Films and tapes on a number of topics are still available through the AHEC office.
personnel who have not utilized these resources to date are invited to do so. The
including projectors, are available at no charge except for postage.

Health
films,

Thirteen ROCm! "Hedical Skills Library" films cover the topics o-f arterial puncture, cen
tral venous pressure measurement, endotracheal intubation, lumbar puncture, tracheostomy,
venous cutdown, abdominal paracentesis, emergency nasal packing, nasal gastric intubation,
thoracentesis, tonometry, manual positive pressure ventilation, and ventricular defibril
lation. These films were developed by the American College of Physicians, and have been
accepted for Physician Recognition Award accreditation by the American ~ledical Association.

Th"enty-nine ROCOM films are available in the "Health Employee Learning Program" series.
These are designed to: a) provide basic instruction, and b) upgrade the skills of nurse
aides, orderlies and attendants, food service employees, and housekeeping personnel.
To borrow the films or tapes, contact the AHEC office at 2829 University Avenue Southeast,
Suite ~OS, ~linneapolis, ~linnesota 55414,612/376-3350.

CO:-';TINUI\G EDUCATION FOR NURSES

The following CE programs are being offered through ~mA sponsorship:
Medical-Surgical Nurses View Chemical Dependency - Friday, September 10, 1976, 7:30
a.m. to 4:15 p.m., Area Vocational Technical School, Detroit Lakes, ~linnesota.



Indications of Endoscopy Examination - S:lturd:w, Septemher 18, 1976, 8:30 a.m. to
4:00 p.m., Holiday Inn, Alhert Lea, \linnesota.
Mother, Babies and Things - Thursday, September 23, 1976, 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.,
Loretto Hospi tal, '-,lew U1m, \linnesota.
PR~ Medications and the Elderly Person -ruesday, September 28, 1976, 12:00 to 4:30
p.m., Donovan's Conference Center, Redwood Falls, ~linnesota; and Wednesday, October 6,
1976, Brainerd Community College, Brainerd, 'linnesota.

For information regarding fees and registration materials contact the ~linnesota Nurses
Association, lR21 University Avenue, St. Pilul, '1innesota 55104.
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PARTIALLY EXTERNAL MASTER'S IN NURSING

The development and implementation of g~aduate nu~sing p~og~ams is a p~iority obJec
tive .fo~ the AHEC p~oJect durinq the cu~rent yea~. There p~esently is a severe
sho~tage of g~aduate level educational oppo~tunities fo~ nurses in outstate locations
and a demonst~ated need fo~ such opportunities. The only Maste~'s deg~ee p~og~am in
Minnesota is offered at the ~in Cities campus of the UOJ~l. Such p~og~ams a~e simi
la~ly sca~ce in neighboring ~egions; graduate p~og~ams fo~ nu~ses a~e not available
in eithe~ South Dakota~ North Dakota~ the bo~dering p~ovinces of Canada~ o~ the
weste~n bo~der of Wisconsin.

The need fo~ g~aduate level education is evident. In 1973~ the State Board of
Nu~sing ~eported that of 471 faculty members in RN-preparing schools~ 283 (60%) did
not have Master's degrees. In addition~ a survey done in 1975 substantiates this
need. The survey attempted to determine the numbe~ of qualified students in outstate
a~eas who would be interested in pursuing a Master's degree; at least four sites
within Minnesota were identified in which the~e would be both an adequate number of
prospective students and adequate educational resources for providing such a program.

In view of this need fo~ graduate education in outstate locations~ AHEC has initiated
and funded a partially external Master's degree prog~am in cooperation with the Uo.f.M
School of ~ursing. AHEC funding provides fo~ a full-time coordinator and one and one
half faculty positions from within the ~egular g~aduate faculty of the School of
Nu~sing.

The objectives of this graduate prog~am fo~ nurses are to meet identified needs fo~

qualified faculty to serve the 50 nursing education p~og~ams which exist in ~1innesota~

to provide nurse clinicians for acute~ long-term~ and ambulatory nursing care~ and
to equip nurses to assume administrative roles in nu~sing se~ice. Bernadine Feldman~

AHEC Nursing Coordinator~ explained that the prog~am '~ill p~ovide a b~oader base o,f
theoretical knowledge which will enhance the p~ovision of nu~sing se~vices." Besides
contributing to nursing leade~ship and se~vices~ the prog~am will also enhance personal
and professional development.

The Master's degree in nu~sing which is presently offe~ed at the Uo.flV has been ~evised

to accommodate the off-campus offerings. Of the 44 credits ~equired for a degree~ 24
may be taken off-campus. The ~evised curriculum includes a co~e of cou~ses which can
be completed at the outstate sites; the courses in specialized clinical a~eas will
then be taken on-campus. Next fall~ the core cou~ses will also be available to stu
dents attending the Minneapolis campus.

This pa~tially external degree program will enable nurses who live outside of the
TWin Cities metropolitan area to remain in thei~ own locale while fulfilling a portion
of the ~equi~ements fo~ the Maste~'s degree. The on-campus component of the p~ogram~

acco~ding to Ms. Feldman~ will give nu~ses "the opportunity to come together as a
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comrmmity of lear>ners." Besides providing ror student interaction and exchange of
ideas~ the on-campus components [Jill provide access to learning resources which are
not available at the off-co~us sites.

The program is nou' in various stages of development at three sites: Rochester,
St. Cloud~ and Duluth. Courses at these sites will be offered in sequence~ with the
first course havinq started in Rochester ~all Quarter. Durino winter auarter~ the
~econd course will~be offered at Rochester~ while St. Cloud will offer 'the initial
core course. ifuring spring quarter~ Duluth will offer the first core course~ St. Cloud
the second course~ and Rochester the third course. This patter>n will be continued.

fifu. Ruth ~eise~ who began as Coordinator of the project in June~ explained that major
e,f'forts were concentrated in southeastern Ninnesota during the summer. She interviewed
125 prospective students in the Rochester area~ of whom 47 were immediately eligible
for graduate school admission. However~ because of program limitations~ only 20
students were admitted into the program. These people began the first course on Sep
tember 28. The course is being taught by Dr. Ellen Eagan and Dr. Marilyn Sime of the
UofM nursing faculty.

Valuable assistance has been provided by various groups in the Rochester area. The
UO,fit's Continuing Education and Extension branch in Rochester provided assistance with
the interviews: the Rochester Area Nursing Education Forum has provided information
on the needs and interests of nurses in the area. The Consortium Coordinator~ Dr. will
Wakefield~ has arranged for students to have access to local libraries and classroom
facilities. As Ms. Weise explained~ !utilization of local college facilities is a key
part of this program. "

Initiation of program offerings in the st. Cloud area is well underway. Thirty-five
people have been inte]1viewed to date; applications for admission to graduate school
wiU be reviewed in mid-November. 8ecause of program limitations~ enrollment at
St. Cloud will be limited to 15 students. Contact with appropriate liaison persons
in the St. Cloud area has been accomplished~ and plans are being developed to coordi
nate the program offerings with St. Cloud 8tate University~ and to utilize the facili
ties at the University.

Preparations are also under way for initiating the pl'ogram in Duluth during spring
quarter. Thirty-three prospective students have been interviewed at this time~ with
review of graduate school applications scheduled for February. As in St. Cloud~ 15
students will be admitted to the program. Contacts are also being made with various
liaison groups.

Inquiries about the partially exteY'naZ Master's degree program have also come from the
Fargo-Moorhead and Mankato areas. Ms. Weise indicated that the program is trying "to
be responsive to those areas which can identify a need." She will be organizing con
tacts with various health care professionals and institutions in the Fargo-Moorhead
area in order to establish if there are sufficient numbers of prospective students.

One of the major problems of the program is its inability to meet the needs of all
the nurses interested in continuing their education~ according to fi1s. Weise. In
Rochester alone~ there are 27 eligible students who could not be admitted because of
program limitations. These students are being provided with interim advisement regard
ing supportive course work until such time as program enrollment is possible. There
is also a need for continuing education courses for those students not pursuing a
graduate degree. Ms. Weise and Sharon Hoffman~ Director of the Uo.fM School of Nursing's
Continuing Education program~ have been discussing possible options with health care
professionals from the Rochester area: it is hoped that aUer>natives can be made
available to these individuals.
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Ms. Weise said that AHEC's initiative in this p~og~am has been crucial to the state
wide effo~t~ but she exp~essed conce~ fo~ the futu~e of the p~og~am. If the UOfi1
School of Nu~sing is to continue to meet the needs of n~ses inte~ested in the p~og~am~

then long-te~m funding will be necessa~y. The p~og~am will ~equi~e continuing finan
cial suppo~t th~ough the Minnesota legislative p~ocess. The suppo~t of nu~ses within
the state is also essential since they a~e the p~ospective students of the p~og~am.

Fo~ fu~the~ information on the p~og~am~ please contact eithe~ Ms. Ruth Weise o~

Ms. Be~adine Feldman. Ms. Weise may be contacted at the School of Au~sing~ 3313
Powell Hall~ Unive~sity of Minnesota~ Minneapolis~ Minnesota 55455 (612) 373-1428.
Ms. Feldman may be ~eached at the A~ea Health Education Cente~~ Suite 308~ 2829
Unive~sity Avenue Southeast~ Minneapolis~ Minnesota 55414 (612) 376-3350.

*********************

AHEC LEGISLATION

The Health Professions Educational Assistance Act of 1976 (PL 94-484) was signed by
President Ford on October 12. The main intent of this legislation is to meet health
manpower problems and overcome the scarcity of health services in rural and inner-city
areas. This legislation provides capitation dollars for the various schools in the
health professions and support for a variety of health manpower programs; it also
authorizes Area Health Education Centers through September 30, 1980.

The purposes of the Area Health Education Centers (AHEC) , as outlined by this legisla
tion, are regionalization of professional education and improvement of distribution,
supply, quality, utilization and efficiency of health personnel. Under the new legis
lation, each AHEC will be required to meet the following stipulations:

--Minimum of 10% of undergraduate medical clinical education in the AHEC
geographic area;

--Medical residency training in family medicine or general internal medicine,
with no fewer than six individuals in first-year positions;

--Nurse practitioner or physician assistant training program;
--Health education programs with emphasis on nutrition;
--Continuing education programs for health professionals in the AHEC area;
--Educational support services for the National Health Service Corps in

the AHEC area.

Besides medicine, at least two other health sciences disciplines must participate in
an AHEC project; one of these is to be dentistry if the area has a dental school.

At the present, there are no official interpretations of the legislation, nor have any
regulations been issued. The Secretary of HEW is authorized to continue funding the
original eleven AHEC projects in FY 1978 and 1979, but these projects must meet the
requirements of the new authority no later than September 30, 1979. The Bureau of
Health Manpower has also indicated that it intends to fund new AtIECs, possibly with an
inner-city focus.

Currently AHECs are functioning within the following areas: California, Illinois,
Maine (Tufts Medical School), Minnesota, Missouri, New Mexico, North Carolina, North
Dakota, South Carolina, Texas, and West Virginia.

The legislation authorizes appropriations of $20 million in FY 1978, $30 million in
FY 1979, $40 million in FY 1980, plus sums as necessary in FY 1978 and FY 1979 to
continue the existing AHEC contracts.
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FAMILY PRACTICE RESIDENCY ROTATIONS

AHEC is collaborating with the Duluth Family Practice Residency Program in developing
new rotations for second- and third-year residents in family medicine. These rotations
are part of a three-year graduate medical education program designed to train recent
medical school graduates to become specialists in family practice. The main organiza
tional body of the residency program is the Duluth Graduate Medical Education Council,
which is a non-profit corporation consisting of representatives from the three Duluth
hospitals (St. Luke's, St. Mary's, and Miller-Dwan) and the UMD School of Medicine.
The residency program also has affiliations with the Medical School in Minneapolis.

The Duluth Family Practice Residency was accredited in August of 1974 and began in
July of 1975. Currently there are 24 residents, with 8 enrolled in each year of the
program. During their three years of training, the residents rotate through specific
services at the three Duluth Hospitals and spend a significant amount of time in
ambulatory care training at the Duluth Family Practice Center. This latter facility
is a model family practice clinic designed for patient care and medical education.

The third-year curriculum is being implemented for the first time in Duluth this year.
It provides for additional studies in the major and minor disciplines of medicine,
with increased teaching and patient care responsibilities at the Family Practice Center.
With AHEC support, the program has initiated rotations in dermatology and community
medicine, and a rotation in neurology is in the planning stages.

One resident completed the first one-month dermatology rotation in July; two more
residents are scheduled for next quarter. In this rotation, the resident spends two
days a week in a dermatologist's office reviewing specific cases, as well as making
hospital rounds with the dermatology specialist. The resident is also responsible for
presenting a dermatology conference and for participating in the dermatology clinic
at the Family Practice Center.

The community medicine rotation has also been successfully established. The first
resident completed the rotation in Grand Marais during the month of August. In this
rotation, the resident spends four to six weeks at an outlying site, preferably a
rural community, working with a family physician and his or her group. Emphasis is
placed on such areas as preventive medicine and practice management, as well as
community medicine. The resident learns about the practice of medicine in a smaller
community, experiencing all of the medical and non-medical responsibilities of the
family physician. This rotation also helps the resident become acquainted with an
area where he might wish to practice in the future.

Many communities in northern Minnesota and Wisconsin have expressed interest in
participating in the community medicine rotation. The residents will only be sent
to communities where there is a physician or group available for direct supervision
and teaching.

A neurology rotation for third-year residents is also being planned, and it is antici
pated that experiences in this area will be available in the near future.

PHASE 0 PRECEPTORSHIPS IN OUTSTATE ~1INNESOTA

Two fourth-year medical students have recently completed preceptorships in Duluth.
Oglesby Young spent six weeks in an obstetrics rotation at St. Mary's Hospital under
the direction of Dr. Stephen Bloom. Eric Ossowski participated in a psychiatry pre
ceptorship with Dr. Clyde Olson. The purpose of these placements was to augment the
skills and knowledge in their particular medical discipline and to provide realistic
exposure to primary care practice.
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Specific objectives are designed for each type of preceptorship. During the precep
torship in obstetrics, it is expected that the student will become proficient in the
care of normal obstetrical patients and the management of normal labor, delivery, and
post-partum care; it is also anticipated that the student will gain familiarity with
obstetrical complications and proficiency with the interpretation of fetal heart
tracings.

During the preceptorship in psychiatry, the student learns to identify emotional
problems, gains greater understanding of treatment modalities, establishes realistic
therapeutic goals, and participates in supervised counseling and therapy for both
groups and individuals.

SUMMER FIELD COURSE IN INTERDISCIPLINARY TEA}1 BUILDING

Interdisciplinary team building is being given top priority by the Bureau of Health
Manpower, HEW, during 1976-77. In addition, health care professionals have expressed
concern regarding the need for integrated health care delivery. The interdisciplinary
team approach is one solution to the provision of integrated health services. In
response to this need, AHEC, in conjunction with the School of Public Health, initiated
and funded a special summer program for the training of interdisciplinary teams. This
program was designed for students and community workers in the helping professions (e.g.,
social workers, nurses, therapists, health educators, pharmacists, administrators,
planners, environmentalists, physicians, and dentists) who would be interested in
applying the interdisciplinary team approach to community health problems.

This 12 credit program was offered during the summer quarter and enrolled 15 students
from a variety of disciplines. The program included a week of intensive residential
team training prior to the field placement and a one-week debriefing, summary and
assessment period at the conclusion of the program. These workshops focused on
knowledge and skill development in the following areas: resource sharing and utiliza
tion, communications, giving and receiving feedback, problem solving, sharing leader
ship roles, negotiation, conflict utilization, and process intervention to improve the
outcome of the pro;ects.

During the initial residential workshop, interdisciplinary teams were formed and
field projects were selected from a wide variety of proposals. Field projects had
been sought through a special mailing sent to a list of agencies and organizations
statewide; response was overwhelming, with 63 agencies submitting mini-proposals for
87 projects. Examples of projects chosen by the student teams include developing a
skills training workshop for Native Americans, assessing need for a specific human
service, and planning coordination of responsibilities for a Health Service Agency.

The student teams spent eight weeks in their chosen field placements, working with
a variety of agencies within the state. Agency representatives served as team mentors
and provided daily supervision. Interdisciplinary faculty from the UODM, directed
by Professor Robert Schwanke of the School of Public Health, provided ongoing consulta
tion with the students.

The program received very posltlve response from everyone involved, including students,
faculty, and agency personnel. Faculty observed that students showed remarkable
progress in both personal and professional growth. Agency personnel also reported
an exceptionally high degree of satisfaction with both the quality of the team exper
ience and the significance of project impact on the community or agency involved.
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FIELD TRAli'iING DJ SOCIAL DEVELOHfENT

In cooperation with the UMD School of Social Development, AHEC has been developing
field projects for students in areas of critical health need in northern ~1innesota.

One student has completed a project in St. Cloud and a second student, Richard
Reinoehl, is currently working on a project in Virginia, Minnesota. Mr. Reinoehl's
field project involves organizing and coordinating the development of a group home
for the mentally retarded. Project tasks include negotiating financing for construc
tion, obtaining an operating license, interviewing and hiring resident staff, and
coordinating admission and selection of clients.

AHEC is presently investigating other possible health-related training sites for
social work students. It is anticipated that at least two additional students will
participate in MIEC-sponsored field training under this program.

FIELD INSTRUCTION MEDIA

The Field Instruction Media Project in the College of Pharmacy was initiated in
November of 1975. This program was designed to provide students on external trainee
ships with educational materials and instruction normally offered on-campus. After
several months of research and development of course materials, the program began
enrolling students during this summer. The first courses offered were Drugs and
Society, Drugs and the Elderly, and Biopharmaceutics-Drug Information Evaluation.
Two other courses were ready for fall ouarter--Pharmacokinetics and Pharmaceutical
Law.

Sixteen students at twelve different sites were enrolled this summer. Field Professor
Marcia Voorhees makes routine visits to each externship site to ensure coordination
of the program. She meets with students to assess their progress and offer any
assistance needed. This coordination also serves to strengthen the association between
the academic and externship portions of the students' training.

Because students are located at different sites within the state, frequent and open
communication is an important factor in the success of the program. Both on-campus
staff and the Field Professor act as liaisons between the students in the field and
the instructors responsible for the courses.

NEW DIETETIC TAPES AVAILABLE

The AHEC office has obtained approximately 30 nutrition tapes which are being prepared
for circulation as a set to interested parties. Registered Dietitians can receive CE
credit hours needed for maintenance of registration by studying these tapes and sub
mitting the ADA Subsequent Approval Form, which is available from the American Dietetic
Association. These tapes include:

Diet and Cystic Fibrosis
Parkinson's Disease--A Clinical Review with Special Emphasis on

Dietary Problems
A Review of Selected Inborn Errors of Metabolism
Diet and Dental Health
Diet and the Adolescent Diabetic
Unsolved Problems of Obesity--New and Old
Behavior Therapy for the Obese
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Behavior Modification Treatment of Obesity
Adolescent Pregnancy. The Influence of Growth, Nutrition and the

Environment
Diet Prescriptions
Evolving Management
Considerations in the Use of Textured Vegetable Protein in Normal

and Clinical Nutrition
Professionalism
Consortium Approach to Dietetic Traineeship
Labor Hanagement
Systems Approach Renovating Dietary Facility
Computer Support for Food Service Systems
The Patient Who \Von't Eat--Dialogues in Nutrition Health Learning

Systems
The Patient Who Won't Eat- -"l\lalabsorptions" Health Learning Systems
Obesity
Chemically Defined Diets
Cook-Freeze Service in Health Care Institutions
Developing Instructional Objectives: An Instructional Program
Trace Elements in Nutrition
Dietary Management of Renal Disorders
Nutrition During Oral Contraceptive Treatment and Pregnancy
Management for the Professional Dietitian--A Working Philosophy
Animal Flesh Analogs From Vegetable Protein
A Panoramic History of Health Quackery in America
Food Labeling
Patient Contact: Beware of Unawareness

These cassettes are available at no charge except one way postage, and can be requested
and scheduled by writing or calling Mary Barrada at 2829 University Avenue Southeast,
Suite 308, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414, (612) 376-3350.
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FIELD INSTRUCTION MEDIA

AHEC is presently collaboratinp with the College of Phal~acy in an e.xperi
mental Field Instruction Media project which enables pharmacy students
participating in clinical externships to take courses offered on-campus.
According to Dr. Hugh Kabat~ Assistant Dean and Director of the project~

this experimental program "has implications across the entire spectrum of
health sciences." The program offers an alternative to traditional class
room instruction by combining the practical and academic components of
pha~acy. Randall Lambert~ Media Developer for the project~ explained
that "through the application of basic principles in clinical settings~

we hope to achieve better facilitation of the entire learning process. "

By supplementing textbooks with mediated instructional packages~ students
who are off-campus completing externships are able to fulfill course
requirements without attending class lectures and discussion. Students
who take courses in the program register for the same courses~ have the
same instructors~ a~~ complete the same course objectives as on-campus
students; however~ they are responsible For their own progress and are
only required to attend ~o~al classes when exams are given. The mediated
packages thus offer an opportunity for students to link the basic science
and clinical portions of their education more closely.

The Pield Instruction Media project was initiated in November~ 1975; several
months were spent in research and development of course materials. Existing
materials were used whenever possible~ otherwise new materials were prepared
by Lambert with the assistance of project staff and course instructors.
The instructional materials include audio and visual as well as written
materials~ and thus are described as 'mediated" packages. The first courses
offered on a mediated basis were ready summer~ 1976. Twelve students en
rolled in the mediated courses~ which included Drugs and Society~ Drugs
and the Elderly~ and Biopha~aceutics-Drug Info~ation Evaluation. Two
additional courses were ready for Fall Quarter~ Pharmacokinetics and Pha~

aceutical Law; 21 students were enrolled. Instructional materials are
currently being developed for Clinical Therapeutics I and II.

Presently there are 19 rural sites established~ with most of the sites
being clustered around Duluth and Rochester. New sites are also being
developed in the Fergus Falls area. Because the students are widely dis
persed~ it does present some problems when students need assistance with
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course materials. Lambert, who coordinates the project, spends consider
able time keeping communication channels open. He checks on the students'
progress, offers assistance when needed, and acts as liaison between stu
dents and the on-campus course instructors. Students can also get assist
ance from the Field Professor who coordinates the externship program;
the Field Professor also helps to strengthen the association between the
academic and externship portions of the students' training.

Student response to the project has been very favorable. Lambert finds
that they '~njoy the opportunity to try and synthesize the practical and
didactic phases of learning." Students have been especially interested
in '~ands-on" types of courses, such as Pharmacy Law, which can be of
direct application in their externships. Students taking the mediated
courses admit that it is sometimes difficult to combine a full-time extern
ship with studying, but they appreciate being able to take an extra course
and thus reduce their credit load in future quarters.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

FAMILY PRACTICE RESIDENCY ROTATIONS

In collaboration with the Duluth Graduate ~1edical Education Council, Inc.,
AHEC continues to support various se~ents of family practice rotations
for second- and third-year residents. This past quarter Dr. Linda Londborg
and Dr. Wayne Anderson, both third-year residents, each spent a month in
the AHEC-supported dermatology rotation. They assisted Drs. Thomas Myers
and Joel Bamford of the Duluth Clinic, participating at the Clinic and in
the hospital dermatology rounds.

A dermatology clinic has been established at the Duluth Family Practice
Center; at this clinic residents may present any dermatological patient
problems to the dermatology staff and the resident who is on the derma
tology rotation. The two dermatology residents each presented a one-hour
conference on a specific dermatological problem.

There were two AHEC-supported neuroscience seminars held during the quarter:
"Neurological Exam of the Newborn Baby" and "Neurological Problems of the
Upper Extremity." Both seminars were well attended and received.

PROGRESS REPORT ON AMBULATORY CARE RESIDENCY

AHEC is continuing its cooperation with the UofM Department of Hedicine and
United Hospitals, Miller Division, in providing ambulatory care rotations
in internal medicine for post-~1.D. graduates. Beginning in July, the four
month rotation was expanded to six months. The residents who began in July
and completed their rotation on December 31 were John Berlauk, Steven
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Pavella, Daniel Parker, and Donald Raddatz. The new residents in the
program are Gerald Barns, David Plocher, Norman Steinberg, and Mark
Wheeler. Their rotation began on January I and will continue through
June 30.

Because of the longer time period of the rotation, it has been possible
to expand some components of the program. The primary care seminars have
added sessions in interviewing skills and decision logic. Other additions
include two sessions on medical statistics, one session on chemical
dependency, and one session on pre-paid health plans.

New this fall is a joint seminar held with the internal medicine residents
at the Adult Health Care Clinic of St. Paul Ramsey Hospital. At this
seminar, such topics as medical gynecology, common ophthalmology and
otolaryngology problems, office dermatology, and office psychiatry are
covered.

PHASE D PRECEPTORSHIP IN PEDIATRICS

Stephen Speltz, a fourth-year medical student, participated in a six-week
pediatrics preceptorship with Dr. Robert Schulenberg of Red Wing. The
preceptorship is sponsored in order to provide a good primary clinical
experience in pediatric care for the student and to expose him to the
medical practice, resources, and needs in outstate Minnesota.

Specific objectives of the pediatrics preceptorship are to enable the
student to gain skill in pediatric evaluation of the normal child, to
allow the student to participate fully in treatment and diagnostic plans,
and to work directly with a pediatrician in his office, call and hospital
routine.

AHEC INVOLVED IN COMMUNITY PROJECT

This past summer AHEC began assisting the School of Public Health with
its leadership role in the Northwest Planning Project. The project is a
cooperative venture between the University Health Sciences and the North
west Hennepin Human Services Council, which represents the residents of
Northwestern Hennepin County. The purpose of the project is to provide
health care training experiences for health sciences students within a
community, thus enhancing their understanding of the health care needs
of individuals, agencies, and institutions.

The Northwest Hennepin Human Services Council has set up a task force to
suggest, review, and help implement high quality educational experiences
for University of Minnesota health sciences students. The task force
consists of area health care professionals, local officials, area residents,
and University Health Sciences faculty; development and implementation of
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these experiences is thus a shared responsibility between concerned
community members and the University. All educational experiences must
meet certain criteria: besides feasibility, the educational experiences
need to be in the best interest of the community to be served and in the
best interest of the University as an educator of health sciences students.

Currently, the task force has been divided into subcommittees to identify
topic areas and service sites for educational experiences in the areas of
mental health, environmental health, physical health, and health education.

University Health Sciences faculty are actively involved in the task
force. Their role is advisory, providing expertise on health care and
representing the University's position related to the development of high
quality educational experiences for health sciences students. The Univer
sity faculty coordinate their efforts through the Health Sciences Primary
Care Program Planning Committee which consists of representatives of
Pharmacy, Dentistry, Veterinary Medicine, Nursing, Medicine, Public Health,
Hospital Social Services, and Health Sciences affiliations.

The School of Public Health is assuming a leadership role in advising and
assisting both the community task rorce and the Health Sciences Primary
Care Program Planning Committee. AHEC is encouraging this role by funding
a full-time coordinator, Elaine Hutton, to work with the project under the
direction of Professor Norman Craig, Director of the Program in Health
Education, School of Public Health.

Ms. Hutton has varied responsibilities. She assisted with the extensive
survey which was undertaken to determine the needs of consumers and pro
viders within Northwestern Hennepin County and is currently involved with
the data analysis. All information will be shared with the community task
force and local health care providers. Ms. Hutton is assisting units in
the Health Sciences to identify courses with field experience components
which might be appropriate to use in this community project; she is also
helping to identify faculty who would be willing to develop and coordinate
these educational experiences and is recruiting students who might be
interested in participating in these offerings.

MINNESOTA MODULAR DIETETIC TRAINEESHIPS

Three modular traineeship programs for dietitians are being funded by AHEC
this year. The traineeship programs in Area D and in the state hospital
system are being continued, and a new program is being initiated in Duluth.

The main thrust of this program is to increase dietetic capabilities in
outstate areas. University faculty from the Department of Food Science and
Nutrition collaborate with other educational and service facilities to
implement this innovative traineeship which is divided into modules, so
that segments of this program can be offered by a wide variety of institu
tions. Enrollment preference is given to local residents.
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In Area D, six trainees were graduated from this l2-month internship in
September, and three trainees completed the program developed in the
state hospital system on December 16. All were recommended for ADA
membership. Currently there are nine students enrolled in the two afore
mentioned programs.

The final proposal for a Minnesota Modular Traineeship tailored to the
three Duluth hospitals (St. Luke's, St. Mary's, and Miller Dwan) and
Duluth area agencies and health care facilities was sent to the ADA for
approval in December, 1976. Three students have been selected to begin
this traineeship, and the projected starting date is March 15, 1977.

COMMUNITY CLINICAL TRAINING FOR OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY STUDENTS

During the summer of 1976, twelve students participated in AHEC-sponsored
field placements. Ten students spent four weeks at the St. Cloud Children's
Home, one student spent four weeks at the Opportunity Training Center in
St. Cloud, and another student divided four weeks between the Stearns
County Day Activity Center in St. Cloud and the Opportunity Training Center.

During the fall, three occupational therapy students participated in AHEC
sponsored field placements. The six-week placements were sited at the
Children's Home in St. Cloud, the Olmstead Day Activities Center in
Rochester, and the United Day Activities Center in Duluth. The student
who was in Duluth has since accepted employment in that area.

Part of AHEC's involvement in OT programs is carried on through a subcon
tract with St. Cloud State University. Sandra Wenner from the St. Cloud
faculty acts as regional coordinator. She supervises the students who
are placed in training sites in and around St. Cloud. Students from the
UofM, AVTIs, and North Dakota State School of Science have taken part in
this training experience.
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AHEC STUDY OF PHYSICIAN TIME-TASK UTILIZATIOl"/ COMPLETED

The first component of an AHEC study on utilization of health care personnel was
completed this past winter. Dr. Bernadine Feldman~ AHEC Associate Director for
Evaluation~ was the principal investigator in the '~ural Physician Time-Task
Allocation Study. /I A one-group pretest~ posttest design was used to investigate
self-sampling work measurement of the time-task allocation of rural physicians
and to assess the utility of group feedback analysis as a strategy for planned
change. The context of the problems investigated in this study is related to the
shortage of physician manpower in rural areas. A more efficient time allocation
and utilization of physicians is one means o.f contributing to the availability
of health care services in rural areas. If physicians could utilize their time
more efficiently~ it would increase the availability of health care services.

The decision to investigate a self-sampling work measurement methodology was
based on the generally negative validation studies of task inventories~ a work
measurement method which is frequently used in the health care field. Previous
work measurement studies of physicians using task inventories or alternative
methods such as diaries~ timed logs~ or sampling by external observers~ also
provided questionable results.

The study consisted of two measurement periods~ with a four-month interval and a
feedback treatment between the measurement periods. Self-sampling work measurement
was accomplished through the use of a data collection device called an Extensor
unit. The Extensor Unit consists of a randomly generated signal mechanism~ a
coded dimension list of data categories~ and a computer card for direct data
recording by the subject. An average of 486 observations per physician were made
during the pretest measurement period and 450 observations during the posttest
measurement. Nineteen primary care physicians representing five solo and four
group practices located in rural Minnesota were the initial subjects for this study.
Four subjects dropped out following the first measurement period.

During the study~ the physicians recorded time spent in activity and function cate
gories. Examples of the 12 activity categories are talk/meet 1 to 1~ housecalls/
rounds~ write/dictate~ and waiting/transit. Examples of the 24 function categories
include history taking~ physical assessment~ treatment instruction~ consultation
and referral~ professional development~ and general administration/office manatement.

Specific examples of study findings include the following: physicians~ on the
average~ spend 24 hours a week in office practice. Specific time allocations in the
activity dimension reveal that physicians spend an average of 64% of their total
time in patient-related activities. In addition~ physicians have some difficulty
in estimating how they actually spend their time. While they estimated that they
spent 8.8% of their time on the telephone~ the actual figure was 4.8%. They also
over-estimated time spent in office paper work; their estimate was 10.4% compared
to the actual time of 7.9%. In the function categories~ there were also some
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interesting findings. The average time physicians spent on o.TTice administration
and management was relatively minimal~ only 4%. Time spent on patient instruction
and counseling was also very low~ only 3.4%. And while physicians frequently
indicate that they spend too much time on medical records~ time recorded in this
study was only 5%.

Another portion of the study was concerned with re-allocation of time. After the
first measurement period~ the physicians were given feedback which included a
report on their actual time allocation. They were then asked to indicate any
changes they would like to make in this allocation. Thirteen of the fifteen did
find areas where they wished to change their time use~ but at the end of the
second measurement period it was discovered that only four of them were able to
achieve desired results. While all the physicians had at least one or two areas
where there was significant time change~ the majority of them did not achieve
significant change in the categories they described as the most desirable for
change.

One possible explanation for this finding is the fact that re-allocation of time
requires a longer period for implementation than the study allowed. This interpre
tation is supported by several examples. For instance~ one physician decided he
was spending too much time on paper work and medical records~ and thus decided to
hire a medical records staf.T person; however~ this employee was unable to begin
until nJo months after the study had ended. In another practice~ the study results
indicated an excessive amount of time was spent in waiting. Analysis of the
situation revealed that the physical facilities needed to be remodeled in order to
increase the physicians' efficiency. Thus~ it is possible that long-term change
in desired categories was more significant than the study indicated.

The previous paragraphs indicated a few of the areas considered in the AHEC study~

namely~ specific time allocation~ accuracy of physicians' estimates of their time
allocation~ and attempts at re-allocation of time. The study is too lengthy and
complex to give specific examples of all the factors considered.

The overall study findings include the following: 1) self-sampling work measure
ment with the Extensor Unit can provide a reliable assessment of rural physicians'
time-task allocation; 2) significant change in individual rural physicians' time
task allocation can be initiated~ accomplished~ and accurately measured; 3) the
use of individual and group feedback analysis and self-dete~nation of change goals
were not related to changes in time-task allocation; 4) the subjective variables
of dissonance~ stress~ task importance~ and satisfaction~ as defined and analyzed
in this study~ were not useful predictors of change; and~ finally~ 5) the perceptual
accuracy of rural physicians when estimating their time-task allocation is highly
variable.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

AHEC LEGISLATION UPDATE

The Health Professions Educational Assistance Act of 1976, PL 94-484, authorizes
the continuation of Area Health Education Centers for the next two years. The
House and Senate Appropriation Subcommittees are still considering the amount of
dollars that will be appropriated for AHEC support during FY 1978. It is antici
pated that the 11 existing AHECs will be continued and that 3 new ones will be
implemented.
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The future thrust of AHECs will remain essentially the same--production of needed
primary care manpower for underserved areas, and decentralization and regionaliza
tion of health sciences education, so as to influence the distribution of health
care providers to areas of need. A key focus will continue to be undergraduate
and graduate medical education.

The University of ~1innesota anticipates receiving a Request For Proposal from HEW
in mid-June, and it will be necessary to submit a new contract proposal which
addresses manpower training as specified by the government. We foresee even more
emphasis on remote site training of health sciences students to familiarize them
with medical and health care practices outside of large metropolitan areas. The
UofM AHEC expects to negotiate its contract with HEW during the summer so that
new programming will be implemented as of October 1, 1977.

CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSES BEING DEVELOPED FOR OUTSTATE NURSES

In March, AHEC contracted with the UofM School of Nursing to plan, develop, and
implement continuing education courses for nurses living in outstate areas of
Minnesota. The need for such courses has become acute; in the near future, the
Minnesota Board of Nurses will require continuing education credits for relicensure.
This requirement means that 30,000 registered nurses must participate in continuing
education programs in order to retain their practicing status.

At the present time there are limited educational opportunities in the more remote
areas of the state. In order to make continuing education courses more available
to nurses in these areas, AHEC is funding a three-segment program by the School of
Nursing. Past experience of the School of Nursing indicates that independent
study correspondence packages and courses incorporating videotape format with
study guides and on-site group discussions are the most efficient methods of
reaching a large number of people and still providing a flexible study program.
Thus, the threefold program being funded by AHEC under the direction of Sharon
Hoffman, Director of Continuing Education, School of Nursing, includes the following:

- Translation of an existing undergraduate course in nursing process to an
independent study format. The course will be offered through the Extension
Division for academic credit toward the baccalaureate in nursing degree, and
will be made available to nurses throughout the state. This course should
be ready for distribution by November 1, 1977.

- Planning and development of two continuing education courses which will incor
porate appropriate existing videotape materials with study guides and on-site
small group discussion sessions. The decisions regarding the topic and content
of these two courses will be determined in conjunction with a c9nsultation
group made up of nurses from outstate areas. Planning and development for
these should be completed by December, 1977.

Implementation of a five credit undergraduate nursing elective course entitled
"Critical Care Nursing in the Community." This course is being offered at
St. Luke's Hospital in Duluth to 20 registered nurses from St. Louis County
and the surrounding area. Planning for this course was completed in April;
the course began on April 26 and runs through July 26, 1977.

In order to provide quality continuing education courses which meet the learning needs
of outstate registered nurses, the School of Nursing is soliciting input from nurses
in all areas of the state. Representatives from each of the Health Systems Agency
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planning areas have been invited to participate as program consultants. According
to Ms. Hoffman, the first meeting with these consultants was very productive.
These communication linkages should provide timely, relevant feedback as a basis
for course planning, as well as contribute to development of alternative teaching
learning approaches.

QUALITY ASSURk~CE PROGRA~l BEING PHASED OUT

For the past four years AHEC's Quality Assurance Progra~ has promoted and assisted
with patient care evaluation in small hospitals. The majority of this effort and
emphasis has been with 16 hospitals in Central Minnesota which have taken part in
Regional Medical Audits. Over the years, the involvement with these hospitals has
taken many forms: on-site consultation visits, once-a-month meetings with the
medical staff, special audit sessions for the medical record professionals, nursing
audit seminars, and regular provision of guideline medical/nursing criteria and
regional data displays.

Currently AHEC is anticipating new legislation and regulations, and is reassessing
program priorities. As Quality Assurance is not addressed in the new legislation,
the Quality Assurance Program will be phased out as of September 30, 1977.

Between now and September 30, AHEC will continue to provide criteria sets to partici
pating hospitals and regional displays for audit topics. AHEC is also finalizing
plans with InterQual, Inc. to co-sponsor a one-day patient care evaluation seminar
for Central Minnesota health care providers. A seminar of this nature would be
designed specifically for small hospitals and would take place in September in a
central location. Brochures and registration materials will be sent out in July.
Finally, AHEC is currently supporting a project to develop an ambulatory care
audit methodology. It is planned that by mid-summer there will be materials avail
able to assist clinics in initiating an evaluation system. Please watch the AHEC
Newsletter for more information on this.

Mary E. Peterson, RRA, Associate Director for Quality Assurance, will be leaving
AHEC on June 1; she will be joining the staff of InterQual, Inc., Chicago, Illinois,
as an Associate Director for Health Information Services. The AHEC staff cordially
extend Mary their best wishes in her new job. ~1ary's expertise and enthusiasm will
be greatly missed by her colleagues and many friends.

SU~ER FIELD COURSE IN INTERDISCIPLINARY TE~1 BUILDING OFFERED AGAIN

This summer AHEC is again sponsoring, in conjunction with the School of Public
Health, a special summer field course in interdisciplinary team building. AHEC is
promoting the interdisciplinary team approach as one way of providing integrated
health services in an age of increasing specialization. The field experience will
expose students to the interdisciplinary team approach to service delivery and
planning as an alternative for improving the quality and integration of health
services in the community.

The program, which was first offered last summer, has met with enthusiastic response
from all participants. Twenty-one students are enrolled in this summer's field
course. The students are first trained in interdisciplinary team process; during
spring quarter the students meet for two one and one-half day sessions in team
analysis and team building. Then during the ten-week summer session, the student
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teams gain field experience by completing health services delivery projects within
health services organizations. The projects will offer experience in application
of team process to needs assessment, organization, planning, and/or program develop
ment. The student teams choose projects from among those submitted by various
agencies within the state. A member of the agency staff acts as on-site coordinator,
and is invited to join the team training sessions as well. Training sessions are
again held at mid-point in the summer, and a final de-briefing session takes place
at the end of the summer.

Students enrolled in this course are either graduate students or professionals from
the health and social services (i.e., public health, dentistry, medicine, nursing,
pharmacy, social work, speech communications, psychology, special education, and
public affairs). The program is staffed by an interdisciplinary faculty who are able
to provide expertise in various areas as well as provide students a role model for
effective team functioning. Two of the four staff are from the UofM School of
Public Health: Robert Schwanke, Associate Professor and Director, Program in Inter
disciplinary Studies, and Eleanor Anderson, Associate Professor, Program in Public
Health Nursing, and Interdisciplinary Studies. The other staff members are Miriam
Cohn, Professor, School of Social Work, and Eugene Hooyrnan, Assistant Professor,
School of Social Development, UofM Duluth Campus, and School of Public Health,
Minneapolis.

PROGRESS REPORT ON AHEC SU~~ATIVE EVALUATION

The summative evaluation of the AHEC project is nearing completion after several
months of diligent effort on the part of AHEC evaluation staff members Dr. Bernadine
Feldman, Nancy Spannaus, and William Ward. The summative evaluation, which is a
review of AHEC's first five years, consists of two sections, a goal attainment and
an impact section. The goal attainment section assesses the effectiveness and
appropriateness of the enabling activities AHEC has engaged in to meet its goals;
the impact section assesses the effect AHEC has had on health care in target regions,
on individual health care personnel, and on the UofM Health Sciences Center.

Gathering data for the evaluation has involved many interviews, letters and tele
phone calls; Mr. Ward and ~1s. Spannaus have contacted physicians, nurses, hospital
administrators and other hospital personnel, project directors, instructors,
committee members, students, as well as many members of the UofM Health Sciences
faculty. The AHEC staff would like to extend their sincere thanks to the many
people who have given generously of their time in response to our requests for data.
Without your cooperation and assistance, this summative evaluation project would
not have been possible.

The summative evaluation should be completed in early summer, and a description of
the findings will be included in the August newsletter.

A word of thanks is also due to Nancy Spannaus and Bill Ward. With the completion
of this project they will be leaving the Almc staff. Nancy begins a new position
on June I as Interdisciplinary Education Coordinator with the Community University
Health Care Center in Minneapolis. We have enjoyed having Nancy and Bill at AHEC
this past year and wish them both luck in their future endeavors.

UPDATE ON CAREER MOBILITY PROGRAMS FOR RN'S

AHEC is continuing its support of two programs which encourage nurses to complete
their bachelor's degree in nursing. Moorhead State University (~1SU) began its
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program last fall; its Career Mobilist Baccalaureate in Nursing Program for
Registered Nurses currently has 16 students enrolled. Courses being offered spring
quarter include Interaction and Change and Community Health Nursing III. In the
latter course, students are continuing their clinical experience in the community
by providing health care to two families. This quarter the students will also
carry out a community assessment.

The program faculty, headed by Project Director Eva Vraspir, have recently completed
descriptions and objectives for the second-year courses. These courses are:
Research in Nursing, The Process of Patient Teaching, Nursing Management, Seminar
on Professional Problems, and a three-quarter course, Community Preceptorship.
The MSU nursing faculty is also offering two sections of a continuing education
course during spring quarter. Nursing in Health Care is being offered in Fergus
Falls and in Fargo/Moorhead, with each section enrolling ten students.

Preparations are now being made for the new class which will be entering the career
mobility program next September. Applications have been received from 45 RNs who
wish to work toward their BSN; due to limited resources, the class size will be
limited to 33 students.

Ms. Vraspir reports that the MSU Nursing Program has been accepted for membership
in the National League of Nursing, and the nursing faculty is presently completing
the initial phases required for program accreditation with the NLN.

The College of St. Benedict Career Mobility Program for RNs is offering three
courses during its spring semester. The courses, which are Nursing Roles within
Health Care, Nursing Leadership Practicum, and Research Design, Methodology, and
Application, enroll from 10 to 16 students each. Besides the students enrolled in
the nursing courses, there are approximately 22 other nurses taking required courses
in natural science and the liberal arts. St. Benedict's is also offering two
courses this summer, Community Health and Community Practicum, which begin on May 30.
Enrollment in each course is limited to 15 people.

The Career Mobility Program will be graduating eight people at the end of May.
Seven women and one man have successfully completed the program which began in April
of 1976.

The College of St. Benedict is currently in the process of revlslng its nursing
curriculum. Some courses are being revised, and evening courses are being re-sequenced.
By 1979-80, a new generic curriculum will be in effect which will permit interchange
of day and evening programs.

The program faculty, headed by Project Director Christina Scribner, submitted a
questionnaire to 36 registered nurses enrolled in the career mobility program to
determine characteristics of people interested in the program. The questionnaire
profile showed that most students were married females from 20 to 30 years old, were
diploma graduates, had been practicing from 5 to 10 years, and were working full
time as staff nurses in acute care settings, most often in the departments of
either pediatrics or mental health.

UPDATE ON GRADUATE NURSING COURSES IN OUTSTATE MINNESOTA

The Partially External Master's in Nursing Program, sponsored by AHEC in collaboration
with the School of Nursing, is progressing on schedule. During this third quarter
of the program, courses are continuing in sequence at Rochester and St. Cloud, and
the first course is being offered at Duluth. A total of 48 students are now enrolled
in the program.
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The third course in the sequence is presently being offered at the Rochester site.
This course, "Research in Nursing," is being taught by Dr. Sally Rode. The second
course in the sequence is being offered at St. Cloud; Dr. Ellen Egan and Ms. Diane
Kjervik are teaching "Conceptual Framework for Nursing Practice." The beginning
course in the sequence, "Structure of the Discipline of Nursing," is being taught
by Dr. Isabel Harris at the Duluth site. The faculty are all members of the UofM
School of Nursing's graduate faculty.

In response to the expressed need of nurses in the northwestern region of the state,
the Project Coordinator, Ms. Ruth Weise, has visited the area to assess the need
for and interest in graduate level course offerings. She has been involved in
coordination and planning with members of the Agassiz Consortium. Plans have been
made to offer two five-week courses during the summer. The courses start ~1ay 31
at the East Grand Forks AVTI.

SCHOOL-BASED PROGRA}1 IN PREVENTIVE DENTISTRY

During winter quarter, the AHFC-supported School-Based Program in Preventive Dentistry
completed this year's activities in Hans Christian Andersen Elementary School and
Laura Ingalls Wilder A School. Ten dental students from the UofM School of Dentistry,
each with a team of seven or eight dental hygiene students and two staff members,
provided dental screening services to 919 elementary school children this quarter.

All children screened were referred for a complete examination regardless of their
oral health. Those children having dental disease and needing immediate treatment
were referred by letter and telephone, as well as placed on a priority list for
follow-up services.

G~~ATES OF DIETETIC TRAINEESHIP EMPLOYED IN OUTSTATE ~1INNESOTA

A majority of the first class of graduates enrolled in the AHEC-supported Minnesota
Modular Dietetic Traineeship have chosen employment in non-metropolitan areas of
~1innesota. Five of the seven graduates from last year's traineeships in Area D
have settled in outstate areas. Sue Tollefsrud is employed at the St. Olaf Hospital
in Austin; Cheryl Carlson is with St. Joseph's Hospital in Duluth; Pat Bann is
working in a Title VII program, Community Feeding for the Elderly, in St. Cloud,
and Linda Skinner is working in a similar program in Willmar; and Laurie Galarneralt
Perry is employed part-time at the Monticello-Big Lake Community Hospital and part
time at the St. Cloud Reformatory. Four of these five new dietitians are functioning
as the only nutrition health care provider in their individual work situations.

The three graduates of the traineeship program in the State Hospital System have
also accepted employment within the state. Mary Jo Tomatz is working in the
Rochester State Hospital; Mary Wondra is with Abbott-Northwestern Hospital in
Minneapolis; and Jonelle Leet is with the Minnesota Child Health Division.
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